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sO E CO MENTS ON LANGUA(i E ) ATA
IN CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

R (ITN NACIUCKA.

The 'Ionian Ihareraily, Cracow

if the essential insights of the theory of contrastive linguistics are to be
preserved, what is badly needed is some "method" of distinguishing between
various degrees of grammaticality and acceptability of language material.
Just as the native speaker has at his disposal linguistic kowledgo of his
language that enables hint to make judgements about the well- or ill-form-
edness of sentences, so anyone dealing with contrastive studies should be
expected to have at his disposal linguis6ie knowledge of two languages. This
idea seems to be tmeontroversially taken for granted; however, how to measure
this knowledge, judgement or intuition is not likely to be ever formalized by a
simple and reliable method. It should be emphasized that in the absence of
explicit evaluative means we have to appeal for caution in dealing with Ian-
page material; may main thesis is that one cannot manipulate language data
ad libitum, there are certain limits beyond which one must not go. In writing
this article, I had just this point in mind. While the theory of contrastive
linguistics finds it easy to set requirements necessary for a contrastive analysis
(e.g. the authority of a bilingual speaker, translational competence, and the
like), practice finds it hardly possible to satisfy these requirements. In other
words, in it number of cases the contrastive linguists, especially those who are
theoretically minded, strangely enough tend to view the language material
as of secondary importimee. Assuming a certain rule, for example, they some-
times tend to construe sentenees to support a suggested thesis allowing them
to be incorrect in one way or other. It seems to me that these facts are alarm-
ingly frequent and obviously related with the failure to go beyond one's
own intuition.

In view of this rather innvelene tendency to tolerate anomalies and
erroneous expressions in contrastive analyses, the obvious criteria for deciding
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whet1101' a given sentence Nis into the category of grammaticality or accept
ability wind() be MA only the linguist's ability to understand properly the
utterances lie uses, hut also his ability to check conivtently his linguistic
knowledge by consulting the informants and informative written sources such

as dictionaries, Since some of my comments and remarks have been miscompre-

11(91(1(41 and misinterpreted which became clearly evident during the dis-
cussion after the presentation of ilk paper at the 18th International Con-
ference on Polish-English Contrastive Linguistics (111a).ejewko, 2-1 December

198) I .feel compelled to clarify the following points in order to avoid further
misunderstanding: (1) by rinrm, ornuttive, standard I mean this variety of
language which is the means Of communication of the nation as a whole, which

is free from individualized variations (idiosyncratic, (ialectal, regional, pro-

fessional and so on), and which does not easily tolerate deviations, arbitrari-
ness and violatioas of various kind; (2) a nonstandard or individualized type

of language, restricted in its scope to a social or regional group of speakers
perfeetly legitimate as long as it is treated as such, but it should not be taken
for a representative of the whole language (standard type); (3) the examples I

am going to question axe lacking in a general linguistic significance because

each of them violates some degree of acceptability and/or grammaticality; I do

not share a view that anything that is uttered and can be understood is correct

and representative of a standard variety of the language; (4) the Polish native

speakers- informants I have consulated have been: students of English philol-

ogy with some linguistic background, Polish linguists of the consulting group

(advice on "correctness") in the Institute of Polish Philologyof the Jagiellon-

ian University, and a number of people not linguistically educated. I shall not

attempt to postulate any new "theory" of how to view the basic assumptions

set by contrastive linguistics; instead, I should like to consider in somewhat

greater detail some linguistic misfits of various kinds found in linguistic liter-

ature. For obvious reasons, being a native speaker of Polish, I shall limit my

account to Polish emimples.
In his article on the impersonal passive, Connie (1977:49) points out that

in the Polish sentences

(I) l)okonuje sic prate (*przez iwzonych).
is-completed works by scientists
"The works are being completed (by the scientists).'

() Dokonano proec (*przez uczonych).
was-completed works by scientists
` The works have been completed by the scientists.'

it is in fact impossible to give overt expression to the underlying subject, i.e.

this subject must be deleted rather than demoted". This observation is correct

except for the fact that it is illustrated by misconstrued sentences :neither (1)nor

8



rdownage, data in onnttyettine nanfj, 1;., 7

(2) IS cOrrect. The verb dokonnfc obligatorily takes in) object) in the genitive:

(III) Dolconuje sie prat)
(2a) Dokonam) prae

are the only grammatical phrases according to standard norms (cf. Slownik

paprawiaj pol8zczyzny, Slownik 8ymtak,tyczn,a-gencratyivity czasownikIna polskich,

etc.). From the semantic point of view dm collocation of dokonm5 -1- prac

Haindm conversationally objectionable without a broader context and/or

;If Witham! information. The verb dokonoef implies not only the completion of
:4e)110 action but also accomplishment and achievement, e.g.

( II)) 1)()kotitije sie waZnycli odkry()
Important discoveries are being made

(2b) Dolconano odkry(')
important discoveries lia:c been/were made

(cf. Mar:1ga Itl , 1'1bl/ (1(11C011.(111, 1)(111(11e/WkiCh It'fIN icy (Ircain fia achi,,co,

In

NV, may say that eNa1111)1(.S (I) 011141 (2) are grammati,ally incorrect and seman-
tically rather deviant, or at least clumsy.' It should be noted in passing that
Conie could have used reykonw' instead of (tokona, and so have avoided all

aliontaiies mentioned above:

(le) IVykontije sic rozl:az
The order is being carried out

(2e) \Vykonano rozkaz
'rho order has been /was carried out

Tile syntactic evidence provided by (lc) and (2c), which are unquestionable

gra ininatically, Avoid(' unquestionably support Conirie's thesis.
Of much the same typo of error is the following:

(3) Dotl(milein (Zabrocici 1981:13)
I-touched handrail

where the inflectional cove of the grammatical object, pw.cez, is normatively
improper: doff,nev" governs the noun in the genitive, thus the correct form
should be

(3a) Dotkluilem porcezy

Ent here the fact is that the ease of using dot lo* with the accusative and not
the genitive by a native speaker of Polish may be explainable by some more
recent syntactic changes affecting the government of some ambiguous verbs:

' Not ice that Contrie took and adapted these sentenced from Wicso's article.



I:. Nato tclia

,to161111: /110, (10/kIltpt touch in the phyr,ica1 sellse,2 ,111

his light, the difference 11c1.%%4'I11 III' /11'1114'111T (3) 11111 HIV N(111,14111, (311) pi 11111

F11 111114.11 11 matter of acceptability, neither is it It matter of pragmatics, sine))

both are understood ill the slime way and ti,-;1d in the same situation; the
contrast, \\inch is of a grammatica nature, could 1u seen 1(14 VX4.111111j flying H.

111'01'085 of st,rul,tiring, a gradual elimination of the genitive in its ftmtimi
or a dioo, ubjcet of the v(1.1), but only ill ill() (also of nonhuman nouns silly(' it:
(log,: not. (Tent, ,ou\- problem of ambiguity. (For an interesting (61'11;81(11 011

1111$ 41'110,111V sit' B111,111'1' 1976). In any case, though partially justifiable,
this innovative and unconventional tiswe of 1,11e accuslit,ive in (3) sliould have
1,, cu ael;novledged and commented 011 by 1114' author.

k \idle this discussion hos been converned. the
objects, it might, also lie noticed 1,11111, the same hesitations apply to 1,11e in-
t- trinnental/prepositional phrase. Por instance, allows 1,11c inflected

PIilic"i'iVe \\*it'll
etc.

( I) Ali:Hum:1110 ,t..t-tt 4111:1,11m4

10 \\ ilS 11011111111 (1.11'cri ()I'

(a) Z1'01111 In() go dyrel:torem
IIe \V. In 111(1(14' di114tu1.

I? 101.orcr4r" nominate,

loll in the case 01' //7/bie/M: -- cfeIli, a pl'el/0811101111 111 ll'a SC is normatively

required

(6) \Vyln atm na dyrel:tora
114 was 4,14,4'1,4,41 director

According to the lexicographers (A Polish normative dictionaries, as well as
according to some Polish linguists, an example used by Zabrocki (1 98 1:69)

must be eonsidered incorrect:

(7) 11(allil sic, by wrybra6 go prezesem.
he-prayed 1 ;EFL to-elect hint chairman

The situation, 110WeVer, is 11111C11 more complex. To begin with, there are a
miniber of utterances that '..:-institute counterevidence to the normative usage

Ft 1111 ON1)111111161)11 1/f ills 1)11)CO5S 801. 13titth; et al. NV11121'44 NVO read "Mniviti siQ

tow icio doraine uzycia ezasownika dotkiutd w zittiozeniti doslownyin, ale w konstrukeji
LioritilAvoj ("Brontkarz goAci dolkitql pilkc..."), ktora dotyeliczas stithowila t.vykladnik
zupt lain innoj jego treSeii obraziC (dollovi .9 LOS tr(%)" (1973:317). (Ti ere aro mon,
told mole oectLiitnial uses of t he verb dotkrute; (touch) in its literal mcaniiig but in tutu
socustitivo comitrnt is111 (.11).(tinkraz dolnql plat... --Tito visitors' goalkeeper touched
tie hs11), which 111t111Ti (1 lilts 1)0141 (15(41 10 els:I/FPS/1 a completely different meaning

otirna. (At ;:losirc hurt one's sister) (trap slated by N.). 8(.4, also 318, 444.

10



Ifin!oloqe dohl in c'qdro,'ilT arta/ymil

%1114 11 11 I r o11111.1 in colloquial l'ore-11 %%ell lc, in the laiwiciee of pre:,!
.11111 tele% r e

ti ) lo 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . / . 1 ) ; , 1 ; 1.\ I In lin porektorein
...a %%omen bat, been elected pi.orecto
N,Ijlepszyni tcelmildeni turniejti %vybriiiio .1 P.
.1, t . as considered (chosen) the best technician of the tournament

1'1.1 111 Ill 11,11:11 I1hr,u1 1111:11 111.4 :111 1414

1.1i ,1ill)r, I

(9) :\,,1 I schetarza wIrano
K,Z, has been elected the First, Secretary of

Polish linguists are not in :igrecnient on the correctness of the in-
strunient,11 variant: the autlim.s of 1,111. dictionaries would not admit thil
,iistrimantal with the verb lryloicret(' (Slownil! popra145?te) polszczyzny, Slow?, 7'4:

hile some other linguists do not scent to object to it; Battler
p,174; 1 I80) very tolerant :ind :LNSIIIIWN both constructions e(indly

,y/)/(II: pit ;7/(1(' le in
11 1111111(1,1

1
Saloni and ;:vidzirisLI (11181) appire1111'

+1.y1),.(W, prey(I
pryi r t I11 instrunivntr.1 Mien tIit' taw such an example: wylior tio

,:cs( n' (241). Semantically spcaliing no clear difference is felt between
these two structures, although sonic explanation of the use of the prepo-
sitional phrase rather than the, instrumental might be speculatively

1;iit such considerations would lead 11$ too fill'. What 1 want
to show is that the illustrative material used in contrastive analysis
to prove or disprove at more general rule, principle, etc. should lie
absolutely certain, not arguable ;IN to its grammaticality :ind accepta-
bility.

As much as unintentional grammatical deviations and distortions are
unwelcome illustrative examples in any linguistic research, so semantic
anomalies and erroneous presuppositions of what is said are also strongly
objectionable. It is iminctliat,ely apparent that such Polish utterances as

( I) .1\ a \ Vil ZOtita.la AV3-10.01111 na lawc przcz Meg°.

('(.offt.e was laid out onto the bench by him.
(I I) zosta 1 nain zadany przez niego.

Beans were given to its by him. (Zabrocki 1981 : 1;1,0)

are very- strange semantically, and that the linguistic competence of the
limist himself is insufficient. Neither of the sentences could be easily ac-
ceptable. The associations with the phraseological expressions they come
from :ire too strong to be ignored. According to my intuitive knoNvIcdge of
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NnTin Li t.

',Old k F4110,1(1101 01 011101' 11;irit :.oe,(1ser. 1 11.144' 1oladr,1,

idi..mat II eviit,!.i011:. Hiell .0.

(1,') \liiit I Litt,: oil ( 11c in :1 1111, 101 \+.0..1

; told 1110 tenth)
Il Ini11 0)11 colc)) 0111,11 the 111'111'11i

( /,a11/1 I 1111 111 I1111111, ( 1 IV II/1111111 IA 1011 114 ;1 11';.;,i111).

III :'74V44 1111 114'111111. (%11111'114.4, i 1981:13(0

1,1',11,,41 1111' OH' 1).1Yik i4e11:1414 (I:') into

(10) and (11) it.vo.i.Livtily
Hitt tirantiilnunki

1.111n1 idiomatic nwanntr,:t or not The r,ontono;, (III) /Old (I I) HIV /41111111y

tunny 411111 idol, 11, 84.4..11:, 41'4111 itu8mi1)14 to imagine 141111.44XIA

111 1%111,1 (.1;..y Voitid lie acceptable and literally and H4,1'1(111,-4 coniprchensable.

In such circtiiiistani es 1,lic author's conclusion that "passivizcable is

:4pe. died tIV11 ei in 1,1144 IltXi1'4111, 1101,11 in its 7144111.1 141111 passive 1.111111" (130) is

stivecti and i(inifs reviHion. I ant afaid there aro many more

;1111,1,1 or this Mort uscit by tbo author \lio, also 41141( for tiitirjOW:

:11111 1 14.1111111S I'1`11 substantial if0rimilittin;r, of the theoretical iiies.

It, is /1 IlliNtalie to 11441111.1 141711, 1,110 Polish language, owing 10 its rich

Ilettion, is not stismptible t0 ally rules of' seithuice word order, 81141 it 18 114'1'ha1)8

:1 still 1110144. serious 111.14111t to 1144114,'VC that, any variety of Polish is good

enough to suppmt the author's claim. In consequence of the negligence of

the grammatical system we come a. ..z8 deviant sentences, eonsidered

tinieceptable by some Polish inflow 8, as:

(1-0 Jan napisal jakitn polityku
John wrote about wn-politieian (1101'11 11178:106)

Kon" Bill in6wil Jan dal present
WhOil did 13i11 say that John gay, a present (Horn 1978:109)

(16) Jakiin pzystojyil int:Zczyznq jest Jan!

how handsome man is Joint (Bosley and Jaworska 1981:82)

(17) Maria, rorthawiala z takim przystojnym meZczyznit, z jakiin Anna,

(Borsley arid Jaworska 1981 : 88)
(18) Jan jest taki, jak jest Piotr. (Borsley a(, 1 , aworska 1981:93)

(19) Jan jest takim nicZczyziut, jak jest :Pio. (Borsley and Jaworska,

1981: 93)
(20) Jan jest, takim dobrym szefem jakim dobrynt ojce(n.

John is 80 good boss how good fathe
`John is as good a boss as a father.' (Borsley and Jaworska 1981:86)

(21) rzeka nie jest bardziej gicboka jak szeroka.

this river ;lot is more deep how wide

"Phis river isn't more deep than wide.' (Borsley and Jaworska 1981:

90)

12



Language data in contrastive aaalysis 11

Each of the examples (14) through (21) a somehow different problem
Lich I shall try to discuss briefly. It should be noted right now that despite

at possible occurrence of these structures in a colloquial, spontaneous, and
very often careless speech, or stylistically marked utterances, they all go
far beyond the limits of standard grammatical language. If for some reason
or other a contrastive linguist decides to make use of these sentences he
should, I think, warn a reader of their colloquial character and justify their
choice.

From (14) it would appear that the structural context is informal, possibly
elassroom-like; it is not an uncommon type of the colloquial variety which
would probably be classified by Bonieeka (1978) as an examination question
(or a courtroom question) compare the examples she quotes:

A zasadniezy akeent pada na sylabe ktora?
Ten tutaj jaki bylby? (153)

In terms of structural comparability, one could also talk about a similar
colloquial question in spoken English which would be, I assume, on the same
scale of ;ieceptdbility as its Polish equivalent:

(14a) John wrote about which politician?

The author does not, seem to share this view. If (14) is not ri, question no
question mark is provided by the author it can never be interpreted as a
se: atone(.

For the sentence (15) no sensible interpretation has been suggested by
my informants; it is simply not a sentence in Polish, because it is neither
structurally describable, nor semantically cxplainable.3 There are a number
of ways Horn's sentence could be taken if additional information were added
through such indicators as punctuation marks, word reordering, conjoining
markers, etc. Without something like these signals, (15) is uninformative
mid of no relevance to the basic form

(15a) Bill mowil Ze Jan dal present Adamowi
Bill said that John gave a present to Adam (Horn 1978: 109)

be,ause (15) being ungrammatical caimot "show that the rule of wh-move-
ment can apply to either NP in the embedded sentence" (Horn 1978: 109).

As an interrogative sentence (16) is ungrammatical for most speakers of
Polish in spite of the fact that the same wording is perfectly-grammatical
when uttered with an emphatic connotation, jakim being treated as an in-

If (15) won . meant to be a question it should have boon construed differently; for
Polish constructions with reported questions see gwidziAski (1978).

13
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( 60) .lakno przystojnym mO,Ozyzmt jest Jail!
\Vhat a handsome man John is!

The difference between (I (ia) and (16) is not only that one is grammatical

while the other is not, but also, and above all, that .(16a) and (16) (taken

for a question by I3orsley and Jaworska) would be neither semantically nor

pragmatically synonymous. In consequence, neither would serve the purpose,

i. c. to illustrate the author's claim that "with questions involving attributive

adjectives... it seems that the left branch condition can be violated if jak

is inflected" (82). In connection with this problem it should be added that

the authors' assumption that "there is just one AP determiner inflected in

some circumstances and uninflected in others" (81), i.e. jaki jak, is dubious,

intuitively unconvincing and? speculative in character when confronted with

actual Polish data. This may be also the reason why the authors have inter-

pretive difficulties with such sentences as (17)

Maria rozmawiala z takim. przystojnym mg&zyznft, z jakim Anna.

vilich they asf-tune to be perfectly acceptable but have rio idea why this

should be so (88). The answer is simple: the sentence is not acceptable.

To continue our discussion, something is clearly wrong with the sentences

(18), (JO), (20) and (21), which like (17) are meant to illustrate various aspects

of Polish equative constructions. First, in (18) and (19) the second use of

the copula. jest is cmecessary; then (20) with takim...jakirn is wrongly con-

strued; by substituting to ...jakim by rOwnie...jak, acceptability is obtained:

(20a) Jan jest rownie dobrym szefem jak ojcem.

Here again, (20) is discussed as a counterexample to some constraint; the

authors try to account for it but fail, saying: "in either case, however, they

will violate the suggested constraint. Why, then, are they grammatical ?"

(86). The irony is that such sentences are not grammatical and'the problem

does not exist.:Finally, in (21j the use of the analytic comparative does not

sound proper and we would -rather say

(21a) Ta rzeka nie jest glcbsza jak szersza

or

(211) Ta rzeka nie jest glebsza iur, szersza.

By the the remarks on the uses of jak, and na in comparatives do not

bee'- to agree in details with Polish authoritative sources such as Kultura
po1..kojo by Buttler et al. (1973:374:5), Slownik poprawne,j polszczyzny,,

zupryczynslia (1980:100 ff.), etc. For example, compare the authors' re-

14



1.(zminaac data in coora,,i0c 13

mark at standard Polish, .j(t1: normally ()mils in negated comparatives"
(90) with "po wyraZeniach z przeczeniem trkywainy zarOwno spOjnika
jak i spajnika .jak: ezul sic nie gorzej niZ (jak) dawniej" (Slownik poprawnej
polszezyzny) (after negated phrases we use.both the conjunction ni. and the
conjunction juk: Czul sic Me gorzej mz (jak) dawniej He was feeling not
worse than before" (translated by R.N.)). Borsley and Jaworska use a number
of examples which are doubtful and in spite of their occurrence in colloquial
Polish cannot be treated as good illustrative examples. The last point is
best illustrated by the following sentences used by Jaworska on another
occasion. They are:

(22) PoznaleA Annc przedtem, jak knpil sanwelaid.
(you) met Ann before-this how (you) bought ear

`You met Aim before you bought the car.' (Jaworska 1982:163)
(23) .PoznaleF; Amic potem, jak kupil samoch6d.

(you) met Ann after-this how (you) bought car
You net Aim after you bought the car.' (Jaworska 1982:163)

The word j a li\s is nonexistent in Polish, no dictionary makes any record of
it, and one may wonder on what grounds the author says that "speakers
vary in the realization of this phenomenon with jak: jake,4 and jakes are the-
alternatives. Jakg has been chosen here for the sake of simplicity" (Jaworska
1982:162). If she means, a colloquial, dialectal or some other variant of phonetic
realization of the enclitic particle -es then jakg should be transcribed phonetical-
ly in order to avoid misunderstanding. As it is it may legitimately be assumed
that jak,s' is a normal correct formation, which is not the ease.

To conclude these remarks I should like to make an appeal to contrastive
linguists for a more careful selection of Polish language data which they use
as normatively correct (unless specified otherwise). It seems clear in principle
that a linguist is responsible that the examples he chooses should be com-
prehensible, appropriate to the contexts; and generated by the rules of gram-
mar, in other words, to 1)e fully acceptable and perfectly grammatical.
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CONTRASTIVE SOCIOLINGUISTICS RECONSIDERED

KAROL JANICKI

Adam Miekieteiez University, Posnati

The present paper is intended to be both a continuation and a revision
of my earlier considerations pertaining to contrastive sociolinguistics (Janicki
1979). I. do not assume, however, that the reader of the present paper is
a,:nuainted with the earlier work in question.

I hope not to err in saying that the authors of the overwhelming majority
of contrastive analyses to date (cf. articles from PSiCL) conceptualize lan-
guage as knowledge, and simultaneously work at a relatively high level of
idealization (they accept regularization, standardization and decontextu-
alizatior as kinds of idealization). This philosophical standpoint has led to
the acceptance of the ideal speaker-hearer as the locus of language. As a
eorollaiy, the question does not arise of what real speakers a given competence-
related linguistic statement is true. This perspective seems to have brought
about the fact that contrastive linguists of that philosophical orientation
have been speaking about contrasting languages without addressing them-
selves to the question of how precisely languages can be distinguished from
one another. Fisiak et al. define contrastive analysis as "the systematic study
of two or more languages in all the language components" (1978:9). This-
definition appears to reflect the assumption made by most (all?) 'competence-
linguists' that 'a language' is a theoretical linguistic notion.

When one adopts a significantly lower level (g: idealization, as I do, it.
becomes indispensable to redirect one's attention away from linguistic know-
ledge, and simultaneously toward linguistic behavior. Standardization and
decontextualization get dispensed with, and the locus of language is no longer
the ideal native speaker-hearer. The essence of language may be then seen
for example as abstract meaning potential (Halliday 1978), which needs to
be studied, among other ways, through actual linguistic behavior in real
situations. It can be discerned immediately that lowering the level of idealiz-
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:area, and, what follows, having to study langua!re behavior, implies a
markedly ilLereasim significance of the real speaker.'

With the focus on behavior and the real speaker (as emerging through
discarding standardization and decontextualization) the question of whether

ayaages or varieties thereof can be contrasted should be posed anew. Once
the linguist views language as behavior, the universe of his interest becomes
ninth larger, and the various categories of speakers and situations have to
be attended to in a principled manner. This is a fact that the contrastive
soeiolinguist has to incorporate into his analysis. Within this philosophical
and methodological perspective, it is critical to define linguistic facts (which

may be presented as 'grammars') in terms of precisely lvnet population they

are true of. En what follows I will try to show what consequences for contrastive

(soeio) linguistics are brought about by principled attending to linguistic
behavior and rejecting standardization and decontextualization as kinds of

idealization.
In the essential part of Janicki (1079) I stated that for any meaningful

contrastive sociolinguistic analysis to be carried out a number of levels of
comparability have to be established. The levels include the sociolectal and the

SP1 5p2 SP3

1 1
1 1

2
2

2

3

3 3 3
4

4 4 5 4

Fig. 1 Fig. 22

stylistic levels. Por instance, with interest in the language of two large socially
stratified speech communities one has to sociologically predefine the groups of

people whose linguistic behavior is meant to be compared. Moreover, it is
necessary to secure the comparability of the two categories compared.

It needs to bo stressed that the reoriontation toward studying behavior should by

!to means bo idontifiod with behaviorism. In other words, my approach is behavioral, not

holiaviori Conceptually, my analysis leaves space for viewing language as knowledge,

but at the same time allows a basically nonmentalistic perspective on language, as the
indivitbtal researcher wishes. I find committing myself on this central philosophical issue

to he inesseutivl for tho present considerations.
SP stands for a macro speech community, and 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 stand for micro

spt.eith eomnitinit ieS sociele;:ically defined.
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'rims, with retrenee to Fig. 1 ;mil 2, if the tertima emnparationis is the func-
tional relations holdito, among l-----4, of SP, is comparable with 1 of
sp,, and 1 of SP, is not comparable with 1 of SP,. It is possible. however,
1.0 conceive 1 of SP and 1 of SP as comparable if the criterion for compar-
ability is a set of sociological indices, and if 1 of SP, and 1 of SP, share them
all. in either case, i.e., with eiither finictional relations or a set of indices as
the criterioi of comparability the tortium comparationis is sociological in
nature., stands outside )he limmistie properties compared, and thus, inciden-
tally, allows the researcher to avoid the danger of circularity.3

Similarly, for a stylistic comparison to make sense, comparability has to
be maintained t the contextual (use in term's of Halliday et al. 1964)
level. Again, et-init.:1y, if speaker A's non ultative style (as conceived by Joos
1959) is compared with speaker B's i'",mal style, then comparability within
the analysis ha.. not bee.' respected and no conclusions of significant interest
can be arrived. at.

It seems that the perspective adumbrated above, though a possible lin-
guistic; perspective, is of ;nccial value to the sociologist. An alternative work-
ing pespeotivc will be presented, which is in some cases more appropriate
for the linguist to adopt. The latter will, however, east some doubt upon the
plausibility of contrastive sociolinguistics understood as an extention of
contrastive linguistics, the way the latter has been most commonly con-
ceived to date.

Let me now examin, the consequences of the first alternative (henceforth
Al), which may be viewed generally as studying linguistic behavior of socio-
logically pret,Vined speech communities in predefined situations. To begin
with, one has to keep in mind the fact that the socin-gist's object of inquiry
is different from that of the linguist. While, olwiorsly, we can argue end-
lessly over various definitions, boundaries between disciplines, objects of study,
and intordisciplinarity, there seems to exist a general consensus as to the
different descriptive foci as related to linguistics and sociology. In this con-

3 As Krzeszowski pros) rightly points out one noods a tortium oomparationis
outside the properties cornparod. Otherwise, one faces the danger of circularity, which
Krzeszowski presents as follows: "Wo compare iar order to soe what is similar and what is
different in tho cornparod matorials; wo can only compare items whiCh are in some res-
pect similar, but we cannot use similarity as an indopondent criterion for deciding how to
match items for coinparison, sinco similarity (or difference) is to result from tho compari-
son and not motivate it" (5). I fully realize that tho concept of tertium comparationis and
its applicability to contrastive sociolinguistic analyses of any kind requires extensive
exploration. Positing pragmatic equivalence as tho tortium comparationis for all contrastive
analyses going boyond tho sontence (this scorns to bo what soino authors suggest; cf.
Krzeszows;,_ op. cit.) may in fact bo an oversimplification. As a dctailod discussion of the
issue would expand the present paper enormously, I tako up the topic of tortium com-
par ationis in contrastive sociolinguistics in a soparate paper, which is in preparation.

2 Papers and studies... XVIII
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_A, may 11` 1001:111 at an till 1,)01 .(';It Of sociologic al theory rather

than that, of Ini,:_mistic theory; social grouv.s (e.g. classes) are sociological

constructs devised to answer sociological questions. view of this fitct, A1

may appear to be very fruitful if the sociologist decides to embark upon

linguistic facts in order to verify his sociological theory. In other words,

when the sociologist studies linguistic behavior he will or will not be able

to obtain support for the isolation of sociological categories.
I now need to pause at the notions of 'a language', sociolect', and 'a dia-

lect'. As fludsen (1980) convincingly shows, the term 'a language' can be

used only in a rather non-technical way, because linguistic reality cuts

across what. are commonly thought to be language 13,7Luidaries, and because

there is no one criterion that delimits languages. Consequently, 'a language'

(such as Polish, French, Spanish) is not strictly a linguistic notion in so far

as it is defined in terms of who speaks it. Likewise, the terms ` sociolect' and

'dialect' have been used for quite a long time now to refer to varieties of a

language characteristic of socially defined groups and regionally defined

groups, respectively. Again here, however, the use of the three terms in
qUestion serves mainly sociological purposes as 'languages', `sociolects', and

`dialects' are linguistic varieties 'associated with groups of individuals pre-

defined in non linguistic terms.
Tt should be of considerable interest now to see how,finguistic facts actu-

ally relate to such sociological categories as social group or social class. Thus

the questions may be asked: Are there linguistic facts corresponding to the

isolated (by the sociologist) social groups? Are there other facts that cut

across those groups? The two questions may be reformulated irit,1 How

linguistically real are sociolects, sex-bound varieties, age-bound varieties, etc.?

or still differently what is the ontological status of sociolects, dialects, etc.?

Sonic answers to the questions may be found when linguistic facts are
scrutinized Against such nonlinguistic categories as region (geographical)

and social group (sociological). With reference to the former, the existing

evidence seems to indicate that there are no natural boundaries between

dialects as sonic isoglosses cut across territories commonly associated with

separate dialects (cf. e.g., Chambers and Trudgill 1980). Moreover, there is

every reasons to believe that most, if not all, isoglosses have a unique distribu-

tion (Hudson 1989). In view of this fact 'a dialect' can be conceptualized

only as a set oF linguistic items arbitrarily distinguished from another set.

As contrastive analyses of linguistic items marked for regional distribu-

tion do not make much sense, I would now like to ,proceed to a discussion

of socially marked linguistic items. I have mentioned 'regional dialects'

only to provide a reference and some background information for the further

discussion. As it appears, the distribution of isoglosses in geographical space

shares many characteristics with that of linguistic items identified in social
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space. l would lih to -tress It passing- that 1 use linguistie item' in the sense
of. Hudson (Iiiscr). i.e.. I consider linguistic item' to be any recognized lin-

uistic entity. The operational definition of 'linguistic item' will be a function
of the resear( hex's conceptualization of language and the theory that the
researcher thinks is the best to account for the aspect of language that he is
interested in. Thus, 'linguistic items' may be lexical items, rules of various
kinds, construetions, constraints on rules, systems (as in systemic grammar),
etc.

Fig. 3 below is intended to be a model of linguistic items distributed
in social space. Let 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the vertical axis be social classes defined
in terms of some socio-economie index.

1

2

3

1 2 3 4.5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Av V
Fig. 3

In Fig. 3 let the category of considcration be 1, i.e., attention should for a
moment be paid to the distribution of items which all are characteristic of 1.
Obviously, the assumption has been made that the sociolinguistic 'order'
of 2-4 is equivalent to that of 1. To reiterate, 1 is a sociologically predefined
category, a predefined group of people whose language is subject to analysis.
Fig. :3, in my opinion, reflects linguistic facts as they relate to social classes.
That is, there arc linguistic items characteristic of 1 and only of 1 (items
1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16 of the horizontal axis). There are others which are charac-
teristic: of 1 as well as of 2 (items 4, 13, 18), and still others characteristic
of 1 as well as of 2 and 3 (items 2. 12, 14), and still others characteristic of
all the social classes differentiated in sonic way. Most significantly, however,
the set of items characteristic of 1 includes those whose distribution hi social
spare is marked quantitatively. In other words, 1 includes items which:
a, occur in 1 exclusively, b. occur in 1 as well as in other categories, and
c. occur in all categories with varying frequencies. At present, it seems most
difficult to define even rcugh proportions of items in any of the three Cat-
egories. Also, establishing-the distribution of a considerable number of items
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fOr iiny real .sct, cif eatcgories piirallel to the hypotlici.i,11 f of our ,xampie

is extremely clinic ult task.
The model presented above is subject to further discussion. Namely,

\\ hilt, our present knowledge, scarce as it is, allows us to strongly believe
that linguistic items such as 2, 5, I!), 20 (i.e., those going beyond one social
class) really exist, the existence of items such as 1, :3, 6, etc. (i.e., those that
are characteristic of only one category) is a bit more doubtful, i.e., it cannot
be ruled out that sociolects differ from one another only in quantitative
terms. If this were actually true, then items such as 19 and 20 would be the

only item type for the sociolinguist to work with.
In the context of what i have said as far one has to remember that social

space may be defined by means of a variety of parameters. Therefore, even
if' items such as 1 and 3 do not exist in the social space defined in terms of
social class parameters, they may exist in the social space defined in terms of

the speaker's sex, or age.4
Irrespective of whether items such as 1 and 3 exist, which we are not

able to determine at present, it remains to be clear that items such as 2,
13, 19, 21 do exist. In this connection, the question arises of what linguistic
reality 'sociolects' refer to. Also, one could address oneself to the layman's
contention that people of different social standing speak different kinds of
language. The sociolinguist can put the question and the contention together
in his attempt to answer the former and account for the latter. As regards the
latter then; as the layman operates on stereotypes (some=a11. often=always),

he tends to believe that linguistic variation in social groups is only of a quali-
tative nature. We. ix-1e now left with the question of what `sociolects' actually

are.
Usually defined as speech eonve..ous characteristic of social groups,

`sociolects' are nothing but sets of linguistic items whose qualitative and
quantitative feature~ correspond to the sociologically predefined social groups.

it follows that the notion of `sociolect' cannot be used in linguistics in any
technical way other than, trivially, when being synonymous with 'linguistic
item' (Hudson. 1980).

Fig. 3 is an oversimplification to the extent that social classes constitute

an oversimplification of social reality. That is, within social classes (usually

4 Obviously, sonic languages include linguistic items specifically characteristic of
the female or the male speaker, e.g., cf. Polish `musiulane (female) vs `musialene (male).

The two forms are standard, forinai Polish. Im what Joos would call the casual or intimate
styles, males and females may and in fact do reverse the endings for whatever reason.
The occurrence of `musialene (female), though of extremely low frequency, is a linguistic

fact. For that reason it does not seem to be a nonsensical idea to believe that perhaps the
distribution of most linguistic items in social space is marked quantitatively, not quali-

tatively.
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defined iu terms of occupation, education, income, etc.) th9re obviously
exists further social differentiation its people can be grouped along a number
of dimensions such its age, sex, size of family, father's occupation, friendship
:to work, religion, social mobility, ethnicity, etc, Aloreover, most of those
social dimensions correlate in some complex way with linguistic facts. Thus, it
becomes necessary to plot linguistic items 011 a multi-dimensional map of
social factors. Assuming that the dimensions written out below do actually
correlate Nvith linguistic variables, the map might take on the following form:

Sono;
Eex :,c4e orinin

witatialliffriwrAM,..,.
rV641111111111111efillilktibbn

Income Educ. Profes.
Father
occup. Ethmc.

Fig. 4

All that Fig. 4 intends to show is that linguistic items tend to bundle together
(items 1, 3, 4, 5). 'Bundling together' does not necessarily mean, however,

, that many items may have the same distribution in social space. On the
contrary, it cannot be ruled out that each linguistic item has its own unique
distribution. Furthermore, in addition to the items that bundle together there
are others which cut across bundles (items 2, and 6). It should be remembered
that the bundling in question may be both qualitiitive and quantitative, i.e.,
there seem to exist social category networks which can be characterized by
the existence or non - existence (occurrence or non-occurrence) of a given
linguistic item (e.g., a lexical item), and, therc are other networks which can be
linguistically described in terms of how frequently a given linguistic item,
materializes in linguistic behavior.

To make the whole of my foregoing discussion more clear, let me give
some examples. The final bilabial consonant (sic!) in Polish words such as
idq, roblQ, etc., may occur in the linguistic behavior of speakers differen-
tiated by the following social features: either' sex, any education, age- 40-60,
working class oriziti. any income, any profession. The lexical item 'Wang& (a
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-ilerhaii,-; lee marl«al as: either sex, age- up to 1-0. any social origin,

v Mew at. least secondary education, bailer's profession -- any, reli:r-

ioe are likewise. f hi mol-phologieal endjila a la (as ill roinam.

may he inaked as: female'', age ally, social any edu-

,,nion my. proission religion ally.
The examples given alcove ;ire not real in the sense fiat the marking of the

items brought up has not been verified empirically..t believe that no

convincing nu/ examples can be given at present because systematic: empirical

research along the lines presented above has not been carried out yet. In anv
evcrit, all that those examples are intended to indieate is that items will in-

tersect. Many will differ only by one feature, e.g.. all social features being
equal. speaker A NVIII exhibit linguistic item X and speaker B will not, one

because speaker A's religion is Y. and speaker .11's is Z.

As was stated in Janicki 1979, for the researcher to ominenee a contrast-

ive sociolinguistic analysis, establishing comparability at the 'user' level

his to be followed by establishing comparability at the 'use' level' In other

Nvords, when studying the linguistic behaviour of two comparable groups of

people the formal style of group A has to be compared with the formal style

of group B, the consultative style of group A has to be compared with the
consultative style of group B, etc. A closer look at variation according to use
(registral, stylistic variation) permits one to claim that stylistic variation (like

dialectal and sociolectal) cannot be viewed as a set of distinct varieties con-

ditioned contextually (Hudson 1980). Rather, the speaker's, and by exten-
sion, a group of speakers' repertoire should be conceived of as a network of

linguistic items of which some bundle together (again, as in sociolectal and

dialectal variation), i.e.. have similar contextual distribution, others have

identical contextual distribution, and still others significantly have a unique

contextual distribution, i.e., clearly cut across the bundles. It follows that
linguistic items marked for context can be defined in terms of a set of values

pertaining to a number of context (situational) dimensions. Halliday (1978)

distinguishes three dimensions, Ervin-Tripp (1971) distinguishes five, Hymes

(1974) distinguishes thirteen, Preston (1979) distinguishes several more, and

they all seem not to have been able to identify all the relevant dimensions.

Also, what is of utmost importance is the fact that identifying all the relevant

dimensions is only the first step in the analysis since we will still be left with

the formidable task of having to exactly define the contextual distribution

of each linguistic item thus determining which items are uniquely distributed

and which are not.
n view of what I: have said so far the distribution of linguistic items in the

multi-dimensional contextual space will graphically look like the following:

5 El jr the fl,('' distinction cf. Halliday et al. (1961).
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Fig. 5

1-4 2 stand for dimensions such as setting. topic, function, channel, speaker's
ellu)tional state, listener's emotional state, role-relationship holding between
the interlocutAirs, listener's perceived age, listener's sex, listener's perceived
social status, etc. Those are variables correlating with linguistic items (AL) in
a manner still largely unknown to us, One of the significant tasks that the
sociolinguist faces is thus isolating the complete list of the relevant dimen-
sions and values Of those dimensions that correlate with linguistic items.6

Let me now bring all the present discussion back to contrastive sociolin-
guistics. Clearly, in view of what has been said so far, the Al option (=stu-
dying lirignistic behavior of sociologically predefined groups in non-lin-
guistically predefined situations) can be either supplemented or replaced
by option A2, whose critical characteristic is that of studying the distribution
of linguistic items in the multi- dimensional social space. Thus, A2 is no doubt a
linguistic perspective, an exponent of linguistic theory. It might seem to
follow that A2 is the perspective For the contrastive sociolinguist to adopt,
Whether A2 allows viewing contrastive sociolinguistics as an extention of
contrastive linguistics is a question that I will take up shortly. In what follows
.f will try to show that both Al and A2 arc legitimate perspectives enabling
the reachilig of different goals, except that A2 no longer allows 'contrasting' in
the sense of Fisialc et al. (1976),

The dist aho bet wee,' items presen-ed only for the reader to better
grasp t hr idea of bundling. In reality there is no distanee of any sort,
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As was mentioned at the outset of paper, Al serves mainly sociological

purposes. A I may thus provide linguistic information on the functioning of

:ocial elm/psi/redefined in non-lingoistie terms. 1111.1.1V4Ingi V enough, that in-

ni;.tion may he t,da seriously lo the effect 1eff definitions of social group.;
;Hight inflfrporaon fife linguistic data provided.

hi addition to the main sociological function. AI will prove inevitable
upon attempting, to contrast the standard varieties of two languages, and will

thus turn out to be useful in serving practical linguistic purposes. Language

standanlization always involves selection seleethig a variety to be considered

'standard' (Haugen 191W). Selection, in turn, implies resorting to one set of
speakers and not others. as well as one set of situational variables, and not
others. That is, standard varieties have normally been conceived as relating

to specific social groups (those of high social prestige), and realms of activity

(e.g., cultural events, mass media) non-linguistieally preselected. Standard

varieties are delin;':ed for practical reasons of which the following three are

the most important:
1. enabling relat ciy unencunibered communication within large, national

aggregates of indiv lids, who, most often, do not naturally share a signifi-

cantly homoger_ f:

2. in foreign e learning/teaching, having to select one variety out

of the many variet. 4 c 'le foreign language is simply unavoidable if foreign

language leaniing is to be feasible, and
translation requires preselecting varieties to be resorted to in the process.

It. is not a goal of this paper to discuss the issue of how standard varieties

have been or should be delimited. Suffice it to emphasize that in the history of

'standardization' it has been speaker and situation categories that have served

as the basis for the procedure to be carried out upon (cf. Edwards (1976),

Quirk (1 1168), Dittmar (1976)). Thus 'standardization' is clearly an exolin-

guistie process. It, is the society's intervention in linguistic reality; it is an

intervention of a sociopolitical nature.
Once standard varieties have been delimited, we are faced with the ques-

tion of why standard varieties should be contrasted at all. It seems that the

main two reasons are: 1. the practical needs of foreign language learning/teach-

ing, and 2. the practical needs of translation. This kind of contrastive analy-

sis will offer information on how linguistic items are distributed in two sets of

predefined social categories, e.g., one such set (in L1) will generate charac-

teristics A, B, C... of the sevond person singular pronoun, another set (in 1,2)

will generate characteristics 1), E, of the pronoun. Obviously, information

on L, and L2 in this respect will help account for some errors made by for-

eign/second language learners, and it will constitute valuable material in the

overall process of foreign ,'second language learning/teaching, and in that of
translation. Contrasting standard varieties, valuable as it might be for prac-
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tica I reasons. will not provide much information as to how linguistic items are
lie cll distributv(I in social space. This is because. delimiting and then con-

trasting standard varieties of two languages fall within the scope of Al, i.e.,
involve a non-linguistic predefinition of phenomena under investigation. In
conclusion, it turns out that the Al perspective serves theoretical sociological
purposes and practical linguistic purposes.

The other perspective, A2, differs from Al mainly in that A2, unlike Al,
does not presuppose the predefiniti.Jii of speaker and situation categories. In
)ther words, the essence of A:1 is defining the distribution of linguistic items in

social space. A2 is not an exponent of sociological theory; it may be viewed as a
verificational procedure for (socio)linguistie theory. While the center of attcn-
tion A 1 is social categories, the center of heed in A2 is linguistic items.

It is essential to remember that studying the distribution of linguistic items
in social space constitutes the core of A2. In this way, A2 resembles what
Trudgill (1974) calls 'cluster analysis', in which linguistic similarities lead to
grouping speakers together and identifying the nonlinguistic features that
they share. 11Iore importantly, lici,rever, A2 will, implicitly or explicitly, bring
to light the fact that bomidaries between languages, dialects, or any varieties
fiu: that matter, are fluid. it follows, again, that 'a language', 'a dialect', or
'a variety' is a social notion in so far as it is defined in terms of who speaks
it or in what social situations it is spoken.

A corollary of what has been said so far is that A2 is a bully (socio)lin-
guistie perspective. It seems thus that within that perspective the essence of
contrastive sociolinguistic inquiries will be contrasting linguistic items as they
are distributed in the multi-dimensional social space. The goal here is clearly
linguistic, i.e., assigning social descriptions to linguistic items helps to account
f'or the multiaspectual reality of linguistic items, which constitute language.
If one views the whole of language as complex networks of linguistic items
(with respect to both 'user' and 'use'), inclucling recognizable bundles but no
discreet boundaries between them, the soeiolinguist's ultimate aim account-
ing for language, will necessarily involve taking resort to those very lin-
guistic items. If, in turn, one conceives of contrastive sociolinguistics simply
as a method of studying language, contr asting linguistic items has to ensue.

At this point we need to reflect again on the fundamental goal of con-
trastive linguistics as defined by most linguists conceptualizing language as
knowledge. The goal is accounting for language, and it involves contrasting
`languages'. The implication here is that languages can be viewed as discreet
entities. Consequently, putting them together in order to find similarities and
differences between them is a feasible endeavor. When 'languages' or boon da-
lies between them are surveyed from the sociolinguistic viewpoint, when
the analysis adopts a significantly lower level of idealization, it becomes evi-
dent that 'discreet languages' arc non-existent. What seems to result is that
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contrastive analysis in the sense of Fisiak et at (1978) is no lonc.;1; plausible.

A close look at linguistic; phenomena described in terms of behavioral (not

behavioristic) theory leads one to conclude that boundaries between lan-

guages, between regional dialects, between social dialects, registers, or any

other varieties are very unlikely to be able to be set linguistically. What we

art; left with are linguistic items associated with a complex network of rela-

ti'n pertaining to multi-dinionsional social space. Can we then contrast

linguistic items? If so, what for?
To preempt a possible reservation one has to admit that, certainly, lin-

guistic items have been the object of contrastive analyses for a long time now.

What are "Subject clauses in English and Polish", "On 'coming' and 'going' in

English and German", "On items introducing finite relative and interro-

gative clauses in English and Dutch" but contrastive analyses of linguistic

iteins?' however, linguistic items may be described or contrasted in a variety

of ways or at various levels of language. In this connection, one should keep

in mind the faet that most contrastive analyses (like those mentioned above)

have been analyses of language at the phonological and grammatical levels.

Linguistic items have been picked out from two languages.tacitly assumed to be

discreet entities with linguistic reality. What / am concerned with at present

are linguistic items (including those same items that the phonologists and

gra nunarians have been dealing with) at a higher level of analysis. In-terms of

systemic grammar, we are concerned here with the level of 'situation' and the

interlevel of 'context'. Again, the interest in linguistic items and their dis-

tribution in social space is a corollary of one's interest in linguistic behavior.

In conclusion, I envisage the core of work in sociolinguistics (the A2 var-

iant) to be basically a two stage analysis. First, answers should be sought to

the question of what are the difilensions relevant to descriptions of linguistic

items. In other words, one should try to isolate all the social parameters to

which linguistic items are sensitive. The problem of utmost difficulty that the

soeiolin<niist faces is that different linguistic items tend to be sensitive to

different social parameters, with only some bundling present. Second, func-

tional vtittc.y (indicators) of the dimensions hi question will have to be dis-

criminated. The question is of, for example, what kinds of 'setting' (once

'sctt,ing,' has been determined to be a relevant dimension) are linguistic items

sco.:itive to.
We are thus brought to the fundamental question within A2' (from the

point of view of the objective of the paper), namely, how can contrastive

so.-iolizigitisties be envisioned within that global perspective.

T. will try to answer this question by again taking recourse to the work of

the 'competence-linguist'. What the 'competence linguist' does is contrast

Those aro example titles of articles from PSiCL.
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linguistic items or sets of linguistic items at the level offi».ut and the interlevel
of phonology (in terms of systemic grammar). Iii Illy understanding. the `cow -

pctenee-linguist' has been contrasting languages without, however. explicitly
chinning that 'languages' are linguistic notions. Furthermore. the 'eompe-
tence-linguist' has not explicitly discussed the practical (teaching !-translation)
and the theoretical (linguistic tinivcisals) goals as viewed against such no-

'a language', `standard language', 'dialect'. 'variety', `style', ow.
What the 'beim v ior-iseeio/linguist' will do is also contrast linguistic items

or sets of linguistic items, except that the analyi:lis Will be carried out at the
level of `situation' and the interlevel of 'context' (agairriir terms of systemic lin-
guistics). The interest, in situation and context necessitates, among other
things, defining the distribution of linguistic items ii. .111N-dimensional social
space. 'Ile 'behavior-linguist' scans to have to clearly distinguish between
goals (theoretical vs practical) with reference to notions like "languages', 'stan-
dard languages', 'dialects', etc. Granted that distinction, A2 aims at the same
type of goal that a lot of `competence- linguists' do, namely, linguistic uni-
versals. Thus, A2 is geared toward reaching a linguistic thcordica/ goal the
description of the universals of language. One eau certainly argue about the
ontological status of those universals (`competence-linguist' is a mentalist

!wrens the 'behavior-linguist' is not necessarily so); however, I think that
that discussion would go beyond the essence of the paper, and I therefore
abandon it. 8ullice it to say that the A2 sociolinguist is basically interested
in t he relationships holding between linguistic items and social space charac-
teristics of la nguage. sum, the contrastive `competence-linguist' and the
contrastive `behavior-linguist' (particularly the one who adopts the A2 per-
speetive) have both the same type of research goal (linguistic theoretical) but
not, exactly the same goal. The difference ill goal springs from differences in
defining the object of inquiry. The sociolinguist and, by extention, the con-
trastive sociolinguist, investigate those aspects of linguistic reality that the
'compact we-linguist' either implicitly ignores or explicitly rejects as legitimate
objects Of linguistic inquiry.

To finally arrive at the core of the answer to the question of 'how can con-
trastive sociolinguistics within the A2 perspective be envisioned' one may
conclude that analysis of this sort will involve contrasting linguistic items in
terms of their relationships to the multi-dimensional social space. Those items
will only be infm.mally taken to belong to different languages. The-question of
whether it given item belongs to language A or 13 will be inessential from the
point of view of the goal of the research endeavor. Linguistic items will be
scrutinized in social space, obviously, in order for regularities to be found,
and thus for the social aspects of language to be accounted for. It can be seen
that, following the present way of reasoning, one is free to study items Intra-
lingually' and 'interlingually' (i.e., items that typically belong to 'one Jan-
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~usage' 01. (lime typically *belonging to two `dillerent languages') with basically

Lhe ;itille theoretical objective in Milli!. Concluding, once one accepts my line

01' thought, contrastive sociolinguistic analysis (te A2 perspective) may be
tentatively defined as syst,ematie juxtaposition of linguistic keno, as they are

distributed in the multi-dimensional (multi-parameter) social space. The gold

of such analysis will be linguistic and theoretical, i.e., this kind of analysis will
enable search for universal laws pertaining to the ,social aspects of language.

Recapitulating, contrastive sociolinguistics, cmdrging as a consequence of
focussing on linguistic behavior, may be understood 'as, incorporating two
bindiunental working perspectives. The gist of one (Al) is studying linguistic
Behavior of sociologically predefined groups of people in sociologically pre-
defined SitnatiOnS. With the contrastive method in mind, this perspective
serves theoretical sociological purposes (verifying sociological theories) and
practical linguistic purposes (language teaching-I-translation). The other per-

spective. (A2) focusses on describing the distribution of linguistic items in the
multi-dimensional social space. A2 does not necessitate any predefinitions of
sociological nature. A2 may evolve into a contra alysis of linguistic

items as they are distributed in social space. St h analysts,is rendered for

theoretical linguistic purposes, as the objective aideFlying the analysis is

arriving at language universals. In spite of-all the differences between Al and

A2 at the notional level, the two perspectives may be taken to globally com-

plement each other. This is because theoretical feedback and practical per-
meation between Al and A2 are inevitable.
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VARIATIONS IN POLISH NASAL /o/:
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTRASTIVE

SOCIOLINGUISTIC METHODOLOGY

JANE JOHNSON

Adam 2Ifiekewkz University, Poznan

Contrastive sociolinguistics (CS) is a relative newcomer to the field of
contrastive linguistics. Although there has been as yet little empirical work
done, attempts have been made to clarify a number of theoretical and methodo-
logical problems (Janicki 1979, 1982). In. this article I will briefly review some
of Janicki's ideas, arid present some sociolinguistic data on Polish. Although
these data *ere not collected within the theoretical and methodological frame-
work of contrastive analysis, I believe they may help exemplify some points
Janicki has made, and answer some questions he has raised.'

In his 1979 article on the development of CS, Janicki,concerns himself
primarily with the goals and methodology of CS, and in particular with the
possibility, indeed the necessity, of finding equivalent sociolinguistic patterns
in the two languages under investigation. This involves the- extension of
current sociolinguistic theory and methodology to the developing field of CS.
This means studying language as it is used in the speech community, studying
language as social behavior. The behavior in question consists of "actual

1 This article is loosely based on a paper presented at the 18th International Con-
ference on Polish-English Contrastivo Linguistics (Johnson 1982). I have made several
substantial changes, however. The entire section en communicative competence has been
removed; I am currently expanding it and will publish it as a separate paper. I have also
dropped the discussion of tho fronting of /a/, and have expanded the analysis of /Q/,
including data not presented in the earlier version. (A full discussion of both variables
can be found in Johnson 1980). An expanded version of the section on /a/ and language
change-in-progress is also being propared as a separate paper. I wish to thank the partici-
pants at. tho conference for their often insightful, questions, comments, and criticisms,.
and especially for the interest and enthusiasm shown by many for whom quantitative
analysis and variation theory aro new approaches to the study of language.
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performance es investigated on a group of speakers strictly defined by social

and geographical parameters" (Janieki 1979:33).
.lanicki outlines a two-fold objective for ( X to "provide ; systematic

juxtaposition of equivalent and noequivide»t ;;oeiolingnistie patterns, and

'provide an analytical framework for the formation of theories of language

use" (ibid.:34). A major concern in the fulfillment of this objective is that the

two varieties, in this ease languages, actually be "comparable in SOCiOlill-

guist.ie terms...Contrastive sociolinguistic analyses cannot be undertaken until

the I weessa ry levels of comparability have been established and clearly defined"

(ibid.:35, emphasis in original).
The votwept of levels of comparability is somewhat more complex than it

apl wars at first glance. Grunted, all languages are comparable in terms of

function, i.e. all have a range of functional varieties. All languages have styl-

b-tie variation, or variation in registers; all languages reflect social differences

based on categories such as age, sex, and social status. But the sociolinguistic

markers of these linguistic varieties will not necessarily be the same in two

different languages, making direct comparison difficult.

More recently, janieki has raised yet anotherproblem involved in establish-

ing levels of comparability, in which ho includes sociolectal and stylistic

levels (.1;111411:i 1982:2). The problem, of course, is that the number and/or

range of, for example, stylistic levels, may be different in two different lan-

vuages. if the "informal" style in one language includes a greater range of

linguistic behavior than the "informal" style of another, then are these valid

levels of comparability?
'lids notion of speech style is one that has troubled sociolinguists for some

time because of the arbitrary nature of the styles delineated. We know from

observation of speech behavior that all individuals and all speech commuid-

ties include in their repertoires a range of speech styles, from almost cryptically

intimate through an extremely formal or "frozen" style, to use Joos' term

(.loos 19(12). However, these styles represent a continuum; there are no natural

boundaries separating one style from another. Since the boundaries are im-

posed by the linguist for his or her own purposes, there is no set number of

styles in any language. We also know that it is virtually impossible for the

linguist to elicit very informal speech from informants; the mere presence of an

outsider with his or her paraphernalia is a constraining influence on the style

of speech a person will use.
Nevertheless, we continue to use this concept of style, we continue to elicit

arbitrarily bounded styles because they have proven to be useful. The kinds

of cross-style variation speakers use give us more data, give us additional

information about the range of variation the speakers have in their reper-

toires. Tile patterns of variation in speech that emerge as a speaker moves from

the artificially formal style of the word list to the relatively informal eon-
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versational style have enabled 1114 to 11 1ilke useful generalizations about lin-
guistic -01-.avior and linguistic or sociolinguistic processes. As long as we, tho
investigators, remember that. our "styles" represent only a portion of the
range of behavior available to the speaker, and as long as we remember that
they arc categories imposed on the data, we en n continue to use them as heuristic
devices and ean test their validity an heuristic devices cross-culturally.

When we are trying to set up levels of comparability between two Ian-
guagt:., we OriPt decide whether we are interested in comparability at the
level of function or at the level of analysis. Ideally, of course, these two lev-
els .v.ould be co/11;1,10a. In actual practice they need not be. It is obvious
that the bolus laries and OM' the contexts of "informal" speech may be diffe-
rent in Polish and English. My contention is that at this point in the develop-
ment If CS it 13,3es not matter. The dividing line between "informal" speech
ruin "..arefui is arbitrarily Het anyway, even in the speech of a single in-
dividual.

Th stylistic, range of any speech coinmunity, or any individual, is a con-
tintiuz s artificially divided into discrete segments by the sociolinguist. This
division into ,.,egments is based on both linguistic and nonlinguistic factors.
Traditionally, stylc has been defined by context, and data-gathering sessions
are often designed to elicit a range of discrete styles, usually including arti-
ficially formal styles such as the reading of word lists. (See Labov (1972) for a
detailt;c1 discussion of this problem.) The same techniques that are used to
elicit styles in English can be used in other languages to test the hypothesis
that different r.-.rieties of speech can be elicited by varying the context. Once
we have estal ,fished that the concept of style is valid and that changing the
40r:text can trigger some kind of style shifting, then we can, if we wish, in-
-vt,:tigatq more carefully differences in the stylistic continua of two or more
il:Taguages.

Vits paper, therefore, I am not claiming that the styles I elicited re-
prese:t .31 possible styles available in Polish, nor that the repertoires of Polish
and EI speech communities are identical. I do maintain that they are
clemone. ably comparable, and that the use of arbitrarily defined styles has
resulted in the collection of data which indicate linguistic processes in Polish
strikingly similar to those described in various studies of English and which
add to our knowledge of language and linguistic behavior in general.

I am further arguing in this paper for the comparability, or even the equi-
valence, in Polish and English of other social factors such as age, sex, and
social class membership which have been shown to affect' or interact with
sociolinguistic processes in English-speaking communities.2 I believe that

I am presenting only Polish data in this paper; comparable studies of English are
legion. Soo for example Labov 1966, 1980; Trudgill 1974, 1978.

3 Papers and studies... XVIII
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this approach meshes neatly with Janie ki's proposed solution to the problem

of establishing levels of comparability: "the essence of contrastive sociolin-

guistic inquiries will be contrasting linguistic items as they are distributed

in the multi-dimensional social space" (Janicki 1982:11).

The data 1 and using for this paper come from a survey 1 conducted in

Poznan in 1977.3 The survey was based on the model developed by Labov

his New York study (Labov 1966) and subsequently used by others in va-

rious studies conducted in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain. I used

a stratified representative sample of 37 individuals. The stratification of the

sample was based on ago, sex, and social class membership. Social class

membership, in the case of the adults, was determined by education and occupa-

tion; children were assigned to their parents' social class. The social class

descriptors used were based on results of empirical sociological research donc in

Poland. (See, for example, Wesolowski 1979, Wesolowski and Slotnczynski

1068).
The sample was further divided into two age groups: high school students.

17 or 18 years old and their parents, whose ages ranged from 46 to 56. All the

parents interviewed were either natives of Poznan or had lived there at least,

twenty years. All the students had been born and raised in Pommel. The final

sample then consisted of sixteen members of the intelligentsia, evenly divided

by sex and ago, fourteen working class people (six adults, eight students>

evenly divided by sex, and seven members of a socially ambiguous group (two

adults, five students). These last were people who for various reasons did not

fit neatly into the two previously delineated social groups. For example, there

were students whose father was working class but whose mother was from the

intelligentsia, and there were adults who came from a working class back-

ground, had little education, but who were working in jobs usually limited ta

the intelligentsia.
Data were collected in structured interviews in the schools and homes of

the informants. I did not conduct the interviews myself, since my American

accent caused most of the informants to slow down and speak more carefully.

The interviews were actually conducted by a Polish sociology student; I was,

of course; present at all interviews.
The interview schedule was designed to elicit a range of styles, including

reading a word list, reading a connected text, and two conversational styles:

a careful interview style and a more relaxed "informal" style. The division of

conversational data into careful and informal styles was based in part on

guidelines set forth by Labov (1972). Speech was automatically classified as

careful if it was the first sentence in a direct response to a question or if it was

0 The research was funded by the k Ibright-Hays program and a Polish Government

Grant.
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directed at 1110. Speech was automatically classed as informal if it was directed
to a friend or family member. For the classification of those utterances which
did not fit any of these categories I used other linguistic and nonlinguistic
cues: speech tempo, vowel reduction, and context (for example, speech occur-
ring while the respondent was paying attention to something ether than the
interview was usually considered informal). Long narratives were classed as
informal in most eases. For example, one of the questions prompted many of
the adults to tell us about their experiences during and after the war. Any
utterance about which I was unsure was classed as careful, so that any error
would be on the conservative side.

The variable I will discuss here is the nasal vowel /Q/ in word-final posi-
tion. This variable was originally chosen for analysis because I had noticed in.
informal observation that there seemed to be a great deal of variation in its
realization, and I wondered what kinds of constraints there might be on this
variation.

Previous studies of Polish nasal vowels show a remarkable lack of unani-
mity about their phonemic status, distribution, and phonetic realization. They
agree, however, that word-final /e/ is virtually always denasalized. Stankiewicz
(1956: 520) maintains that "the nasal vowel /c/ is in free variation with /e/ in
emphatic or, rather, artificial speech. In colloquial standard Polish there is
no opposition between, e.g. /iem'c/ 'lands' (pl.) and (iein'e/ 'land' (ace. sg)
'Orthographically zienzie and ziemid. The two forms are homonymous". Ho
further maintains that in the Wielkopolska dialect, which includes Poznan,
there are no nasal vowels, only oral ones.

1.34k, describing the realization of /Q/ in Standard Polish states, "The
vowel /0 at the end of a word has weak nasalization in careful speech, and in
colloquial speech a complete lack of nasalization" (1977:53; my translation).
Entenman (1977:31) believes that Polish nasal vowels are nasalized only be-
fore continuants. Both he and Ruhlen (1978:230) explain the presence of the
diphthong [ci] (see below) as a stage in the process of denasalization.

Brooks feels that the distribution of nasal vowels "is limited to two posi-
tions: before fricatives and word-finally" (1968:26), and considers the word-fi-
nal position to be crucial in the analysis of nasal vowels. In an experiment
using educated speakers of the Warsaw dialect, she found three variants of
word-final /e/: [e], [m], and [eCv], the third variant occurring "only in emphatic
or deliberate speech" (1968:40). Only 14°/0 to 17% of word-final /c/ showed any
nasality.

None of these studies accounts for the observed occurrences of nasal
variants of /fd in colloquial speech or attempts to constrain their occurrence
in careful speech. In this paper I will investigate the occurren,,'s of word-final
le/ in the Poznan dialect, and show how the variation is constrained by both
linguistic and social factors.
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The varnible. In the data collected from the 37 speakers, there were S59
occurrences of word-final /e/. Four variants were distinguished:

(8) it moptliogal nasal vowel, 53 tokens, 6.2% of the data
(vw) a diplithong,, 285 tokens, 33,2%
(eN) a vowel followed by a nasal eontionaot, 188 tokens, ^ I .9 04,

(e) an oral monoplitong, 333 tokens, 38.8%.

Of these, the first three were considered to be nasal variants: (e) was considered
completely denasalized. Of the nasal variants, (8) and (eii) are considered by
many speakers to be "standard" or prestige, forms. The use of (eN) in any
phonological environment other than preceding a stop is stigmatized.

In the analysis presented here I shall present an overview of tho distribu-

ti of these variants, with particular attention paid to the distribution of the
variant (eN), the most interesting soeiolinguistically.

Each occurrence of the variable in the corpus was coded for eight con-
ditioing factors: stress; the grainmatieal form in which the variable occurred;

the manner of articulation of the following segment; sex, age, and social class

of the speaker; speech style; and the individual speaker. Stress, following
phonological environment, sty le, and social class are the most interesting con-

straints on the general distribution- of the variants; social class and age are
the most significant factors constraining the occurrence of (eN). Interestingly
enough. sex of speaker had virtually no effect on the realization of the va-
riable.

Sims& When word-final /Q/ occurs in a stressed syllable it is almost in-
variably nasalized (Sec 'Figure 1.) Stress is, in. effect, a categorical constraint.
However, there is no corresponding effect of absence of stress, indicating that

other factors also constrain nasalization.
(oW) (oN) (0)

stressed 1.4% 59.8% 34.7% 4.1% N.---73

unstressed 0.6 30.7 20.7 42.0 N=786

Figure I: Effects of stress

Phonological constraints. The effects of the manner of articulation of the
following segment are interesting because they do not fit the expected pattern.

' As Brooks (1968) notes, the offglide of the diphthong is variably nasalized. Wieelaw
Awedyk has informed me that, the nonnasalized diphthong is stigmatized, although
Brooks described its use by educated -SPeakers'of the Warsaw dialect. Since I felt both
variants of the diphthong to represent the same kind "of linguistic behavior, I lumped-
them together in my final analysis. I realize now that that was probably an oversimpli-

ficatic, The raw data are not immediately available to me, but I believe that approxi-
mn'Oy 90% of the diphthongs in the corpus wore nasalized, which supports Awedyk's

,...ion.
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!Jr:N.111141g to refrenous cited above (Brooks 1968; 14:ntehnian 1977; Stanbie-
wiez 11)56) we would expect to find that the variable was II 11ViLVH 1'041117,Ni as
(eN) before stops, as (6) or (e W) before continuants, and as (e) before n pause'
This is net \ant the data show, however (See Figure 1)'1,

0'1 0,w) (1,N ) 0.1

H..),
friont i ,
trill

1.5%
8.0

35.9

7.3"11 46,0%
25.9 23.8
28.2 10.3

453%
2.3
25.6

N- 137

N - -- 286

N--39
!cloud 5.4 37.8 2.7 54,1 N-37
g I ido 9.1 31.8 22.7 16.4 N - 22
,,w,1 on :10.8 5.3 57.11 N.-:-, 19
) ,`).11R,, 1.I 50,8 14.4 31,7 N :-. :3111
001 st,!2nwn.t.)

riguro 2: Eff,et IA of following Rol-011011f

only 46`! Of the variants before a stop are (eN); diphthongs are most likely
1,1) occur 1 ) 4011, tr paiimi (162 of 289 diphthongs, or 53% are found hi this en-
vironment): and oral vowels occur in all environments. In fact, all variants
orcur in ft 11 possible env ironments with only one exception: (6) never occurs be-
fore a vowel. Even if we eliminate those cells with fewer than five cases each,
to minimize error, we still find (6) occurring before fricatives, trills, and pauses;
(eN) before stops, fricatives, glides, and pauses; and the diphthong and oral
va.riants in all possible phonological environments.

Obviously the following phonological environment cannot explain the
distribution of the variants of /c/. Other kinds of constraints must be opera-
ting on the variable, unless we assume that all variants of /c/ are in free va-
riation.

8tyle. Stylistic variation is clearly evident in these data (See Figure 3).
In the word list style denasalization never occurs, regardless of following phono-
logical environment. (There were three possible following phonological en-
vironments for the forms found in the word list: a following pause for those
speakers who pronounced each word in isolation, which most did; and a fol-
lowing stop and fricative for those who read the list as though it wore a con-
meted text. The forms occurred in the following order: ...sic, proszQ, a(wiety)...)

(i7) (0%7v') (eN) (0)
word list 4.2% 72.2% 23.6% 0.0% N =72
reading 8.9 42.5 32.2 16.4 N=506
careful 2.5 8.5 3.9 86.0 N=200
informal 1.2 2.2 96.3 N=81

Figure 3: Effects of style

A following it/ kalways realized in this dialect as [w]) and following nasal consonants
wore considered neutralizing environments; occurrences of the variable in these cnviron-
moats were rust included in the analysis.
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In the most inferma I style, however, 96.3% of an forms (78 of 80 were

denasalized, again regardless Of figlowing phonological environment. llet ween

these two extremem there is also it clear break between the two conversational

styles on the one hand and the two reading styles on the other,

The pa tteruti Of 141,11Stie Vitrintion displayed here are typical of those found

itt sociolinguistic ntiolies of English-speaking speech communities, including
Lahov's work in New York City (10(16) and Trudgill's in Norwich (1974).

class.^ The 1 finery of social class membership on the realization of the

variable are suggestive, but are not us marked as the effects of style (See

rigure 4).
0-9 (14) (eN) (e)

intelligentsia 8.1% 36.31, 12.8% 42.9% 422

intermediate :1.4 37.0 10.4 43.2 N 1411

working elin-is 4.8 26.8 37.8 30.0 N 291

Figure 4: WTI s social Mass

The intelligentsia speakers Use the "prestige" nasal variants more often than

the working class speakers; they also tend to denasalize the vowel more
often. The most striking difference between the two groups is in their use of the

(elf) variant: it accounts for only 12.8% of the tokens of the intelligentsia,
while the working class use it in 37.8% of all possible cases.

raiation, within a single, style. Since the stylistic constraint is so powerful, it

obscures any effect the other factors may have. In order to see to what extent

age and social class affect the realization of lc/ it is necessary to look at the

variation within a single style. The reading style was chosen for this section

of the analysis because it is the only style in which all speakers had a large
number of occurrences of the variable in the same phonological environments

(there were fifteen occurrences of word-final /e/ in the reading). The results are

noteworthy (See Figure 5).

(il (oil) (oN) (o)

intelligentsia 10.3% 52.9% 18.8% 18.8%

intermediato 0.0 50.0 42.9 7.1

working class 4.2 15.6 69.8 10.4

Parents

(5) ((Ilk) (oN (o)

intelligvi it sia 14.8% 48.1% 18.5% 18.5%

intermediate 8.1 45.2 19.4 27.4

working class 7.4 47.4 32.6 12.6

Students

Figure 5: Eliects of class and ago in the reading

4 Th behavior of t he intermediate social group is not discusoed here; the group we
so small (part len laxly in the parental generation) that the results may be insignificant on
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1111' 1111)!;i, Il,viun,t difference !Wit WeI`11 131/Cid VIM-It-WA 111111 age groups here ia

the use of (eN). The working adults use (N) more than twice (04 often as
their children do, and almost, four times as often as the intelligentsia.. The
fact, that almost, 70":, of the tokens of the %vorlting class adults 11,11) (eN) el1.11110t
he explained by l,honolot irnl 4.'1\40111'11(4a; OW}; 20% of the variables ill Mitt
I hhe i;t,(iir.. It, i,i (111Vi(Mti thin eontrullcd Set of 111,i,t1

is on variation, with ago (If fi1e314(I I1H()
ila ving a significant, effect..

Phottoloflical environments of (eN). Finally, to verify the effects of age and
soend class membership, I will show the distribution of the variant (eN),
cont.olling for following phonological environment, (See Figure 6). The figures
given represent, occurrences in all styles.

1 1 1 i elli;1010 ,,ut. 11 (H.101,;_,, (11.11,4,;

At1F,

Parent t :it wlont,,{

!,.j. 56.101(, 20.!0 ..93.30 .17.11%,

1 ro.,Li i . 26.-1 38.5 :11.5 38.2

po,t,-;.. 15.1 :13.9 32.2 11.8

eh' le 1.9 3.7 3.1 1.5

roll 1.5 1.7 1.5

lepad .9 .ti _
vIo..1 9 .9 _......

N,---- 53 109 11/3 68

Figure Hiouulogiettl envionment,: of (eN) by ela3H, age

Although a- following stop is the predictable environment of the occurrence
of (eIN). only '20.2% of the (eN) tokens of the working class occur in that
environment, compared to 56.6% for the intelligentsia. The lower than expect-
ed figures for all groups here is clearly a result of the effect of style; what is
significant is the difference in the rate of occurrence between intelligentsia
and working class, and between parents and students. Another surprising result
is that for working class adults the second most favorable environment for
(eN) is a fol pause, resulting in forms like [idem] for idg or [seem] for sic.
A following stop actually ranks third in the list of eontraints for these speakers.
Wo. king class adults are also the only speakers who can have (eN) in any
environment, although the number of cases is too sni...j to be significant in

ny category except stop, fricative, or pause.
Conclusions. The analysis presented above is significant on two different

loels, for sociolinguistics in general and CS in particular. The analysis has
shown that variation in the realization of /c/ can not be considered random or

aii.v but ils anecdotal level, although I fool their behavior is indicative of' larger social
proeesses in Polish society (see Johns(in 1979, 1980 for a further cliscussion of this problem).
Intt it fit IIIis group were left in the charts for comparative poriveioR: they wont omitted
from Figure 6 bccaasc of lack of space.
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free variation, and th0 the variable is sensitive to sociolinguistic constraints
such as style, social class, and age of speaker. The variation is constrained by
both linguistic and sociolinguistic factors: the occurrence of the variable in a
stressed syllable and the style of speech are near-categorical constraints.
Further variation can be accounted for by the social class and age of the
speaker and by the manner of articulation of the following segment.

The constraints on the occurrence of the variant (eN) are particularly
interesting. It is here that the effects of social class and age are most evident;
elsewhere they are masked by the more powerful effects of speech style. It is
likely that the use of (eN) by the working class is an example of what Trudgill

(1974) has called °overt prestige.
The results of the analysis have validated the use of elicited speech styles

in Polish, even though the techniques for elicitation were developed for
English-speaking speech communities. This in turn has important implica-

tions for the field of CS. The 'knowledge, that elicited and arbitrarily bounded
speech styles are meaningful in Polish, as they are in. English, should make
it easier to design research that is overtly contrastive in nature. We know
now at least some of the dimensions that make up "the multi-dimensional
social space" (Janicki 1982:11) style, age, social class and we know
that they are as important in Polish as they are in English. Even though
the stylistic reportoires of Polish and English are not identical, they are
comparable at the level of analysis. Having established comparability at
the level of analysis we can refine our techniques, expand our data base,
and go on to comparative and contrastive analyses at the level of function.
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LANGUAGES IN CONTACT AND CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTICS

BRODER CARSTENSEN

Universitv of Paderborn

According to previous research and our own investigations, it is or should
be possible:
1. to describe correspondences and differences between the Languages in

Contact (LiC)-situation and Contrastive Linguistics (CL).
2. to attempt to apply the results of research into LiC to CL.
Furthermore, it should be possible

3. to apply the results from 1 and 2 to historical linguistics, to bilingualism
and to other linguistic disciplines.

The basic constellation for LiC as well as CL is that L1 and L0 exert an
influence on each other. However, LiC is characterized by a linguistic situ-
ation which, in general, should be approached from a diachronic viewpoint
and which develops spontaneously. On the other hand, CL, which is sub-
ject to intentional steering and whose results mostly are or have to be ap-
plied to practical language teaching, is essentially a matter of synchronic lin-
guistcs.

It is necessary to differentiate different Lie-situations: the one taken as
the basis for the following observations is the influence of L1 (English) on L2
(German). This process is mainly restricted to the,ivritten language and does
not result in hilingualism (or diglossia). A different situation can be found
in countries in which L1-speakers have to learn L2 which is L1 in this partic-
ular environment, e.g. speakers of German who. emigrate to Australia, the
United States etc. In general, this LiC- situation happens in the spoken lan-
guage and, ideally, results in bilingualism.

Other forms of the Lie-situation are possible, e.g. those whose result is
creOlization.

Still, both LiC and 'CL show a great number of common features. Cor-
regpondences can most clearly be seen in the phenomena Of transference
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which are or ean la' relevant in CL kis cases of transference and espe-
call as cases of interference.

This is most obvious with phenomena like the following: phonemes in
L1 which do not exist in L, have to be substituted; lexemes which are trans-
ferred from L2 to L1 can undergo a development independent of their semantic
models, and even syntagmemes can be transferred from one language to the
other. An outline of an attempt will be made to systematize. such phenomena
occurring in Lie and to investigate how they can be evaluated and applied
to CL.

All the observations made on LiC will be based on the Paderborn research-
project "English influences on thaGerman language after 1945". L1 is German,

L2 is English.
Amongst others, the following categories can be derived from this partic-

ular LiC-situation, in which influences of L2 are responsible for changes in L1:

phonology 1. Phonemes of L, which do, not exist in L1 are substituted by
their closest phonological equivalent(s):
[d3], [tj], [A], [j] [f] , [s] : job, check, thriller

2. Voiced final consonants in L2 are devoiced in L1:
v--f: job, trend, gag, live ...

3. Stress-patterns of L2 can be transferred to lexemes 'of Lt:
make-up -.Make ribdar --.RadAr

4. Diphthongs in L2 ffeil, [SO) become monophthongs in L2
([e:], [o:]): steak, show ,..

morphology 1. A general tendency towards neuter gender seems to be
at work when L2-words enter L1.

2. L2 substantives remain in their L2 declension-classes or
change to classes of .141; mixed forms are possible:

der Test des Test, des Tests die Tests, die Tests
3. Morphological patterns of L2 can be changed in L1:

Mixpickles, Happy End, Dropse, Tennis-Crack etc. (4-mixed
pickles, happy ending, drops, a crack athlete).

1. "Etymological" transference result in "false friends":
become -.bekommen, closet -.Klosett
dome -.Dom, tract -.Trakt

2. Li-words extend the "lexical field"
(Lied, Schlager+French chanson, English song, hit, ever-
green)

semantics 1. "Semantic" transferences result in "false friends":
eventually -4eventuel, Schreibmasehine -.writing machine.

2. Loan-meanings increase the range of meaning, of L1-words:
kontrollieren, feuern, Philosophic (control, fire, plfilesophy)
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syntax Syntactic transferences can add syntactic possibilities which
did not exist previously:
das kannst Du vergessen, ich sehe Dich morgen, in Deutsch,
Gewinnen Sie ...! (forget it, I'll see you tomorrow, in German,
Win ...I)

pragmatics paradigms existing in L2 can be transferred to L1, e.g. thanking
for compliments

These characteristics, derived from a particular LiC-situation, can be
applied to the theory and practice of CL in the following points:

1. the derivation of complete or partial . correspondences and differences
between Ll and L2 which wee relevant for

2. foreign language (teaching. Problematic linguistic patterns which repre-
sent particular instances of difficulty for learners of L2 should thus become
predictable: in other words, we should be in a position to isolate the cases of
interference from the total quantity of transferences.

3. Principles of language acquisition should be derivable when we take L2
as a starting-point.

4. Cases which present problems in CL could be illustrated by examples
taken from the LiC-situation.

The concept of an (imaginary) norm is essential with regard to all those
qUestions. There is a wide spectrum of possibilities as far as the Lie-situation
is concerned, ranging from peripheral interferences ("false" pronunciations,
syntactic constructions etc.) to changes of the norm. CL will have to deduce
a notion of norm and will, essentially, have to base this notion on the principle
of frequency. In other cases, the prestige value of L2 will be essential.

Furthermore, it will be important to investigate spoken and written.
language separately. e

The problem of the norm will also have to be extended to the two related
linguistic situations under consideration. The model outlined is based on a
speaker who is competent in L who is exposed to L2 and who integrates
cases of transference of L2 at least partly; in this process, however, influences
of extremely varying degrees can be observed, ranging from zero to actual
interference(s). CL, however; is concerned with the investigation of all possible --
linguistic phenomena in L, and L2 and particularly with the influences of
L, on L whereas CL is primarily concerned with cases of transference in
the field of grammar. _-

This outline makes possible some interesting insights and shows parallels
in addition to results already known, e.g. devoicing of final consonants, a
process which played an essential role in the Germanic Sound Shift; in the same
way, changes in stress-patterns were of importance in (pre-)Germanie times.
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In the field of lexis, the English language is a model example for the

effects which an L2, in this particular case French, can have.

There are numerous examples of linguistic changes resulting from a Lie-

situation. The description of these cases might possibly be the starting-

point for observations on language-typology. There is a wide range extending

from single phenomena ,like the English influence on German up to creolized

languages, and all these possibilities have been recorded in the development

of languages.

I
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VSO AND SVO ORDER IN WELSH AND BRETON

ROSALYN RANEY

Univerxity of Vienna and University of California, 1:rteley

The Celtic languages are often adduced as an example of the rare word
order type verb-subject-object or VSO. This order is estimated by Keenan
(1976 : 322) tc..), be the deominant surface word order of only five to ten percent
of the languages of the world.'

VSO, though clearly distinct from the frequently occurring order subject-
-verb-object or SVO, does share some syntactic features with SVO, e.g. place-
ment of adjectives, genitives and relative clauses after the noun, and use of
prepositions rather than postpositions. Lehmann distinguishes only OV
and VO languages, and thus considers VSO and SVO more alike than different.
Synchronic variation between the two orders is expressed in Greenberg'a
universal no. 6, "All languages with dominant VSO order have SVO as an
alternative or as the only alternative basic word order" (Greenberg 1966 : 79).

Diachronic drift between VSO and SVO is observed in Welsh and Breton.
The present paper describes this drift and offers explanation for the pheno-
menon based oil universal tendencies of information structure and on the
particular language contact situations of Welsh and Breton.

The documented history of Welsh begins in the sixth century A. D. This
Early Welsh, as well as Old Welsh (eighth century) are attested rather poorly,
but those texts which we do have show consistent VSO order. Middle Welsh

. prose of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries rarely uses VSO order; both
emphatic and unemphatic declarative sentences are usually SVO. Modern
literary Welsh is VSO; there are some SVO tendencies, however.

Old Breton is mainly attested in glosses which tell us little about word
order. According to Hsieh(11977 : 101) it was a free word order (FWO) language

1 The present paper considers dominant surface word order only and makes no
claims about underlying word order in the sense of transformational-generative grammar..
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with VS() as the preferred variant. VS0 order has been unusual in Breton

since the Middle Breton period (twelfth century through sixteenth century).

Modern spoken Breton is SVO; however, sonic writers now prefer a VSO style

known as brezhoneg chimik or "Chemical Breton" (Varin 1979).
Considering that their Indo European ancestor was probably an SOV

language, it is curious that the Celtic languages developed the quite different

order VS() at an early date. This is however well documented by Old Irish.

There may have been an intermediate SV() stage, if the scant Gau lish or

Continental Celtic evidence is any indication of what the word order of un-

attested Insular Celtic was. Wagner (1959) posits a substratum influence pn

Celtic by Berber VSO languages. Hsieh, as mentioned, thinks that VSO wa,s a

preferred order which was eventually grammaticized. In any case, Celtic

has exploited a rare option among word order types.
SVO languages may develop out of SOV (e.g. modern Germanic and Ro-

mance languages) or VSO (e.g. Breton's shift away from VSO, which is known

in Breton grammar as l'ardre celtique or "Celtic order" and in Welsh grammar

as "normal order".
Some Welsh constructions have always been subject-initial. This is the

required order with emphatic reduplicated subject pronouns: modern Welsh

(1) virmari oedityn ewyno "We were complaining". (ptc

we was ptc complain particle)

The corresponding unemphatic sentence is

(2) Roeddwn ni yn ewyno. "We were complaining".

ptc-were we ptc complain

Subject-verb agreement is regularly suspended in Welsh emphatic construc-

tions; compare Middle Welsh

(3) Fi a welais hwn "I saw this" and
I ptc saw-1 sg. this

(4) Fi a welodd hwn "I saw this".
I ptc saw-3 sg this

Other Welsh constructions with obligatory SV order are superlatives:

Modern Welsh

(5) Fi ydy'r gorau "I am' the best (one)" and
I is the best

(6) Fi sy yma "I am here" with a special suppletive verb known

I who-is hero

as the relative copula. These constructions also show suspension of subject--

verb agreement.
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Researchers do not agree on the most natural word order for Welsh.
Wagner notes considerable SVO tendencies in modern spoken Welsh, which
he considers :,-pologically similar to the Middle Welsh prose of the epic
Ihtbinogi. VSO is seen as an artificial literary rule in modern Welsh. Mac
Cana (1973) provides the opposite viewpoint; he sees SVO order in Middle
Welsh as an artificial construct of which modern Welsh makes little use
either in writing or in speech. Thomas (1973) notes however a tendency in
her own dialect of Welsh to use SVO order when the subject is a personal
pronoun and VSO when the subject is a noun. Thomas is a native speaker
from Southeast Glamorgan, a part of Wales very close to the English border.
The impact of English on Welsh will be discussed in detail below.

There is little question that the dominant word order in Modern Breton
is SVO. Anderson and Chung (1977:13) perhaps give too much creedence to
VSO, which they describe as "grammatical but stylistically odd". Mac Cana
considers noun-initial order the norm for Modern Breton. Dressler agrees,
rioting that not even a question can begin with a verb in Breton. He sees
this restriction as the continuation of an Indo European discourse rule which
reserved verb-initial order for highly marked structures (Dressler 1969).

It is fruitful to consider the general information structure of communica-
tion as a possible explanatory factor in word order change. The general tend-
ency to place old, definite information before new, indefinite information was
noted in the nineteenth century by Weil in his comparison of the word orders
of ancient and modern languages. This distinction was particularly developed
by Mathesius and other Prague School linguists who have worked with Fune-
ti on a I Sentence Perspective.

This very important communicative tendency, which is also known as
the Topic/Comment distinction, is particularly exploited in Breton. Any
constituent may be topicalized; :this is achieved by placing the constituent
in sentence-initial position. The following examples illustrate topicalization
of the subject, object and a locative prepositional phrase respectively (ex-
amples from Anderson 1981):

(7) Perig a zo o klask e vreur er c'hoad
Peter ptc is at look- his br. in-the woods

(8) E vreur a zo Perig o klask er c'hoad
his br. ptc is P. at look- in-the woods

(9) Er c'hoad eman Perig a klask e vreur
in-the woods is Peter at look- his br. for

"Peter is looking for his
brother in the woods".

"Peter is looking for his
brother in the woods".

"It is in the woods that Peter
is looking for his brother".

The first example, with topicalization of the subject, is not emphatic
or contrastive. It is an example of the unmarked sentence type in Breton.

I tapers and studies... XVIII
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Roth subjects (a syntactic category) and topics (a pragmatic notion) typic-

ally, although not necessarily, convey old information. Old information

typically occupies sentence-initial position.
Topicalization of the subject is a stylistic option in VSO. If it becomes

grammaticized, a VSO language can be said to have shifted to SVO. This

has happened in Breton, although only in main clauses. Subordinate clause

order is subordinating conjunction-verb-subject:

(10) Ma veze Vann skuizh... "If John is tired" (example from Anderson

if were John tired
1981)

The reduced role of topicalization in subordinate clauses is due to the

occupation of the clause -initial position by a subordinating constituent.

This prevents placement of topical material in clause-initial position, and may

shed some light on the slowness of word order change hi subordinate elauses.2

The rarity of VSO order can be explained by its contradiction of the

general communicative tendency noted. A noun phrase can be old, definite

information. The category of definiteness does not generally apply to verbs,

which are not good candidates for topic status.3
Verb-initial order also causes perceptual difficulties, particularly if there

is no nominal case system. Subjects and objects are formally similar; both

are noun phrases. In SVO languages, they are clearly separated by the verb.

In SOY languages, there is no such separation, but the typical presence of a

suffixal case system reduces the -formal similarity. Modern Irish . Gaelic, a

VSO Celtic language, also has a suffixal case systems. The predominance of

VSO in modem Welsh, which has no system, seems to contradict universal

information structure.
We suggest that a look at a very productive construction in modern

Welsh may reconcile the structure of this language to that which one expects..

The verbal system of modern spoken. Welsh is characterized by a large

inn ier of periphrastic tenses. There are also a few synthetic tenses, especially

e preterite and the future, but even these are beginning to disappear in

some dialects. Whereas a South Walian speaker uses the synthetic preterite

(11) Fe aeth e "he went",
ptc went he

2 This may be observed in German, which has SVO order and productive topicali-

zation (OVS) in main clauses, but the SOV. order of Proto-Germanic subordinate

clauses.
The suppletivo forms of Welsh bod "be" do show some sensitivity to the defini-

teness of their nominal subject. For example, in questions; oes is used with indefinite

subjects, vcry with definite subjects: OM car yma? "18 there a car here?", but Ydy'r car yma?

"is the car here?".
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in North \Vahan the form is

(1'2) 1)daru e fynd "he went''. (.forth Milian orSouth %Vahan e).
happened him go

.1k lam is one of several au .diaries which combine with non - finite verbal
nouns', to form periphravbic tenses. Others are gwite2u/ "do" and particularlyhod "be". A typical 1-entence is

( 3) Mae fy ifrind cysgu "My friend is sleeping".
is my friend ptc sleep

The sentence-initial verb, which has certain syntactic qualities of a verb
(tense and person), but little semantie.weight, is complemented by a non-
-I-Liao form which carries semantic information and is placed after the subject.Aspect is expressed by the particles ym (imperfective; see examples 1 and 13
above) and Icedi (perfective):

(14) Mae e edi cysgu "He has slept".,
is he after sleeping

There is -.11 in the present pacer to explore the interesting questionof possibi, . -Jo status for auxiliaries (see Ross 1969). We will leave
the question unanswered, but note that Welsh is syntactically a VSO lan-
guage, but semantically often SVO.

There is a language-external factor which must be considered for bothWelsh and Breton. Both languages are in constant contact with a national
prestige language. Welsh speakers are almost invariably bilingual with English,
as are Breton speakers with French. Anwyl (1899:164) notes "the fascinating
phenomenon of adjustment of the categories of one language to those of
another when the linguistic consciousness is of necessity bilingual".

The ultimate outcome of language -contact between a national prestige
language and a minority language is the death of the latter. Language death
certainly has occurred when all speakers of a language have died. It may
actually occur at an earlier point. Dressler points out that a language repre-
sented only by "semi-speakers", i. e. those who no longer use their minority
Language fluently or comfortably, is not really alive.

The verbal noun is a particularly Celtic phenomenon. Its nominal character is clearin Irish Gaelic, where nominal ease is always expressed; the object of the verbal noun mustbe in the genitive. It cannot be in the accusative. In Welsh, case is distinguished only
in the pronoun system. Compare Fe welais i hi "I saw her"

pt.e saw I her
with Mae'r dyn yn ei gweld hi "The man sees her".

$ Some dialects of English used by speakers from Celtic countries show a substratuminfluence; for "he has slept.' Scottish speakers tts.y use rather "he is afttir sleeping".
a
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The Celtic languages have all been affected by language death. Two

languages, Cornish6 and Manx, have become extinct in modern times. The

others, Sc.. Lish Gaelic (the subject of a recent book entitled Language Death,

Dorian (1981)), Irish Gaelic, Welsh and Breton, all exhibit features of language

death (or language decay, as Dressler terms the process leading to ultimate

language death.
Welsh was discouraged by a 1536 law, the Act of Union, which assigned

official status to English only. The 1967 Welsh Language Act has restored

some vitality to Welsh, the "healthiest" Celtic language. Attempts to save

and revive a language are a phenomenon associated with language death.

Breton is being discouraged by the French government to a greater extent

than its speakers are able to defend it. There is, for example, no Breton-

language radio or television, while the Welsh language is being spread by

these media.
Welsh and Breton exhibit massive lexical borrowing from their respective

prestige languages. Borrowing happens in various lexical categories: nouns:

Welsh car, beic, bane (English car, bike, bank), the quantifier lot (English

a lot, lots) and verbs: lido, emotio (English like, smoke) and an on-the-spot

creation by a bilingual speaker: areific (English arrive) for Welsh cyrraedd.

The English-based verbal nouns have generalized an -io ending; Welsh verbal

nouns otherwise show little or no suffixal regularity, e. g. rhedeg "run", cons

"sing", gofyn "ask".
We look to Breton for examples of syntactic borrowing. As syntax...As

notoriously slow to change, the fact of such borrowing in Breton is a testimony

to its advanced stage of decay. Particularly striking is the development of a

lexical and auxiliary verb endevout "have" in Breton. This is a clear French

influence. The Celtic languages otherwise lack a verb meaning "have, possess"

and express possession by constructions such as Welsh.

(15) Mae car gan fy ffrind "My friend has a car".

is car with my friend

The loss of the responsive or answer form (German Antwortform) is another

indication of language death in Breton. Celtic languages generally lack words

for "yes" and "no": Instead they have grammaticized a repetition of the verb

used in the question. A simple example is Welsh.

(16) Oedd dy dad yn hapus?
was your f. ptc happy

(17) Oedd. "Yes".
was

"was your father happy?"

There is a Cornish language revival movement in Cornwall, but there are probably

still not any fluent native speakers of the language known as "Resurrected Corniub"
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Breton speakers vary greatly in their competence in Breton. Dressler
(1981) refers to relatively healthy, preterminal and terminal speakers. Terminal
speakers are no longer able to communicate in Breton with a sufficifrit de-
gree of fluency or comfort to make such communication likely. Even preterm-
inal speakers, however, avoid the responsive system and use invariant words
corresponding to French oui and non when speaking Breton. Thomas (1973)
notes a simplification of the responsive system in a Welsh dialect. Preterminal
Breton speakers also tend to realign word order to the SVO pattern of modern
standard French.

In conclusion, we appeal to multiple causation for the observed drift
towards SVO in Welsh and Breton. This is encouraged both by a universal
communicative principle of "old before new" and by the language contact
situation at hand. Conversely, this very language contact situation may be
invoked to explain the existence of brezhoneg chimik. The artificially introduced
VSO order of "Chemical Breton" is a reaction against the SVO order felt
to be French, but also due to "a Welsh-based idea of what a Celtic language
should be" (Varin 1979:83).
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TOPICAL SENTENCE POSITIONS IN ENGLISH AND POLISH*

ANNA DuszAK

University of Warsoty

It is generally believed that topicalization subsumes two distinct processes:
Left- and Right-Dislocation on the one hand, and I'opiealization proper,
oft the other.' If related to Dik's functional sentence pattern, left dislocation
corresponds to his P, position, whereas topicaiHation per is realized in
P2 position.2

The left dislocated_ element is said to be autonomous, or at best loosely
connected with predication proper; some pragmatic relation of relevance
comparable to what can be found among Grice's mi.. -ims forr;.:tional communic-

ation (1967) is often formulated. It is separated from the predication proper
by a comma in writing and a pause in speech. Such topics are also believed
to show a distant kinship with topics "Chinese style" (Chafe 1976) and, as
for Indo-European languages, to exhibit far-going similarities in pragmatic
functions and grammatical behaviour.

Topicalization proper, on the other hand, is bound to seek compliance
with the rules of grammar of a particular language: being located within the
limits of the predication, the topic is subject to a number of language-specific
constraints. Obviously, the fronting of-some topical material is not equally

* This is a revised version of a paper presented at the 18th International Conference

on English.Polish Contrastive Linguistics, Blaiojowko, 2-4 December, 1982. The author
would like to thank the participants for their oritical remarks and comments. Special
thanks are due to Professors J. Banczerowski, N. E. Enkvist, W. Lee and A. SzwedelL

1 The present paper discusses some problems connected with topicalization as per
ceived by, o.g., Rodman (1974), Chafe ,(1976), Li (1976), Dik (1978); Halliday's marked
thematization (1967) also falls under the same range of phenomena. Problems of Right-
-Dislocation are left out.

The stand adopted hero flomplies with Dik's definition of both terms, yet the nota-
tion is reverse: his theme corresponds to our topic. Dik's use seems rather unhappy against
ac c opted terminological conventions.
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feasible in all languages hence respective structures shew different degrees
of pragmatic markedness.

It is argued here that a similar demarcation of the two concepts is at
least vulnerable. It seems to have been raised on account of some marginal
phenomena, and to disregard of certain empirical counterevidence coming
from languages such as, e. g., Polish or Czech. The levelling of the two topic
alization processes in Polish is exemplified in Section 1. Section 2 adduces
some further evidence undermining the alleged difference between left
dislocated topics and the "proper" ones.

It is also claimed that the definition of topic as an element combining
definiteness with a vaguely specified property of "setting the frame of in-
dividual reference"8 or "serving as the point of departure", as well as its
association with the first constituent in the sentence come across grave difficul-
ties once transplanted on the grounds of, e. g., Polish; some of those are
tentatively pointed out in Section 3.

1. A left-dislocated topic is said to be an instance of an explicit fore-
grounding of an information unit which thus becomes a point of departure
for the following message. Since the topic of this kind stands outside .,the
predication proper, usually no special syntactic means are,required:

1. As for music, John prefers jazz
2. That boy, is he a friend of yours?
3. That book, I haven't read it yet.

These are also called "emphatic topicalizations" (Dahl 1974) or "contrast
eases" (Kuno 1972). Sometimes the topical status of such structures is dis-
cussed in terms of categorial judgements as they do not seem to allow "thetic"
readings (Kuroda 1972). The topicalized element is taken to be definite:
whether we can talk about topicalization in the case of, e. g., (4)

4. A porter, you can see one at the gate.

is not. quite clear at the moment. Dahl (1974:7), e. g., admits topicalization
of indefinite noun phrases minus quantifiers:

5. What concerns chairs, there is one in the corridor.

It seems that in such cases the left-dislocated element takes on a definite
non specific interpretation. Such problems, however, will not be investig-
ated here any further.

Of primary interest to the present paper are sentences such as (2) and (3)
above; the definiteness of dislocated topics in the English sentences is expli-
citly marked. As for Polish, it seem, the sentence also tends to resort to some

s Temporal and spatial frame of reference is not discussed here.
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overt markers of definiteness, otherwise often expedient for the establishment
of coreferentiality links. It is arguable whether this topicalizing function is not
to be frequently associated with the non-initi icle TO4 which, moreover,
often entails the sequence: demonstrative pronoun n5 (this)-{ -noun, TO+pro-
nominal copy of the topic.

The last element -- the internal preform to use Keenan's term may be
non--bligatory. The left-dislocated constituent does not exclude further modi-
Lication. For the purpose of the present paper the TO particle will be rendered
by the AS-FOR notation in respective English translations.

6. Janek,, to on wyjeehal w zeszlym tygodniu
John, AS-FOR he left last week

7. Te pytania, to one byly zbyt trudne
These questions, AS-FOR they were too difficult

S. Ten twOj spiad, to on upil sic wezoraj wieczorem
This your neighbour, AS-FOR he got drunk last night.

The eharacter and scope of similar structures in Polish in terms of their
syntactic build-up and stylistic motivation have been studied in some
detail by. e.g., Butt ler (1971), Paluszkiewicz (1971), Ostrowska (1971) and
Wierzbieka (1966). Though relatively rare in standard written Polish, they
are widespread in its dialectal variations and still live in colloquial speech.
Since some observations made beyond the scope of topicalization studies are
pertinent here, they will be presented in brief: those include first of all the
function of the demonstrative pronoun on the one hand, and the so called
double subject construction, on the other.

As for the former, Topolifiska (1976:48f) emphasizes that on top of its
expressive function the demonstrative pronoim also plays an important com-
municative role: it signals that the referent of the noun was a moment ago in
the sphere of our attention either syntactfcally (deixis) or textually (anaphora).
similar remarks are also made by Pisarkowa (1969), Jodlowski (1973) or
Miodunka (19.74:53), who points to cases of emphatic identification in sen-

4 Thr morpheme to (this, singular, neuter) can take on a number of functions in
Polish. 'Here it is discussed from the point of view of its pragmatiCrfunetion, i.e. as the
marker drawing a binary division between the topic and the comment. TO comes itrunedia-
toly after the topic.

The demonstrative prenotui ten (this) is inflected in Polish for number and gender.
To (this, singular, neuter) should be kept distinct from the topical TO particle. The two
may co-occur in one sentence:
To krzesio, to ono jest zlamane
This chair, AS-FOR it is broken
Next to ten (this), tatnten (that) may also occur as a noun premodifior but it does so lees
frequently.
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tencem such its:

9. Ten wyraz to on jest przydawkti
This word AS-FOR it is an attribute

lo. A Fran cuzi to oni sic w tym specjalizujq
And the French people AS-FOR they specialize in it.

.Related observations were made for Czech by Mathesius (1926).

Secondly, lirmn the syntactic point of view the sentences in question are

often instances of the so called double-subject: a grammatical device now

characteristic of non-standard Polish,' once a typical trait of both speech and

writing. Discussing 16th century Polish prose, Wierzbicka (1986) sees an

explanation for the widespread use of such structures in the then domineering

stylistic habits. She argues that the fronting of the most accentuated element

in the sentence (logical stress carrier) remained at variance with stylistic

preferences which demanded that the sentence initial position be reserved for

cohesion devices or discourse links. These conflicting tendencies within tits

sentence were reconciled by the ireuroduction of a prop a pronominal copy of

the foregrounded element. The element became thus in fact syntactically

expedient, and its only task was to make it possible for the sentence to sustain

its preferable linear arrangement, i.e. the one compatible with rules of cohesion.

('f.

11. Przodkowie nisi, jakoi oni w tak skryte rzeczy bez nauk trafiali?

Our forefathers, how did they arrive at such mysterious things without

schooling?
12. Pan Spytek Jordan, wojewoda krakowski, izali on nie jest orator w radzie

krotki a slodki?
Pan (honorific title) Spytek Jordan, the voivode of Cracow, is he not a

brief and sweet-mouthed speaker in the council?
(both example's in 16th century Polish, Wierzbicka 11966 :186)).

:Discussing such structures Wierzbicka refers to Tesuiere's term for related

phenomena "projection des actants" to notice that contrary to his claim

that the pronominal copy of the fronted element may not be left.out in French

(Wierzbicka 1966:185f), it often proves redundant in Polish. This appears to

Kohl plausibly also in the case of present-day colloquial Polish; the non-obliga-

tory° presence of the proform will make a and b equivalent:

° Such pronouns are also found redundant by Dahl (1974:11), who sees no evident

connection between the presence of the internal proform and the topic-comment arti-

culation. He quotes some evidence from Arabic to prove the pronoun dispensible unless

he function of the topic is taken on by an element other that the subject of the sentence.

Dahl's claim, however, finds no support in a number of languages, e.g., English or French.

Nonetheless. the relative easiness with which Polish disposes of such internal proforma

should not ho left tuinoticed.
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13 a. Ten Janek, to On chyba oszalal
That John, AS-FOR he must have gone crazy

b. Ten Janek, to chyba oszalal
That john, AS-FOR (he) must have gone crazy

14 a. Janek, to on jui tipi
John, AS-FOR he 18 already asleep

b. Janek, to jui
John, AS-FOR (he) is already asleep

15 a. Moj brat, to on nigdy nie byl nad morzem
My brother, AS-FOR he has never been at the seaside

b. Moj brat, to nigdy nie byl nad morzem
My brother, AS-FOR (he) has never been at the seaside.

Furthermore, it seems that the above sentences find very close counterpart43 inthe c structures below:

13 e. Ten Janek to chyba oszalal
That John AS-FOR (lie) must have gone crazy

14 c. Janek to jui Api
John AS-FOR (he) is already asleep

15 e. "Maj brat to nigdy nie uyl nad morzem
My brother AS-FOR (he) has never been at

It seems that the integration of the left-disloca4.ed topic within the predication
'proper exercises here no significant effect the pragmatic reading of the
sentence. It is also believed that the TO pe7tWe lays a ceesura between the
topic and the comment: it thus explicitly demarcates an foregrounds she
topical material within the seAtence.

Pragmatic relevance of TO has been emphasized by Huszcza (1980, 1981).
Discussing thematization in Polish Huszcza notices in passing the existece
of such structures as:

15. Kawy to jeszcze nie pileni
Coffee AS-FOR (I) haven t drunk yet

17. Wczoraj to byla br:eza
Yesterday AS-FOR we had a thunderstorm.

He also noticos, which is wor',nwhile stressing here too, -that th TO in question
should be lcept distinct rrom the same morpheme as often used it entence
initial position when it introduces emphatic rhemes: swth cases
fences receive their Fast :,ranslations as English clefts:,

7 In fact the problem is more complex thtv It might bo expected. occur-rence of t' e to ..orph31110 may call for at: altogt,:'.ier different interpretation. Cl.:
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11. To kawy jetizeze nia pilem
It is coffee I haven't drunk yet

!9. To wczoraj byla burza
It was yesterday that we had a thunderstorm

20. To Karol ma zawsze racje
It is Charles who is always right.

The norinitial topical TO is according to Huszcza a proposed theme

marker which, at the same time, must be preceded by a theme. Working with

isolated sentences Huszcza bypasses all contextual determinants relevant for

Junctional sentence organization. In effect he fails to notice that this obliga-

tory theme in fron t of TO is first of all topical, i.e. given and discorso motivated.

(f. 21a 21d:

21. (('licesz tQi ksh4e?)
(1)0 you want this book ?)

a. 1:sittZ4 kupil j0. Jana, wiee jet polyeze od niego

This book John has already bought, so I'll borrow it from him

b. T(ct ksittZ4 to kupil juZ Janek, wiee A poiyeze od niego

This book AS-FOR John has already bought, so I'll borrow it from him

c. Janek kupil juz to ksiaZke, wiee jet poiyeze od niego

John has already bought this book, so I'll borrow it from him

(1. *Janek to jui kupil te kshtike, wiec A poiyeze od niego

John AS-FOR has already bought this book, so I'll borrow it from him.

(21 d) is unacceptable because John as representing new information though

it can still be placed on its own in sentence initial position may not, however,

be fdllowed by the topical TO. Secondly, the sentence is also excluded on

account of the fact that the communicative interest of the speaker associates

not with John but with. John's buying of the book, which runs counter to the

exclusive topicalization of John as effected by the use of the particle.

The levelling of the distinction between left dislocation and topicalization

proper, as propounded in the case of TO-marked structures in Polish, finds

some6SUpport in Dik's reservations as to the real difference between the two

topicalization processes. Dik admits namely that languages "may differ from

each other in their treatment of the variables marking open term positions:

sonic languages tend to always express these by means of pronominal ele-

ments, others leave them unexpressed in different conditions. s means that,

alongside of constructions of type (41), we may expect to firtfl languages with

emphatic to: To byla noc!
What a night it was!

"cohering" to: To ja jui !SA@
So (in this case) I'd better go
It's tune for me to go
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constructions such as (42):

(41) That man, I hate him
(42) That man, I hate.

The latter sort of construction, .however, would be quite close to a construc-
tion like:

(43) That man I hate

which we shall not treat as a construction consisting of a Theme (i.e. topic in
our notation A. D.) and an open predication, but as a construction in which
the Obj of the predication has boon brought to initial position.

In languages having constructions of type (42), however, we may expect the
difference between (42) and (43) to be less sharp that the distinction between
(41) and (43) in languages like English" (Dik 1978:140-1).

This !mighty citation exhausts Dik's exposition on this point. The mere
statement of the fact that the object "has been brought to initial position"
obviously leaves a number of questiMiiimiresolved. Ono° we concede that the
P, position in languages such as Polish may be an outcome of left dislocation
as well as topicalkation proper, the separability of the two processes becomes
less plausible.

2. The .present section points to some facts -which, it is believed, further
undermine the claim about two different topics.8 It is usually maintained, for
instance, that owing to its fairly loose ties with the predication, left dislocation
is perticularly appropriate as a means of` introducing new topics, or reintro-
ducing "distant" ones, i.e., those which do not belong to the immediate field
of communicative concern. On the other hand, topieS of instant communica-
tive pertinence, i.e. resumptive themes, are said/to be signalled first of all
through topicalization proper. Such statements, however, are bound to cause
certain diffieulties.8

First of all, while sidetracking from the main thread of discourse, the speaker
is apt to use expressions such as, e.g , as for, concerning, with regard to, etc.,
which serve as prompts as to where he would like to direct the listener's atten-
tion. Incidentally, Dik admits that "bare" constructions may in some tan-

' It should be admitted, however, that the present approach ignores differences in
intonation contours; loft dislocated topics, as an instance of hesitation phenomena; are
marked off from the rest of the sentence by a pause in speech.

It might be worthwhile mentioning at this point that Rod man's corroborative
evidence does not seem very convincing. In fact both of the examples ho adduces strike
as odd:
What can you tell me about John?
Nothing. *But Bill Mary kissed
Nothing. But Bill, Mary kissed him (Rodman 1974).
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guages be evaluated as ",( substandard Or 1101/1)y Way Of Oxpressing oneself"
(1978: Ho). Stronger reservations at this point are voiced by Quirk, who says
that such constructions as, e.g., Your friend Jahn, I saw Iti,m here last night, are
considered by Holm. substandard (1972:9.150). According to him they sc,,ein to
be Alm, that is to tiny, they appear to involve an abandonment of the
originally intended construction and a fresh start, in mid-sentence" (il)ideni).
1,,nlirk claims further that standard Englirli I as a number of expressions for
introducing the topic of the sentence initially and substituting a pro-form
later in the sentence:

22, Talk nig of (informal)
To turn now to
I legarding your friend John, 1: saw
With respect to (formal) him here last night.
As for

Secondly, the fact that left, dislocations stand outside the performative
num' lity of the predication does trot have to restrain them from being used as
resuil44i ye themes. Dik (1978:135) maintains, e.g., that a left-dislocated topic
can have itself interrogative modality:

23, :11y brother? I haven't seen him for years

however, his exposition is not quite clear to me: there seems to be no reason
why a similar sentence may not be used when the topic resumes a fact of
immediate communicative concern. In other words, why should (24 a) be
preferable to (24 b):

24. (Flow is your brother?)
a. My brother I haven't seen for years
b. My brother? I haven't seen him for years

It seems that neither can be excluded. As for (24 b), it is more appropriate
when the speaker wants to sound, e.g., apologetic, uncertain, or baffled, hence
it is potentially more emphatic and more expressive than the other option.

Equally debatable is the problem of easearking on left disloeations:.tho
absolute (nominative) form is often found preferable and sometimes simply
obligatory. The latter is said to obtain in the ease of, e.g., English and French:

25.a. That man, we gave the book to him yesterday
b. *To that man, we gave the book to him yesterday

20 a. Cet homine, nous Jui avons donna le livre hier
b. *A cet homme, nous lui avons donne le livre bier

(both from Dik 1978: 1.35 ).

Admittedly, Dik does not leave unnoticed the fact that in sonic languages,
or in certain conditions, the topic "may antidipate the semantic and syntactic
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role it, is g,oing to have in the ICIlowing predication" (linden* Following l'ontrie,
114. quotes a Russian example aml approves of either of its versions:

27 II. telo.vizory, v etom magazine ix nmego
televisionsn,,, , Ill this shop Of tithiligen Many
left V (..tont magazine ix milogo
Of televisionsgen, in this shop of thenigen niany

Ittalman notices that it left-dislocated topic in Ocrinati must agree ill case with
its copy in the main sentence (197.1:4551). Spill (1980:120) approves of both
possibilities in Czech:

28. Altirtin(a), toll° jsetti veers oevidt'd
NIurtinaom/aec, him I yesterday did not see.

I licidentitlly, it might be pointed out that left-dislocated pronouns in English
011' always in the accusative (('f. Rodman 1974:456).

29. Nle, I like boozc
30. Him. he is eritzy.

it is argued here `hat left-dislocations in Polish usually carry a trait of
bizarreness unless marked for ease.

31 8. ChlOpiee, to jego wezoraj itie bylo
That boyomn, AS-FOR hegen yesterday was not there

b. Togo ehlopca, to jego wezoraj nie bylo
That boygen, AS-FOR hegen yesterday was not there

32 a. ?Jnnek, to jemu trzeba dao podwyZke
Johnnom, AS-FOR heat one must give a pay-rise

b. Jankowi, to jemu trzeba dae podwyike
Johndat, AS-FOR bedat one must give a pay-rise

33 a. ?Ten twdj sasiad, to jego wczoraj znaleili pijanego
That your neighbournom, AS-FOR he they found drunk yesterday

b. Tego twojego sit:44(1a, to jego wczoraj znalezli pijanego
. That your neighbouracc, AS-FOR he they found drunk yesterday

Needless to say the proforms in b's are redundant-hence the sentences exhibit
a strong tendency to dispose of such pronominal elements. Finally,, an un-
marked (absolute) left-dislocation appears acceptable in Polish only as carrier
of interrogative modality:
34. Telewizory? w tym sklepie jest ich duio

Televisions? in this shop there are many of them.

In this way the identification of a left-dislocated topic seems of little con-
sequence for the understanding of topiealization processes in languages; such
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topes are basically (lee to hesitation phenomena ill speceh. Likewise, their

kinship with the topic in a topic-prominent language (Li 19711) is at best

disputable: the inadequacy of a "Chinese style" topic for the description of
toinealization phenomena in ludo - European languages was anticipated by

Chafe (1976),
3. The topics analysed so far -- both left -dislocations and topics pro-

per -- were signalled by the TO particle. There remains the question of whether

we can still propound. the "levelling" hypothesis in the absence of TO; though a

similar contention appears intuitively plausible, such considerations will not be
followed here any further. What will receive some attention is a problem much

more principal for related investigations, and namely: what happens in the

absence of TO, i.e. whether the element in the first position in the sentence
remains equally marked for topicality. The present section will concentrate
only on fronted objects in Polish and their estimation in terms of Functional
Sentence Perspective. Discussed will be the relationship obtaining between struc-

tures such as (35-6a) with an overtly topicalized element at the beginning

alai (35-9b), where position is the only topicality marker:

35 a. Kawy to Janek nie lubi
Coffeegen AS-FOR Joltnnom (toes not like

b. Kawy Janek nie lttbi
Coffeegen Johnnom does not like

:16 a. Marie to Janek odwiedzi jutro
Marysoo AS-FOR Johnnom will visit tomori

b. Marie Janek odwiedzi jutro
Maryacc Johnnom will visit tomorrow

It raises no doubt that a sentences are pragmatically marked in the sense that

they are evidently emphatic and possibly contrastive:

37. Kawy to Janek nie lubi, ale chetnie napije SiQ herbaty
Coffeegen AS-FOR Jolmnom does not like, but he won't mind having tea.

All that brings them very close to what Halliday (1967) formulates as con-
ditions obtaining in the case of marked thematization in English:

38. These houses my grandfather sold
39. The play John saw last night."

A closer look at the Pi position in Polish sentences appears necessary onto

we want to find out to what extent the one. -and first constituent interpretation

of the topic is verifiable against some evidence from "free" word order langna-

14 Since Halliday'8 viowri are well known, they will not be presented here in any

detail.
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gcs; Niuiilnr investigations could certainly assist a, better understanding of
topicalization phenomena in languages. The present paper dove not aspire to
put forward any conclusive statements: it attempts only at pointing out to
some "fuzzy" edges of English- and Polish-style topics.

Studies in thomatization and topicalization in Polish are relatively recent
and fairly general in solutions. Huszeza (1980, 1981) is right to notice that the
thematio-rhomatio bipartition of the acntonoo in Polish is heavily dependent
on the position of the verb.'" Regretfully, however, his further observations are
not much revealing as they arc basically limited to a mechanical delimitation
of isolated sentences. His exposition on the thematic status of fronted objects
hi Polish can be summarized in the following: (40) and (41) below, due to a
different position of the verb, do not have to represent the same distribution
of pragmatic functions:

40. Artykut Jan przepisal
Articlesce olinnoni copied

11. Artykut przepisal Jan
Artieleacc copied Johnnom

As for (40), the theme-rheum ceasura (/) may run only after the first element,
which means combining the subject and the verb into one functional com-
ponent:

42. Artykul/Jan przepisal
Articloacc /Johnnom copied

Another segmentation of the sentence is untenable on the strength of the
fact that the first two constituents, article and John, are not directly connected
s3-ntactically and thus they may not constitute one functional entity, viz. the
principle of syntactic continuum.

(41), on the other hand, admits two different interpretations:
43 a. Artykul/przepisal Jan

Articlegcc/copied ,Tohnnom
Artykul przepisal/Jan
Articleace copied / Johnnom

In this way the fronting of the same topical material does not trigger the same
pragmatic effect's: (43 b) may be an answer to the question Who copied the
article?, and thus act as subject-rhomatizing structure. In such cases English
would have to put the subject under contrastive stress or resort to clefting: It

" The medial position is believed to be typical of the Polish verb. Any deviations
thereof are taken as signals of pragmatic markedness: verbs in sentence initial position
are relatively rare and servo as emphatic themes, whereas the placement of the verb at the
end of the sentence is associated with an overtone of emphasis and contrastiveness.

6 Papers and studies ... XVIII
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tro4 John who 1.0111,11 the «rtirle. (12) and (43 a), on the other hand, foreground

the same topical clement, yet display it different organization within their

rhombic sections: (12) lays emphasis on the verb, whereas (43 a) highlights the

subject. Such effects have obviously much to do with the tendency in Polish

to pine° the now information towards the right-most end of the sentence. And

this appears to be the final conclusion to be drawn from similar investigations.

Tho definiteness of the objeet in sentence initial position is also pointed out

Szwedek (1981:56), who stresses that the first noun in sentences such its (44)

below should be coreferential:

4. Esiai.ke kupila hobieta
(the) bookacc bought (a) womannom

In conclusion of his coreferentiality constraints on word order in Polish

Szwedek emphasises that it "is used to express the new/given information

distribution which encompasses in a natural way the eoreferential ('given') --

noncoreferential ('new') distinction of nouns" (op. cit.: 60).

Similar sweeping generalizations arc certainly binding for a number of the

BO called "free" word order languages, where linear modification serves as the

lirinutry exponent of Functional Sentence Perspective and information distribu-

tion within the sentence. Discussing Czech and Russian, Sgall (1074:30) claims

that in Czech participants preceding the verb can be regarded as contextually

bound:

4:5. Karel vikm ten obraz prothi. Iacnlo

Charlesnom youtha this picturence will sell cheaply

Related assumptions are laid forward by Kramsky (1972:43), who believes

that ?WV,' in (46) below implies determinedness:

46. Vazu rozbila nilada divka
(the) vaseaeo broke (a) young

Such intuitions are by all means frequent as well as well-grounded. It seems

that thay have been voiced best, though in a somewhat radical form, by Sgall

(1982:26): "for Czech, and with some minor changes also for other Slavonic

languages, it is possible to state that the modifications (dependent words,

participants) standing to the left of the verb belong to the topic, while the

rightmost participants belong to the focus". Strong as it certainly sounds,

Sgall's claim disposes of a one-constituent topic within the sentence to pro-

pound instead a topical section. (See also Firbas for his concept of the thematic

and non-thematic section of the sentence, esp. 1964, 1975, 1981).

'It appers then that the "English style" topic, i.e. the one associated with

one and first constituent in the sentence does not in fact prove verifiable against

some evidence from "free" word order languages; in those languages the
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delialitRtiOn Of the III'S!. 1)0541011 in flu NOlitOlICO is less conspicuous, ma, .that,
we can rather talk about It topicality scope. At this point, the position of the
verb demands further studies; it seems plausible to perceive it RH HOT of
the topic -cononent boundary within the sentence. I11 (47) below the new in..
formation comes after the verb and the elements preceding the mcrb are talcen
to be given:

47. how' chlopeom po obiedzie poilitsz tt tch"
boysdnt after (pm) to ill scree cups,

The question that asks itself is %dialler we can hope for any reconcillia-
tam of the "English"- and "Potirsh"-style topics, SO as to 11"011L out a concept of
topic with It cross-linguistic applicability. Needless to say, at similar attempt
would activate a number of problems far surpassing the scope of the present
investigations. What seems worthwhile mentioning, however, in the fact that
the perception of topiealization in Slavonic languages shows clearly that we
may not escape from contextual considerations in functional Sentence Per-
spective. Furthermore, it is not all that clear that we can do mo in the case of
English: despite the autonomy claim for his thmunatization, Halliday (I 1)67)
conies close to cdnlit that theme often coincides with given. Obviously' enough
his marked theme is in fact not an outcome of an "autonomous" theinatization
process, but an instance of information structure: it combines with given and
is discourse motivated.

it is also worthwhile noticing that all the examples of marked thematiza-
tion in English known to me cite invariably only bound elements in the pre-
verbal section of the sentence. In other words, it might be interesting to thee':
what constraints, if ally, are laid on subjects mu respective constructions. F.,
e.g., (4H -50) below, taken that it is the subject each time that should bring
in the new piece of information:

48. !This hat a young lady has already claimed
49. ?That hook two students asked for
50. ?That woman over there a man hit and ran away.

l'he situation 80e1115 to change in case of structures in which it is not the sub-
ject but some other sentence constituent that becomes the focus proper,t2 cf.,

(51) below:

51. That letter a girl found uni/cr thc stairs,

" Lu idrnGLlly, NII1;11 scum EILL.11811 41,pp1,11,1' tr) COIIIC1(1,/ in til()11' treatanont of sentolicos
with two information foci:
Przocistawienie Janok widziat
The play John saw last night,

.witro the slays topical, istlil lust nr'yht k 6)(!i/l. It IS 11,181 1101,worthy that the
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Incidentally, it, appears that, no constraints gyre laid on generic subjeets, i.e.

those which sre definite hut Taal Hiletiliv:

1i2. Thin hoolk 1, girl lilts me won't road

The subject heir iH 1,1114411 to 1141 topical find the sew 11680-

4'iatA14 with thr 1.114t of not reading. Cf., also (53)

fi3. Knell films rhils fon shouldn't watch at night,

TO V01141114141, 1111 audysis of topicalization phenomena in English and

Polish may not. bypass the Heels) of topicalization; this involves not only the

number of sentence positions occupied by topical elements in both languagw,

but. also the presentation Of the given/new information distribution. As was

pointed out, the placement of an object in sentence initial position English

(marked thematization) highlights the ()lenient much more than it is posAble

to attain by mere fronting in Polish. This is, obviously, by no means surpri-

sing since the relative mobility of word order in Polish as well as the lack or

lion-obligatory presence of coroforential signals weakens similar topicalizing

effects, Colisequently, the topic in Polish is !Otis evidently linked with, and

restricted to, the first position in the sentence: it merges instead into what. is

intuitively perceived as a topical section.
Conclusion. The main purpose of the present paper was to take a look at

some aspects of left dislocation and topicalization proper in English and

Polish. It was argued that left-dislocated topics are triggered by basically the

same topicalization mechanism. Some empirical facts from Polish and other

"free" word order languages can be taken as counterevidenoe to the general

claim that propounds separateness of the two topics. Owing to the operation

of some levelling processes, e.g., frequent imposition of case marking on left

dislocations, possible redundancy of internal proforms, the transfer of a left-dis-

located topic into the proper one is feasible, and often preferable.

The prevailing and basically well-grounded contention that word

order in such languages as Polish is oriented primarily on the projection of

given/new information diet -:button opens the need for a further specifictation

of the topical positions within the sentence. A high mobility of word order in

Polish lessens the perception and the proper recognition among language users

subject-verb order exercises no effect on the pragmatic reading of the sentence in Polish;

the distribution of information' remains the same:
Mat lie kochal Janusz nadzwyczajnio
Mother,,, loved Johnno. immensely
Alatkv Janusz koehal nadzwyezajnie
Mother, .Thlua, loved immensely.
The examples are taken from Bottler (1971:406), who rites suck structures as the only

word order invariani3 in Polish.
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of the pragmatic contrasts effected by such modulations: the topical material
is more evidently foregrounded once marked off by the TO particle. By and
large, it seems disputable whether the association of the topic exclusively with
the first position in the sentence can receive any cross-linguistic justification.
It might be expected that a better perception of topicalization phenomena can
come first of all through scrutiny of related facts in languages more dependent
on linearity in the reflection of Functional Sentence Perspective.

Needless to say, topicalization in Polish awaits further studies: the work
done so far is relatively scanty and fragmentary. Regretfully, the observa-
tions presented here are also only random and tentative.
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VERB INITIAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN PORTUGUESE AND
THEIR COUNTERPART CONSTRUCTIONS IN ENGLISH*

MARY A. KATO

Catholic University. Sao Paulo

In Kato (1980) I showed that Portuguese is a language that makes wide use
of verb-initial constructions, a fact that is due to the optionality of the subject
as a basic sentence constituent.

I have also argued that this feature of Portuguese correlates systematically
with several other properties which are apparently dissociated and have been
treated in independent chapters in traditional grammars. The facts are the
following: a) passives' without subject raising; b) subject pronoun deletion;

c) postposed subjects...

Berman (1980) has shown that Hebrew is also a case of an (5) VO language
and has independently concluded that this type of language tends to manifest
the properties that I had predicted to be characteristic of (S) VO languages.

As both Hebrew and Portuguese show this systematic correlation among
facts that were not traditionally thought to be related, and English, unlike
Hebrew and Portuguese, has an obligatory subject constituent, it seems sen-
sible to have all these facts grouped in a contrastive analysis and have this
systematicity used for pedagogical purposes. In this paper my aim is to show
how the facts analysed in Portuguese are manifested in English.

Generally speaking both English and Portuguese exhibit the SVO order
for, unmarked neutral sentences, both for transitive and intransitive con-
structions.

Jorie come torta de galinha. John eats chicken-pie.
0 beb6 dormia. The baby slept.

The first draft of this paper was presented at the ABRAPUI Seminar, Salvador
(1981). I thank Leila Barbara for having contributed valuable comments on it.
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In certain eolistruotion8, however, they differ in the presence or absence of

the subject.

1. In Existential Sentences, while Portuguese is subjeetless, English has a
dummy there acting as subject. In English, unlike Portuguese, agreement is

governed by the object.

lla um unicdrnio no jardim. There is a unicorn in the garden.
Ha unicornios no jardim. There are unicorns in the garden.

2. In Weather and Time Expressions, while English has a dummy it for
subject, Portuguese is subjectless.

Val chover. It is going to rain.
tarde. It is late.

3. Agentless Constructions in Portuguese can be either active' without sub-
ject or passive, while in English the only possibility is the passive construction
with an overt subject.

Venderam a casa.
Vendeu-se a casa.
A casa foi vendida. The house was sold. -
4. Modal Constructions with a sentential complement are subjectless in

Portuguese, whereas in English the corresponding forms have a dummy it for
subject.

Parece que ele nao gosta de It seems that he does not like
futebol. soccer.
Acontece quo ele e burro. It happens that he is stupid.

5. Request Formulas with 'Poder' can be impersonal in Portuguese but not in

English.

Pode comer ease bolo ?a
(Eu) posso comer ease bolo? Can I eat this cake?

Traditional grammars call sentences with the active verbal forin with se 'synthetic
passives'. I prefer to consider them agontloss active forms.

This form is preferred in informal speech and child discourse. It might be claimed
that this is a shortened version of A genie pods corner bolo? (a genie being an informal
expression for we), but as the latter appears in child language before the eomplettkform,
I imagine that the subjectless construction is an impersonal request formulawhich is later
expanded into a more analytical form like Eu posso? (can I?), A pante pude? (can we?). or
-Nos podemos? (can we?).
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The fact that, though an S V !:;.ngt:age, Portugues:, does not rejec', a verb-ini-
tial construction explains why subject creating trait , formations are not produc-
tive in Portuguese while obligatory in English.

b. Then the subject is made vacant in the passive transformation, if the-
original object is a sentence, there is an obligatory insertion of it in English..
Portuguese remains subjectless.

A COMifiSa0 oonfirmou que houve vazamento de informactio.
(the committee confirmed that there was leakage of information)
0 Foi confirmed° (pela comissao) que houve vazamento de informacao.
*0 was confirmed (by the committee) that there was leakage of information....
It was confirmed (by the committee) that there was leakage of information.

7 . :Men the subject is made vacant by extraposition, English inserts the-
dummy it obligatorily. Portuguese leaves the sentence subjectless.

Conyencer Pedro 6 filen.
0 conveneer. Pedro.

8. Subject Raising is less productive

Parece que Joao mentiu.
Joao parece ter mentido.

provavel que Jodo vence.

Aconteccu que ;Joao estava

To convince Peter is eas
*0 is easy to convince Pe
It is easy to convince Peter.

in Portuguese than in English:

It seems that John. lied.
John seems to have lied.
It is likely that John will win.
John is likely to win.
It happened that John was there..
'John happened to be there.

Even a dummy subjeTrin a subordinate clause can undergo raising in English::

Parece que ht problemas la. tit seems that there are problems
there.
There seems to be some problems
there.

.7

Portuguese, on the other hand, often resorts to topicalization when fore-\grounding- is required:

Joao, acontence que (ele)estava
0 Joao, 6 possivel que (ele) venca.

While subject creating transformations are less productive in Portuguese,.
transformations that make subject position vacant are productive in Portu-
gue:te but not in English.

4
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9. Subject dowityrading or subject po8tposinv

9. 1. Subject downgrading .
finite sentences is very productive in Portu-

guese with presentative, aspectual and psychological verbs and also with

verbs of pain. In English, when applied, it is required that the dummy there be

inserted.

a) presentative verbs

Minim carteira sumiu. My wallet disappeared.

Sumiu minha carteira.
tinia rosa apareceu no *dim. A rose appeared in the garden.

Apareceu uma rosa no jardim. There appeared a rose in the garden.

Sobrou um ovo.3
Ha um ovo sobrando. There is an egg left.

b) aspectual verbs

A fcsta comecon. The party began.
Comecon a festa.
O bandit() continuou. The noise went on.
Continuou o barulgo.

e) psychological verbs

Eta cor me agrada.
Me agrada esta cor.
Sua opinao nito the interessa.
Nino the interessa sua

9.2. verbs that denote pain

A cabeca me dol.
Mo doi a cabeca.
Eu estou com /tonho dor do

cabeca.
Tuck me doi.
Me doi tudo.

This color pleases me.

Your opinion does not interest him.

(my head aches)

I have a headache.

(every, part in me is in pain)

I ache all over.

The dative case with verbs of pain appears as an oblique complement of the

verb in Portuguese whereas in English it appears as subject. The objective

case can appear as a subject in normal position or as a downgraded subject in

Portuguese, but only as a subject in initial position in English.

3 Actually aobrar behaves more like an existential verb and as such may have the VS

ardor as basic.
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9.3, Subject e.4tposing is obligatory in Portuguese in gerundive clauses
and disallowed in English.

th autonuiveis no Brasil sao Cars are very expensive in Brazil,
muito caros, sendo o Landau the Landau being the least
o menos accessivel. accessible.

9.4. In complement clauses where the predicate is an adjective, the subject
of this adjective can be postponed in Portuguese, but not in English.

As mulheres consideram as
brincadeiras dos maridos
inocentes.
As mulheres consideram ino-
centes as brincadeiras dos
maridos.

The wives consider their
husbands' jokes innocent.

Subject downgrading or postposing has to be distinguished. from permuta-
tion of subject and adverbial, which does not leave the sentence-initial position
vacant.

fTp came the rabbit.
Down ran the children.

10. Subject pronoun deletion

10.1. When the verb is unequivocally marked for person and number
the pronoun can be onnnitcd in Portuguese, but not in English.

(Nos) falantos duas lingual. (we) speak+lst p. p1 two languages
(Tu) gostaste de peca? (you) like-1-2nd p. p1 the play?
(Eu) estou com form. (I) am hungry

10.1. In Portuguese

Questions with the, illocutionary force of a request, an offer or an invitation
(indirect speech acts) can have the pronoun voce (the addressee) ommited even
if die verb is unmarked.

(Voce) quer cafe?
(Voce) precisa de ajUda?
(Voce) niio quer entrar?

(you) want spffee?
(you) need telp?
(you) not want come in?

Pronoun deletion is less applicable when questions are intended as real ques-
tions, though sometimes forms like the following, with elliptical subject,
can be heard, when the speaker wants to avoid using an address form (vocg
or senhor(0).
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( ?) to ea s-i o 1 bo ?

(?) come feijao
(?) e,ta corn prmia ?

( ) play the guitar?--Do you play

the guitar?
( ) eat beans?=Do you eat beans?

( ) are in a hurry ? ----Are you in a
hurry?

Note. in English subject deletion can occur in questions, in loose pragmatic

con tructions, normally involving auxiliary deletion as well.

(Are you) going somewhere?
(you) wai c.fiee?

10.2. Anaphoric pronouns can be deleted in Portuguese when the 'precede-

command' condition is met. In English the pronoun is retained.

Pedro pensa que (ele) a honesto. Peter thinks he is honest.

Quando (ele) estewo aqui, Pedro When (he) was here, Peter was
estava descabelado. dishevelled

10.3. In short yes-no answers, Portuguese deletes the anaphoric pronouns.

In English the pronoun is never deleted.

Joao vem h festal
Vem.

Is John coming to the party?
Yes, he is.

In order to explain why certain rules are more productive in one language

while being constrained to be applied in the other, I have attributed this

phenomenon to the `structure-preserving' nature of transformations (cf.

Emmonds (1972)), which states that, except for the root transformations, all

transformational rules yield forms that are predictable through phrase struc-

ture rules.6 Postulating a base-rule of the form

S--.(NP) VP

any rule that has as its structural change the form VP will be well-formed in

Portuguese. Likewise English will have a rule

S--.NP VP

which predicts that a rule cannot have as its output a sentence of the form VP

in English. Imperatives wk uld constitute an exception to this proposal, but

their exceptional character .--nay be due to the fact that they have been treated

In the first examplq Pedro procodes the pronoun de and in the second example

Pedro commands the pronoun as the S node that dominates the latter does not dominate

the former.
Structure preserving transformations are cyclic whereas root transformations can

only modify the topmost sentence.
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as sentences when they may actually constitute a speech act with no sentence
constituenthood. Like exclamations, which encode several types of speech
acts, they can be just phrases from the syntactic point of view. Considered
as such, imperatives would not constitute an exception in our proposal.

Permutation of subject and adverbial in English and topicalization in
Portuguese, which distort the canonic word order SVO, would be root trans-
formations. As such they cannot be applied to subordinate clauses as can be
seen in the ill-formed sentences below:

*I saw that up cante the rabbit.
*Ele disse que o Joeto, acantece que estava 14.
fhe said that John happens that was there)

I have also shown (Kato 1980) that the phrase-structure rule. above was
not sufficient to account for the problem of subject postposition in Portuguese.
In order for subject postposing to be a structure-preserving rule, we would
have to say that after postposition the NP becomes the object of the verb,
thus meeting the structural description of the phrase-structure rule that
expands VP:

VP -- V NP

However, though positionally the NP in

Sumiu minha carteira,

is an object, its behavior with regard to cliticization is not that of an object.
Compare the two constructions:

Comi as uas. -- Comi-as
(I) ate the grapes) ((I) ate-them)
Sumiu minha carteira--.*Sumiu-a
(disappeared my wallet) (disappeared-it)

Moreover, at least in a formal register, the postposed Ni' retains one
property of subjects, which is to govern agreement, though it might be argued
that this property it being lost as many speakers who apply agreement when the
NP is proposed do not do so when it is postposed

As notas de $5 sumiram.
(the bills of $5 disappeared-Ord p. pl)
Sumiu as notas de $ 5.
(disappeared the bills of $ 5)

Another possible explanation is to consider subject postposing a root
transformation. However, unlike topicalization or adverbial and NP shift,
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sentences \\ ith postposed NPs can occur in subordinate clauses, which makes
postposition a structure-preserving rule.

disse que comeritram as aulas
(1 said that began classes)

notci quc stimirain as notas de $ 5.
(I noticed that disappeared the bills of S 5)

The solution for our problem is to postulate an alternative phrase structure
rule for Portuguese so that two canonical positions for subject will be pre-
dicted in the base. The expansion rule for sentence will have the following

form:
(NP) VP

S--,1 V NP

It here both NPs arc interpreted as subjects as they are immediately dominated

by S. The rule also shows that verb initial constructions are always intransitive.

Base-generated verb-initial constructions would include: existential sell:
-fences, weather and time expressions, agentleS. active constructions, modal

constructions and impersoMil forms with `poder'l All cases of subject down-

grading would be transformationally derived. Initial subjects would be con-
verted into postponed subjects, a structure-preserving operation guaranted

by the last phrase-structure rule proposed.
We shall now analyse what. I initially called "passives, without raising".

Comparing English and Portuguese, one can say that after agent post:posing,
Portuguese does not require that the subject be raised to subject sentence
initial position.

Portuguese English

A policia confirmou a noticia The police confirmed the'news.
Foi confirmada a, noticia pcla *0 was confirmed the news by the

policia. police.

A noticia foi confirmada pela The news was confirmed by the

policia. police.

lion ever, if the object is plural the verb agrees with it after the passive

operation:

Foram confirmadas tcdas as notfcias.
(were confirmed all the news)

Two possible accounts can be given for this fact:
a) in the absence of a subject agreement is governed by the object.
b) the original object is actually raised, not to the position of the initial

subject, but to post-verbal subject position.
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The latter seems a better explanation as sometimes in informal Portuguese
we may have construction ; where agreement does not operate:

feito eonsertos 110 banheiro de baixo.
(1s made r(pairs in the bathroom downstairs)

The last example would be a case of passive without raising and the
previous one, with agreement, would have raisin r to post-verbal position.
Raising to sentence initial position would not be obligatory like in English
due to the optimality of the initial subject in the phrase structure rule of
Portuguese.

The phrase-structure rule proposed for Portuguese states that this language
is a partially verb-initial language, a fact that, I believe, is correlated to the
optional choice of the NP in the first alternative (S .--o(NP) VP). The alternative
expansions of S are therefore hypothesized to be typologically linked, p, pro-
posal that finds support in the analysis of Hebrew made by Ruth Berman
and in our analysis of English, in a contrastive approach with Portuguese,
which showed that English has no verb-initial constructions either basic or
derived.

Finally, our paper makes a small contribution to theoretical linguistics
expanding Emmonds' structure-preserving constraint to predict not only
possible movement operations, but also possible deletion sites.°
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ON SOnE REVERENTIAL EXPRESSIONS IN ENGLISH AND POLISH

BARBARA KRYK

Adam .Iiekiewicz Un '), Poznarij

1. The inscrutability of reference has always attracted philosophers and
linguists. An indispensable concept to most theories of meaning, reference
still could not escape the danger of being rejected by, for example, Davidson's
(1980) ;tbsolute theory of truth. Moreover, it has hardly ever been given a
uniform definition.

The aim of the present paper is to elucidate the problem in question by
examining the characteristics of what Thrane (1980) labelled referential

,expressions. On the basis of some data from English and Polish it will be
demonstrated that reference is not only an utterance-dependent notion (cf.
Lyons 1977 : 180) but also it is conditioned by such variables as the speaker's
attituile to the referent of the expression and the idiomatic vs. literal meanings
of words. Finally, the data will reveal how the grammars of the two languages
analysed handle the above-mentioned factors.

2. If reference is to be taken as au utterance-dependent notion, then
it is.the speaker who refers to an individual (i.e. the referent) by means of
the referring exprossion.2 However, as Lyons himself admits (1977:177):

terininologio.dly convenient to bo able to say that an oxprossion rofors to
it.-s referent (wh.:n the oxprossion is usod on seine rticular occasion and satisfies
t hi, relevant conditions)"

']Tirane (19S11 :40) s an important distinction between-reforential and referring
expressions: "Altlie,4411. 'referring oxprossion' has a certain standing as a technical term
in (philosophical) treatments of roferonco, it usually carries tho implication () that
there is a referent, for any roforring exprossion ()... an oxprossion is a referential expres-
sion solely by virtue of its form".

2 For tho distinction of referential expression and referring oxprossion, cf. ft. 1. Tlio
present analysis employs traditional terininelogy wherever it was used by rolevant
authors. Por the ptirposcs or our investigations, however, the term 'referential oxprossion'
will 1)" IL(11/1)tr(t.

6 P ,pers and studies ... XVIII
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Although this 1.iiptOacli sounds Mil vincing, it is not clear what entities can

1.1, subsumed under the label of 'referring expression'. It is hardly surprising

:,1111'e 1,1W notion defined in ter1115 of referenee being a vagm concept,

itself. Thus in the course of development of linguistic thought the term 'refer-

ring expression' ranged over different language elements and was subject to

several subclassifications.
What Frege (1952) labelled a 'proper name' comprises linguistic items

ranging from sign mid sign combination to word and expression. These are of

tcvn-fold semantic structure, expressing their sense and simultaneously de-
signating their reference which is presupposed (1952 : 62). Russell (1905)

distinguished two types of 'denoting phrases', i.e. the most primitive ones irt-
eluding indefinite pronouns and more complex expressions with the definite

article the. Since denoting phrases never have any meaning, but every verbally

ex pressed proposition containing them has a meaning, it is their primary

vs. secondary occurrence that determines the truth value of the whole ut-

ra lice (1905 : 480).
StraWS011 (1970) clearly delineated the class of expressions which appOar

in the "indquely referring use". These comprise: singular demonstrative

pronouns, proper names, singular personal and impersonal pronouns and

phrases with the definite article the (1970 : 162). Having rejected Russell's-

approach, Strawson envisages the referring function of expressions as con-

ditioned by the distinction between a sentence, a use of a sentence atat an

utterance of a sentence.
Though seemingly well-defined, the concept of a referring expression.

has been subject to controversies. Quine (1960 : 180) advocated reparsing of'

singular terms as general terms which should apply to proper names tradition-
ally treated on a par with singular pronouns and indefinite singular terms.

As to the referential positions of singular terms, they were viewed pragmatic-

ally both by Quine and later by Katz (1977) who ascribed this property of

expressions entirely to the context. For .Searle (1970) it was the juxtaposition

of describing vs. referring function of expressions that underlined the dis-

tinction between definite descriptions and proper names. Geitch's (1962)
definition of a referring phrase comprises proper names and general terms

with the reservation that the latter must stand in a context where a proper

name might have stood (1902 : 48). Finally, Linslcy (1970 : 72) follows Strason

in claiming that it is the Users of language who' refer and not the expressions

that they use in so doing. In his continent on Russell's, Strawson's and

Einskv's accounts of definite descriptions Donnelln (1972) points out that

they failed to make the distineticm between two uses of such descriptions,

i.e. the attributive and referential use. Whether or not an expression is em-

ployed in these functions is determined by speaker's intentions, which ..is,

what agrees with our hypothesis. 'Moreover, Donnellan adheres to another
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point to plIrs11041 1,1., the that, definite descriptiOnS ('at) iilwayA
1,: kohaion from ;1 part ictii;i r hccasioit

( 197 I : I(); 1. IL() Thi.ii;;;: I

(11 1'1"1".r (1 97 "." ..ture ci
Hngultir tcrin:-.. it lUillS ((lit that, 111.(pla. I,* 5 .1.11Te1lla'

lestrictions Nvith mass nouns and personal pronouns. The ...I. singular
terms st s by Vendler shows how they approximate the status of propel'
11;11111S. hunt liv, 1:t.ipl:e's (1972) influential analysis of the link between a
proper name and its referent is based on the notion of rigid designation. Tints,

designating term is called rigid if it designates the same individual in every
imssible world. Sine. the content of the (lesignating term could -vary,
anall-sis amounts 10 the claim that proper names refer to individuals simplieiter,
without, necessarily attributing to them any specific content. As ('opp..(ters
(1982 2) puts it,:

cmisi(1(.1. 3)rnp.1. 1.(iii(0,-; as rigid designators, then, is tI atitillra, t hat 1W0111)i.
in a (11)11.1.1Ctillipti Vt. Way ) but. in a global fashion. No internal

si met ore can he ILASI;21141104 I hi' illaiViChlad l'OfCI'llat to, since such tut internal struct tiro
ant o((tat wally 1)ecifine I he covered. descript lye content of the inoper name".

'op ietcrs advocates 111 opposite view to the effect that individuals aro.
themselves endowed with softie internal st nature; hence reference cannot
lu' imalysed inde.pendently froth the way hi which the individual refernd
to is conceptually iniderstocal, grasped, etc.

3. The idea of relativising reference and ontology to forms of human
ccmceritualization seems to be partieularly adequate to the analysis of re-
ferent MI expressions to be carried out beloNv. Aly hypothesis is that the
attitude and his literal Vs. idiomatic use of lang,tiage affect the ontologivol
tattis of the individnal referred to Mori.over, it can be conjectured that,

these f',Ictors receive ili:,tinet fOrinal realizations ill 1.:nglisli and Polish.
.1s %vas pointed out :Wove, the pl,(,;:elit, sillily will he eoneci,11(,(1 with iv_

ferent MI expressions. i.e. such that, f.01'111 Sla'1111'S 01011' 110SSIhIC

1.1111111011, VI Thrall(' ( I9,s0 :so It)). Our pragmatic approach to reference Vill

C0111.11110114` 011 the 11(1,W(a'll 111T/1/1'1* 1)11(1 (1(111111P (10StaiptiOrlS

011 I he one halal. ;11111 p4'l'S011;11 15 11.1.11 1(5 dcictic pronouns. on the other. It, has
been inspired by 0,1)00%144.s discussion of the attitudes which the speaker can
take tie.,,rds himself. i.e. the (. t 11S *le' I. 14 . 145 illiistrated by I.
ard 2,, ii specti

I. I scared 'liii mid running (1(,%11 the street as fast, Its
(',111 .onies
there pill ,. it. all in ;di,. I ani it real failure

All ,,,hICV 1,, 1 s144.:1.1;cl. shows himself as a subject, whereas 2.
411 111 IS fi() h )11;4AT Ill 1111111111(le1lt blit

8*
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becomes a concept. . \s follows from fitther exicuples these two attitudes, one

presenting thk .f as 'a being-as-sUbjct', the other as it being-as-concept'

extend to others as well, e.g. in

:i. Nixon is sad and would like to Jit haute

the speaker takes the role of an onini,,eient narrator and in 4. he passes his

own judgement upon Nixon in the same way as was done in 2.:

4. Nixon was a pitiful president 098 2

The distinction of the two M-Aitivics Coppietors to some important
conclusions concerning the gamicar of French. It is supposed to underlie the

distribution the third person pronoun if as opposed to the demonstrative
pronoun re. Thus the use of the former is :treverned by the intrinsic attitude,
and the latter is a relict ..iou of the eNtlinsitt attitude.:' As dearly follows from
the analysis. the grammatical phenomena in French do not have any equi-
v.1'.ents III English.

It will be demonstrated below that, i'ttli:th grammar is closer to French in

this respc04,.. Consequently, the t'estrietions on the occurrence of personal
pronouns ow,/onff, 'bc[siu; are purallc! to those imposed on it, whereas the
distrilnition of demonstrative -omnotin to 'this' is conditioned analogously

to tiltt, of cc. The Polish examples sill he contrasted with their English equi-

valents and although the distinction does not hold for this language if the
mcanio:r ninth; k tli(11 !Hel'all. i scents to Operate on the idiomatic

level.

A-. I leloi it how toe intrinsic \-s. extrinsic attitude of.the speaker

tigers sonic grammatical pherioinetui, the characteristics of the two concepts

are worth investigating. it 0;.vn. 1)0 assmiied that both clearly difli.,..rentiat0d.

English and Polish and this is indeed the ease, of.:

5. Nt.tg,ie is (1.0111'essd. earl She (10.,SIL't \\Tot to spe ;o1.\-ono

5.. Margie jest prz.ygn(,biona i hie lice uilo(ro
1",, I l.(1111.0( I V hell Ae,s that .1)cintwrats 1.611 win the next election

(I'. 1.:(1 Kee:110(1y
wyi)ory

These representative's or the intrinsic :Ittitoido eonti..'st \vith 7---8 \here the
speolwr imposes Itis judgements on 11 !-.Iihjeeis. thus. treats them IS e011-

C(148:

7. )ial,(..!;ic is an lin1);)hner1
7'. 1:11.gie, jest ()sok!: nie.7.1.(i\vnownon;!.,

l'or details, r"ppi01-1-4 (1982).
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8. Ed 'Kennedy dnesit't wake it good candidate for the next,elcetlon
s'. 1:.onnedv nie -4-tar«mvi dobrej latidydatury nastcpue wbory

According to CoiTicicr.,... (1982 ::5) the two attitudes arc in 111111,11ally

eNe lu;.ive so th U their conjt111(1,1011ti 15'0111(1 l'er41111, 111 Odd statements, like:

9, '''Alargie is depressed and she is an unbalanced character
9'. *Margie jest przygnOiona i jest osobit niezrdwilowaonit

111. *Ed Renitedy believes that Democrats will Will the next election and
lie doesn't make a good candidate

In', *FA NVici.y.y, '1.0 1 hottokraei Wygrajit itastclute Nvybovy i !tie
staliewi (101wej kandvdatur-

However, as is the ease with most speaker-relative notions, the problem is
often tantamount. to an appropriate pai-:tplirase in the right context. Despite
the fact. that, the conjunction (Hal sounds `too stamg' in this ease, it weak rela-
tion of implication 15'0111(1 he appropriate (the intrinsic/extrinsic attitudes
bein, subsumed under a kiwi of a deductive schema), cf.:

11. Alar,i(' is an unbalanced character, so she 15 often depressed
11'. Margie jest osolnt niezrownowa.1,.oini, jest ezcsto przygnebiona
12. 1,:d Kennedy doesn't malfc it good candidate for the next election

because he believes that I)einoerats will win''
12'. Ed Kennedy uiu stanowi dobrej kandydatur- int itastmne Ivyirory,

wierzy, e Demokraci NvygraA

the no rinsielextrinsie dichotomy seems psychologie.ny real, it might
be more closely examinell ill terms of its impact on the . inmars of E'nglislf
and Polish.

4.1. The main ii.ne of our analysis is concerned with the distribution of some
referential expressions, i.e. pronouns with proper names and definite NP's as
their antecedents. According to our hypothesis personal pronouns on /ona
he she' should occur in senteums expressing a more subjective, i.e. intrinsic,
attitude of the spealer, whereas a demonstrative 'to 'this' will reflect a more
detached, i.e. extrinsic attitude. Doroszewski's minirk.s on the copula bye',
'to be' constitute some support. of this standpoint. lie claims that by(' is It
matIo. :1 nLitioil of the speaker to objective reality which is thus

iewed terms of t no Vs. ni)1-1111; dichotomy (1970:143). Moreover, the
v.ilaphoric 1,;tirc of personal pronouns makes them far more subjective from
demonstratives \%1iicli :Ire, in most cases, employed deictically. Compare
;.voils' observations: oil the complexity of the relation between anaphora and

Th.' ripj.i...pri:i.to r,.1.11111:2:1)1%)Vided tluLt ILe slwil.1.1.(1(les 1114,
V it II II.
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deiNis to the effect that the latter is fat more basic than tie former (1977:

These contentions ;Ire tonfirtne41 by the following examples:5

ii011101( Viv17.yl, ie stezeli eIin julneg0 gold 1)018ki:

a. byl przecieZ najlepszy -ill gacZ -0111 W dru }rife

1) .

[ton)
*to 0

[
I:3'. lio lick Believed that he'd score at least one point for Poland; lie

this

was .alter'1' an 1,110 hest player on the team
I -1. lionieli strzlil gola dla Polski; a. on byl najleps4y .-in graez

b. [to [0
[-etti w druZynie: nikt tego /lie 1 egOW.11

()
[I r. Ilotliec had scored a point for Polan ; he WaS the best player

*this

iiii tlw team»; nobody denied it

The (Iota presented support Our hypothesis only with regard to Polish. Thus the

iW::lisie attitude of the speaker governs the use of personal/anaphoric pro-
!moils 0111011 o, whereas the extrinsic one requires the occurrence of a demonstra-

tive to. Note- that the entities being the predicators in sentences with onkma

t:kke Instrumental, and these following to take Nominative. At this point an

objectioil could be raised as to the structures of sentences representing the two

at tittuks. Thus it mild he argued that while the attitude governs a

structure of the typ Ajrst Y. (X is Y), the extrinsic attitude occurs only in

sentences et' a wore complex structure: .\ to jest Y (X this is Y). This counter-

argument is. however, quite easy to refute if we analyse the relevant sentences

as employing two distinct, pronominal subclasses with a reservation that they

are coreferential with the antecedent NP. Thus, 13 "a. and 1 3"13. would e.or-

respnnil to I ;is and I 3b., respectively:

I:1")i. ,.. (Pronimpil. jest Yinst.r.), when' X is oreierential with Pron.

:3'1). X (Peon notion. jest )(Notion.)

Moreover, the present distinction cuts across, aino.hes one, i.e. the inherent,

vs. instantaneous characteristics of the pronominal antecedent, which results

analo,gons syntactic contrast. ('onsequelitly. the intrinsic attitude is

It I1104 hren Jointed out to IOC that 13. cola:Pros not so much the speitkor's but

sill ij ct ivy beliefs, which pro ;es tit, point t(i he pursued here, i.e. the subject as

t ol; tog. t I I
nititutle t own,relti Iiiinslf. cf. example 3. above. Note also the optio-

nality lie p,rsorial pronounsou which is normally deleted due to Pronominal

Delit leo, of. it al. 1978:22.



1.0.1.iteil to it subjective instantaneous vitnv of the subject hence predicated of 1)y

a noun ill instrumental; the objective extrh .. attitude corresponds then to
otio)e constant characteristics predicated of tile subject by a noun in Nomina-
t i vi, (which is also true of introductions, cf. 24a. below). Compare 15., an
I. \ample of the latter case, with Iti. and 17. where, depending on the instan-
taneous vs. inherent clittracteristic,t aseribed to the subject either on:or to can
be used, respectively:

15. Pozimj St;e=t1 ;:i. r TO jest Ilt1;47.11 'AAA NteZlitt

*Oil
I :1 ', tect st,i,ielc. '"This is our jii ;c -of -all trades

...Ile
to. Ten inyi vzta jostlotitiliictli choeito w e..,szlym roliti byl on ita %riga-

16., This man is it pilot. althoug;11 he was it navigator last year
1,-)reoll

17. To it :114-i,ezyzna jest; odwatiy. 'Co jest. lotnik.';
1-i". T:,,,.. man is hrttvc. lie is a pilot.

lo. I )1h)1.1., from the discussion s'..., far that the attitude of the speaker to-
N.s.a.,.<1s the subject a the utterance is of utmost importance to the Polish Ian-
2.1 lag, IS ;I. .iffects its grammatical structure. This takes the form of a two-stage

1 V/ (71,0:...

:`tell I: ( :noose ;)i0//0 it' retiring to the subject approached iittrittsietilly or
t if' referring to the subject t;pproached extrinsically;

motet) 2: Att.teh proper inflectional endings to the predicator of the copula
/,,/,. i.e. Instru-lental and Nominative, respectively.

\ Or, I he attiti 'te is related to instantaneous characteristics of
the sabjet.0.. ltcreas the extrin:4e one to its inherent features. This double
relat2t, is reflected in the grammar of Polish, the former pail' of notions re-
quiring the predicator in :ityiruniental and the latter assigning Nominative
to it.

The English cor/ivalents of Po'ish sea` -epees scorn to sut,gest that the
itudc Ill .' speakft towards the subject find no twee:, 'realization in the

,,r;. ,u iu;u of E l'his is corroborated 1) Lyo .
{i4$ -- i0) .liseussion

6 No can he Tic:iced oil this point among Iklisll linguists. Jo, ilo%vski

(1 9 7 0: recoplizes anaphoric to as eoforring not onny to 0...jects, but also to hams),
lit tit(' hatter CILSC to req 111 reti in the predicative position a .0o110 in Nominative,

as opposed_ to 11011115 in used with personal pronouns on /ona. According to
.b,/tiowski tlic oniferctwe between the two eases is purely stylistic, Nonlinative being more

colt, 1)ot oszewslii, on t li, of her Hanel, reinvserns iITI opinion analooe" to our stand-

point: f. 1 9 70.1 52.
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on the lexivalization of'llnaphora and deixis in different languages. Thus, tho
only possible counterparts of Polish pronouns in the two uses would be per-
sonal anaphoric pronouns lie Jslie..Although English allows for the occurrence
of !lull doing service to both 11-num Aavj 1101.111:i in restrictive relative clauses,

it does hold for any other contexts. Thus, Mille we can Hay :

IS. The guy that you met yesterday is our jack-of-a11-trades
the equivalent of Polish sentence 15. can only be 1 5'n. but not b.:

IS'. -Meet Stasiek. a. 1-le
b. *That is our jock-of-all-trades'

!ousequently, tlai contrastive data have not offered- much with respect
to English apart from the fact that it seems to be much more r istrieted than
Polish as regards the use of pronouns in the di sea isscd colitexts. Nevertheless,
the matter min he pursued further so as to test the explanatory adequacy of
our conclusions in other areas of language use. It horns out that the situation
elinnges with idioms. At least HOMO examples of the relevant structures can he

found in both languages such that they will reflect the extrinsic and intrinsic
attitudes of the speaker. The former will result in an idiomatic meaning of
the entity predicaing l the subject, thus it will take Nominative in Polish
and will require a fi: ,d structure in English. The latter, intrinsic attitude,
a mounts to the literal meaning of the predicator in Polish and it might result in
ungramIthitical structures in English, cf. a. and b. examples, respectively:8

Ill,

Its'

a.
h. kowLISk

Smith is a

to
0 j

great
*guy

jest

g

go
gOg(ti0111

(C ItiOwalski is a guest'

20. a. [to jeszcze dzieeko
b. niaZ *jest jeszeze dzieekiem

2o' such a ch )dl
Iler linshand is (s..i111 *a child

It noist he noted that since Coe area t;' idiot matte 1150 i8 O.:Aro( Ty capri-

cious. some coinn.erexamples to this observation can be fount;, not to mmtion
numerous dubious cases. Thus 21 -22. might expres!, both the literal and the

7 As suss been pointed out to mo, that can bo used in this contort only jokingly or

" The use of idioms is obviously related to colloquial lailguage turd this what the
(list itttion is about, i.e. the extrinsic (objective) attitude of the speaker makes use of
formal language employing chiefly literal meanings of words. Conversely, the intrinsic
(subjective) atlit,udo is found in hinglingi, and/or the conventionalized forms,
i.e. idioms.
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On sonic referential expressions 81)

idiomatic meanings of the NJ' describing the subject (re ferelit), This holds true
for English and Polish:

21. ltiehnrd is an idiot
21'. liyszitrd jcsli

)0( Haiti
22. )1ary is an angel
22'. ai jest janiol

laniolem

Note that the only literal meaning of 22, could be the ease of telling a story to a
child and explaining that -Mary is dead now (all analogous UHO would be found

Polish).
Filially, the intrinsie/tAtrinsie distinction comes up in both languages in

introductions where Polish :Wows for the proper name to take both Nominative
511(1111st-amnnth! while tly'ir English equivalents are equally acceptable,
however, under the condition that they occur suitable contexts (neutral for
the Nominative and its English :tounterpart, ef. 23a., and more elaborate for
the instrumental), ef.:9

23a. This is
b. This gu is John

23'n. To jest John 13owe
b. Ten facet jest Jo:' u ',. owir,tin

become evident that, apart from some idioms, the only possible use
vith referential expressions of the nou.inal kind (i.e. definite

:= in the introductions. As to the intrinsic at.taide, it is
,t,ly if the imposes his own judgements on the subject, which

1.c.juire6 noine spe-7ial texts, otherwise b. sentences would sound unna-
tural.

5. To recapitulate, the attitude of the speaker towards the subject of the
utterance is of utmost importance to the study of reference. Reftrential expres-
sions such as dtfitite NP's, proper names and pronouns have proved to he
sensitive to itIsie/extrinsie distinction, though more so in Polish than
in English. WI te i Polish the distinction resulted in grammatical conKt-
quences, in only a few realizations of this phenomenon could be found.

° Not- that Instrumental in b. examples of 23.-23'. in quires a special, instanta-
nom., . .1.rntristics of the subject, e.g.: Let's imagine we are performing a play. This
guy, Bob Lee, is John Brown; this liquid can be called beer, otc. This, again, proves my point
that subjective, intrinsic attitude is expressed by the instrumental case, cf. the Polish
version: Wyobmialy sobie, zc gramy szinke. Ten facet, Bob Lee, jest Johnem Brownem; ten
plya jest piwem, etc.
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IS, Icryli

Thc 14.4,)11,Iet, of tho issue hitH sigliallod it small point of a

imich vastwr area. And it is Ow ontological and proginat,ic porspccti-cs that

should ht tal:en into account in further studitss of soito1iie oo1,ions such i1,8

'I1. (III.). 1970. Phi/o.-tovity ow/ Ordilt(11711(1111111e1fle. U1'1111.101: 1,1111v.

t It. 192. " 1 )osvript and 10 lit LItt pv014..1114.1' rol'ort.tiot, I() Huh %'1(110t1s".

So/die,/ in Luayuutte VI. I 29.

illson, I). awl Hannan. I), (11K). 1972. Solialitif.7.4 of nal a oil lani:naye, Ilararecht

I).
19411. "10,11,14 witholit rforoni.o. In 111titi-t, NI. (lit.). 11)140. (:11

K. S. 1972. "1'1147.9. nittitoi4 awl dosiriptions". In I).

aria 1111.1.111,m, (A, (o(ls). 1972. :1511-

ski, NV, 1)170, tektoko/rofiii i \VitrszilAvii.: NV),

.1. of id. 1117S. An intontriefory antiavt um? a. z, 11"..t1.;zav,i;

N

19.1'1, "On S,'1181' 11,101 1..11.11C1'''. In 0'1{1'11, 311,I 1{1,11,1i, AE ("1"). 7`7.

r. 19112. liefcrtaoce fie!i, red dr/. Ithinn; Cori Pc. -44.

..:1(.II, 11/,1;, 31, 041.8.), 14,52, The ( ;afthd, . (lxiont:

u') tt.(II.
1"d1 ""*.'10 11176. ,'')/1.4/0mW ''\VN

/. .1. .1. 1117. innal Ntract a 0! r Moral ima farce. Ni''

S. .\ ',toting itnil :i.(111 ". In I). iota 11.a.1-1101,1i. (' ds),

25:1 ;:o

I,. 1)170, irtI'..t)tm-, Iu Cot,11, 1971). 71 -59.

1,, \ I. 2. l'0.iithridp: nivcrsaty

t NI. 950. 161, rem.e., I milt and real if ll. .titl.(1).1.1, loin 1.,-';t"

I 11. and 0 ad ahjyrt. (.111111)1111L',1,, 'rho M,

Itl(),-). "011 (1.110011,.... .11:/1/ //. 1711--113.

Io. .1. It. or/m. (.4say in the idate).40/)/4// 111m/lia!/r. ''Ll(briii-"*: .1"11-

bilagt 1. ,i,,ersity
111)1.1.12 H. I). 11511 J"k0I)OVIIS, 1'17I, Set/if/idles. einobridgo: I'9/111.n1(12,1,

11511, i .1)11.ss,

stiwAsion, I', r. 1970. "On 1.ft.rning". 19711. 109 -1)3.

Thtinio, 'I'. 1980. h'efervidio./..vem,oitic
11.171, ;11#i,i;) !,, and I,. (4,11)).
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viti TrAwnitAr,:\ ovrioi TO Al() I 1.1 f. 1).11iT1(1.1.:
-,();\1 C(111 I: \TIYI: 1;1,-,\1,11t18 I)() I "(7,:\SI.31"

ES")I

.1( )11 A N VA N Item ,ke \\ Kit \

R4r1,111 A.,11 orrrit

t Phis is ,1 pilot study of a planned unierHilist investigation Oil the
ilaition. Ilse and ib elopinent of modal particles. The hypotheses pro-

posed for the Polish vord "czasein" are very ttlitative. 1110(191 partivles
typically constitute both a utneh -neglected area of grammar neglected be-
ralcae their IIttt is characteristic of the :-Token colioquial register --- and a
rather eonlidex one. and as particles typically exhibit, such delieate nuances
ul ineanhi;.:. a., 1.0 reOui19 11 or COIIIllet411C(` of the language;
I really call! H It hope to do more than to ii\val(en the research interest!: of those
noire competent than I a." :mother reilson for NvIly it iii Nvort,Invhile to draw
it tent ion 1,o inoik I p1r1 icle5 itt Chat they liv.ve recently proved to he an exciting'
i()11,listonv 1.1)r theories of ,-;enmntios and pragnaties (see esp. \Ve,vilt, (ed.),
1077: H179).

I. III prcent day Volish 'die Word -ez;(4cin- is and)igiloos. III \VINO., NV;IS

11101)ably II.s nie.toing, -czasein- is a:temporal adverb no(l if. means
this is replaceable. by "czasami-.

Irt.'s,1it,(1 ILI !Il Ili II 1101111(tlionitl Coiderclicp of Polish -Eng11:411
,tiNt (1),(fl11r 198:2) 11011' PO- /.I11111. It it` NISt.1.11(4 In 11 l'341131

1,11:1. Iii. VI,staW eloyo to 111E1,4110.4 I 9:{1. tho l'011,311 11,03,
I am Rio Ntartyloowmki-llopesitil, inod

(In Radzka (Louvain). renal D)roia 47.\111(,z3'1{ (IVars(1). Por r
I1So ;17i-01* (Lsipig), for French Niin.o) Dinainicy mad Pootl

and .kfrikaattv-4 :t.t.rt van Ino.rs1(1. (131(Jeminritoill) As i4 e+tstur(uu 1111)1
:1cklitM1111:2.114,.111, 1 11111. III Wily one to bo 11111.1111(41 fur tit 1151' of the 11(1111.

A11(111 H 1-111V,:i/ .11.-klit WIT') (ITI:k), ii,2111() NVill'ijk, 111:011111.
git1111.1. (front (..,I.:81)011(11e0 1111(1 (118(tIISSI.)11) that tipr 7-4. II) dal.. Ip)

(w:.,(1) stilly of pnrtil.lS 4111(1, Inure patinlaly,
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( I) 11 c:(1 s( III jl zrlii do 11ra1 s/.1

.1o1111 drive to \Varsal,v.
John sometimes drive!: (.0 \\riatia \V.

A ticl IV( 11W:111111g .i'ZIltie111" IL 111(1(11)1 particlo Meaning :;onictliing

ciwocf." Or "periuips". In dud', ciim(, it can he replaced 1)5' "prz11)3d-

;,icill.
1110 (1101:1.111V :; ';(1,,;( 'III 1, 8,10' ?

clue;,,tion negation like
Vouldn't yOu Mir cyli.sc, 11115' chanc(q

Such polyserny is Ucitlie cOilittlOn 110r 111110110 In a language. Among the

\ ie languages only irlaninian seems to luive it similar phenm,

(-4,icom", sec YKpaincbmo-pocifichictth cfunntuK, V1:408). Among the (:( ".

1:111.,roag8, only Dutch, It variety of (;oriiinii and probably A frik

!,yelli ve it,. In plItell the 111081 CO111111011 "1-41111(stillleti" \\'(11.11 IS ";,01118".

(!., Smis gaid, Jan WW1' liruHtiel.

go John to 141181-1e18

.104111 soffictinIcs ,ii'8 to Iruar,elti.

let ii. (.1) "Nonni" has it modal ftilletiOn deliV 0(1 1. r;l11 111c, fiCM1K)ral ono, the

\ cry 1.1111)0 118 eXereitie(1 by the

( 1 ) I.11St je Rollie .,)//m?
like von coffee
I )o volt like coffee by ally (lkirice!

The archaic and dialectical varia-1 "sointijcis" iti simila)l:,- ambiguous. III

-,tduidttrd tlerman I 11811111 NVOId 1.01* "80111etillle8", "nuniebinal" only

temporal use.

(r)) .11(ho.11,11fil fiihrt Johalut itach lierlia.
ta.av el LT oh] I to BerIM

sometimes John ti ,reis to

word "misschicit" ("`porhaps").

Yet in the colloquial speech ("stiidtische 17mgangsspraelie") of Saxony in the

is ugh between Dresden, Leipzig and Karl- -Stadt "inanehrnal" can be

Holly mous With ("1)erluip8"),

(ti) 111"'11 Feuer?

have you lire
I la vou got a light by any clialuy_.?

Afrikaans, ..ecording to the ll'onnieborl. die l'actl (I: I 65),

",dtenlit(s)" has both a temporal "soincti 'al It modal "perhaps" mean-

ing.
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(;) 1).w Icom :;1) all, In it

("MO Ilene

T11111, g,tiy comes here hometim('s.
18) Hof, j \' vir lily '11 viturhoutiie?

11:1 Ve fit for 1)1(1 a, 10111 -411

t'"o`,(1 \ 011 ('(Vi' II 111111AI \ olifilice?

the 1.110 Hoiliewill may only exi1-4t, ill Frerich,
vet, 1101,, IlltereHt111.41y em.)ught for "P',1 fu,-, lilt corrinum "sometimes"
word, but "(IoM fuia

(11) vit
John go to Paris

:,orneIiriles Joint goes 10 l'aris.
'1'11 11' as pas 1/4.5 fois des 111111111(14es!

oil ne4 ation. have matches
1(111 ,%laildn't have any lir:itches by ally eha MC('

1 4(1' HMI Shl VIC I rulanie-11oinatice lanw:efes 1,11,11, I have checked
(Ad,;11,1,,, Andnifie, .\ 1.,11);e, ,lapanese, Swahili and Turl.alki)
rc-111t,s \\ ere illgative. i.e. the "801111`1,1111e5" WOr(18 0111 ha.Ve te1111101't 1 nu;1.1-
ill!1,-.1 T1111, We See 1,11:11, the 1,11110-1110(l7llity MVitell for ":"'rriet:iiies" IS not too
0n1111(111, nil it is t111.1VkilV 1101, l,00 1'11:11, it, 111U-; 111,1,1C or 110

111 fo'llt1011.

IL S114,',i01 1101, by thought, limvever, that the time-modality :liter-nation in
"!(1111(!tillleS" .15 ;III 1.-;01:11,141 1)1 W1101110,11011 ill the Selitie that it 11'01I1(1 reStriCted
1,, "so;,,,.t,inl('s". In. 1 il'1'ill:lll and 1)uth it also exists for "0(1(5 for examplo

-mar, 1)1, "CPUs") ;Ind 111 ArrikilIllS for "510111" C111111: 111111 "(111.11:11',-;").

T111' ery 1:11'1 1101, a ti1111 Ord takes 011 11 iii0(1:11 tricaning furthermore fits
the \s-c-II-atte4-4ed !o allst theory or Ineattiug eltangc. Ihiell says, roughly, thit

LlrSr:i -1 ilociaius vocabular.\' are filled \vords originall
1i, more concrete registl:,.

2. 171 1,11e above Hretiotl I Ltve brictly pointed to the similaitie, botAvc('n.
-czaseill". I )! "mditchnior a11111 VI% "des lois" for tact:

data. other 1,11:1..1 dictionar entry WI11 1111V( 1-
(1151 t7;101('11. There a'l' differellCeS, 110eVer, III 1111 loan 111/1g1U1g:1',;,
1101e (11s1 l'il)(11,101111 1'1'41%14,1)11S ((11 he 1150 or 1110i1;t1 "sometimes".

reHtrietions sewn to Lc rric)st, severe. It looks is if mo11:11
is restriet-il 11, \-esino"-tmestions, pr.d-rahly Or (00011 0,Ke111-1V'1'ly

;(1111 perS011 110"- 11:','Sti1)11S, thilt 11111(.,10;1

sn.r ,t('s titudap,,,a) 11764 sic.,..f2.,estid Ot In'' 111,41. an if L...141.1:111
front 74 dicticniar,, (Thq 1-P.;11(/(1,71

::s71 -1(0;41.016i" 4i.ulit 1,, 1(i,)k &IA



,), IIut (Iii Amyl

(III 1"1"1" '14' ni'ii,l'hii)(// 111111 \ 0)11;1.111!

a Ilarl, It:11

couhI you change at ;larlt pvilntir.!
It Hui/wham/ (;mall(' Zii"

have you cxavt 1,11,14

\VonlIt you intopen to have the 1.,,xit((t, tittle!

;11)(1 1)()11,11 "(14%1 11110 "17/11.4.111" NO4'111 1,4( he tflitliptd to ty,1")

,1 (4111-0' 1;111`1C': HIM 111',4111,1 \'(`. "yl'till10"-11110F1t1(111:1.

1'2) (1 t I) 1'1124 76 1'111'1'4. (Ur( J(.1611 (VI(' jO V10118.

yon 1(1, to Paris may John that I. c(1110

y()11 to go to Paris, toll Johit that I ant coming.

(III Tit It' es ras i/ex anor)'histe!

you negation are inutrehist

Y(.11 ;(r(' not ao anarphist 1) am- rhance!
4.41.,( ,11 IO 1,y la RrtiliSela to .1) V111/y;:(11.11- lietPti.

i1
this he r,ritssels this he ill Belgium

If this \veie krUssels, then M'e. NvOuld he in lielgium.

(21 ( zy Iii)' rheitllhxr C,^;(/,,,T)/( 1.7,1(W1:?

(11) '1111111 110g411,1011 1110 coffee

\ V0111(111'1 I ou like coffee h any chance!

1 :I In j11(1,( at the pr(!scitt ;tge of data collectiOn. -- just 110v

ong the 'preference ft,r negative "yesitio"-ipi,'aticats is, Judgments on po

--(iticstions range front "impossible", "11/1(1Cr4tattaahlo but I.

(,ttlli i! to ottittion'',:'

In kutelt I,, tundal ians" occurs 1,1 in "if"-clauses and in all

t.\-pes of "\. ,iticstions

"Y",1114"-(1(I'''-':((""

( I iI) :\ It )oust', , It hen 1k in.

if he Ilrnss(,,s ne then be .1 in ilielgiuni

If this k Itt.iiHsels, then I am in 13elgium,

( I 7) 1 INft. .1 111 zi j/1 nut() .(wins genornett?

(lave .101111 Itis ear take

I las .lat taken his ear perhal,s?

It

i.e. there is 140 1', klitt1011 to ;(.011(1 TRT:(011 or

".(11 Ill) 1" i11114(fliiv", "1".(''(4 at 1tIglz,(-11i(nl:

(In ill' It 411114111S NV/1,; 1'cri),.(1(.(1. (,t' ((on) 11`ieti,)71:4

411' "1111(111',,,,IIIIIFIIII, 1)111 I WM1111110 (ype. It is interesting II It tiro "Itectsi)ll61)10

1,141 11(1('Mlif110/1'. ?'I't11,11 11 11.1.tI'1111.n11,411
(11111111 "1111114,,,,Alble"

J11(112114(10.



Preetet !e 11/11111 1 tit /104111 1,111.1;e11.

; 1 a wo mid 1'1.11'

row,* 1) 1111,HO,

doli't .1'011 collie 1,0111,!diti.

It i t:orly (dem 1.11:11, the 1A%'() 1110st Ilo7,141111e (.011teXtS for modal -some

;tie -11 clause;; anti "vcs:no"tiacstions. It further appears that there is
;ometliiny, ratieolarl- about second person regneA, es/110"-(loo-

and rVell the .\1'llia;l1lii CX11111)1e) 11111 tiegativo
Hit" 11111';,t.ii.:1': 1;(1ItS11), TilltC to itt

VIII ine,l. h iplattatt011, WV \VIII 11;1 Ve to face two
rortlicr, 1hI nth r, 1:11.ed 1111e:'4.1011: (1) 11'l1at is the function/meaning of modal
"eztewin- (1,%; lot.." "inanclnal",'"sone:"? (ii) how did the modal me-nings
devehrp 1(1 of the temporal onct till' IA Of this dismb;sion I will hay,
,t,,,er look II. "yes110oilie!.tions,

:1 I '- Ill tlu(';,tiunr: itiOdit1 ";:ifitietititeti" 5ee1118 1,0 Iii) VI'' INV() Ig/t,Sihitt

1)111 I I, ;11;Ircs 111(,;, 1.tiovtio11! , with "perhaps" Nvords (see Vail (ler A nVer,1
I 118:t ) is III:it ((hi p011 1( tHSN Most ty1tie;111V it (Welll'S ill See01111

(lot 1.Iiid. 1.111101On This eX01111)11110(1 ill (2), ( 1),

(10, lok ( I I 111(1 (1 2).

or the politeness usage ont of the temporal one secnts to be
.,.11;11._ lit hirN;11(1. In :11reell nets 110htelkesS Often 1.111VOIVOS nulling ireakci

leech a, t, than the one actinilk int,ended. H. instead of literally. requesting a
1, II the time. \\ hiel, is v..11a1, tlie sr, , I;er in (1 9) is really trit to,

19) \Vett, 'lc hoc kat het, is?
I s11,1(\ .tou if tI it 1)(e

1)o hapren to Li low 1110 itine!,

iner,t asks \\ hctilc:. kt hearer woxvs rt hat tillle it is, 011 the level of the
I iterd nic;,ning. the spenI I doesn't, commit the hearer to (I() anything 1111011.1.
1 hot: 10 Nvith som,thimr like "ye.-,," or "110"; the eneroaehmetlt Oil the

yellow or Hi,* iie;; ter colll*Se the pOliteness ort,t, is fully eon.-

vontionnliz,;(1. tulll(I 1;, improper the ; ,'11rer ()lily reacted with "yes"
\\11,1t itipiscos it' I he slteeclt act in (19) contains a "sorts" is simply

II it :1 I: Iv', WenIsCtlin.

'S 11(n` 1:1A bet 1:4 1.

) 1,1 ((`11 ttt:1 pOttitlea I titt'Sti()fl of Whether
1;1 ,11.1.1' he ;it the OW', tiettlar in(till'..itt; of :"Itei11til4. 1 itSttetill /it!

'2,'Iter;', 1 (Il1e:1 *IOU. one 1)1111., Ix' easier to 111:-,11'er, of Whet-
I!, r 1 lip. I ;iit'l l:u t(%

IS tli, t'e 1 (Mr. A reactive particle tkie t,criii is (lite
!!)76; 1I) ,11d Vra1;1., (1980 ; turn,: till' sre(eli act, ink

;;Itt, wtioli to ;in iiiiniediat(ly preceding state of affairs or
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1. n11 I \\

,

(If th4,

()I 1,1v, ((I

Rot,.

i21) \vr,-;ht.(10,4/.. (!/')'
Illi8f,rai11t) 10(11i: (1110Si:1011

V (III 1001: 11111401.111)10, oti 1),7'111111:;(

2'2) 1':11(11 jo) (1c, krat(i. jo (.+11 )11),q1111+10,1)f.'

ov cry (lay 1',14 VIII Hie 'pap)! !MVO y()II L 71111104

()II ;11't, 1.11c.

23) TIM c()111))011.1111ellt oHt 7100(%.

yriti )10 /111,1t or y(11r
(1(4 fol,q

11.11;11'01j141;?

V !HIV 1)0h:1'1/4'1(1111' iH nItriler Ill /fl (itl .III' 1101

h ;111V l'111111e()?

"X(Ifl .6tIl.t1'111(1.11 11(11, -i1.1.,111 1,0 lic0111..6 11 11,1
Imo rilitt(Livi, ictimit, 11018, 1,00, But

it till MIL 110. ItS rl'AvtiV(`110SS iH 011111 I,I.c..)111,16XI, .11 AS() filliai011

OS :0 nrnl t.,11 ittfortry11,1(111 (itt(8tti()11, kVi111 (21). hut inst.,.,11!(, it 111)0;1100' sigtittl

1,11;,), th I:110\V \VIletlier tor not l,110 11e1nT IMS111'1111k. 1104"'(1

1,116!

t?4,,,I,;()11 116)11:

11c111

ntf'.'I in (21) 1,4v71it 1.1titt, 1,110 liritti.in , htt.tiis

t6\7)1,11 11,i(111 (If sttitot 1 11;iirs,
(or just, tool_

ii..\61.q1Iliollt. (If 6110 Icacj,i ;if i.4 11,i mid !pi 1,)19f1 built of

I Ili. ti 11.C!II` \V71 `1,"11

.1)(111LItft':: 01', al. (I' ...1 iti 't,t. 11)11()%v-

ti1:t

1tt:11'1, ), tot

lc, it, is , :1 11111 tutintql
tt; t.1

11 ltottit rttr kvs, 'Alton

Itt.r. 1 1H 1:tt,t :t titc):;tt lotrtrtin,L, !tr.! '.11111i01 1',11(1.0 1()1)'..;

0,, 'f 1 '1. (:ti-ss; 71 1111 host 1.14.1 t())\ mut ()Ito
ttao1't.).4 (25). Tit, Ht:to.s.1) sttr()Itt_cly Ir,itt (25)

utt ''II 1141111 trit'.1 It.,1 It. cottra-t t-

;.1.11 ;:(1111(1.1.1.1'2 2.(;)
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(30) Isn't 13o rather stupid?
(31) ?? Bo isn't rather stupid.
(32) Don't you sometimes think that it's all nonsense?
(33) ?? I don't sometimes think that it's all nonsense.

The fact that negative "yes/no"-questions carry a poitive bias makes it

furthermore imderstandable why they form a more natural environment
for positive polarity items then the bias-less positive "yes/no"-questions.

(34) ?? Is George absolutely wonderful?
(35) ?? Is Bo rather stupid?
(36) Do you sometimes think that it's all nonsense?

Note that positive "yes/no"-questions do not treat all positive polarity

items in the same way: while (34) and (35) seem to me to be as bad as (29)

and (31), (36) is by no means unacceptable, though it may be somewhat

unusual. The aparallel with the distribution of modal "sometimes" is striking

and maybe explanatory if one remembers that modal "sometimes" is

derived from temporal "sometimes": modal "sometimes" is not impossible

in positive "yes/no"-questions, though French and Polish exhibit a preference

for negative "yes/no"-questions.
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CONY ERSATIONAL V EMUS CONVENTIONAL IMPLICATURE
AND SON E l Of AILITY ITEMS IN POLIS AND ENGLES II

ANNA CHARVZINSKA

Abiria Curio Sktodowska University, Lublin

The aim of this paper is to discuss the pragmatic concept of implicature,
in connection with what was traditionally referred to as adverbs of time,
and more recently as polarity items, namely, ja.i, jes7eze, and their English
equivalents: alreruly, Jill, any more and yet.

It has been noticed by various authors that these items convey informa-
tion which cannot be represented within the truth-conditional bivalent
semantics. That is, these words as such, or at least some of them, do not
contribute. anything to the truth conditions of a sentence, but they neverthe-
less convey meaning which has to be described if not by the semantic then by
the pragmatic component. Horn (1970 321-324) says that these items carry
presuppositions, which he describes by means of the following formulae:

still/any more (] i) (i <0 & t1 (S)) I Assertion;
II. already/yet (3 i) (i>o & t1 (S)) to (S)1 -,to(S); to==now

Ilorn claims that these presuppositions may be suspended in some, but not in all

negative sentences, as his example proves:

1. *Tricia isn't a virgin yet.

Wilson (1975: 117-120) discusses yet only, but what she says is of great
interest, since it constitutes a proposal of how non - truth - conditional informa-
tion may be ineorporatf1 into the truth-conditional semantics. Sho suggests

"An implicature in Gricoan terms moans the following. If the 'attiring of a sentence
o in a given eontoxt licenses the inference that p ovon though the proposition p is somet-
hing over and above what t he speaker actually says, thou he has implicated that p and p
is an implicaturn (or implicat um) of the utterance of o." (Kartunnen and Papers 1079:2
fn. 3)
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that yrt carries lion-logical implication:

John is not vet here.
Truth conditions: John is not hero
Non-logical implication: John will be here

"The speaker is committed to the truth-conditional, but not the non-logical
implications of what lie has said. ... The meaning of the sentence is the sum
of the two typos of semantic implication, but a truth value is assigned only
on the basic of the truth conditions: the non-logical implication is separately
evaluated". Wilson mentions in passing that the non-logical implication may
be treated as conventional implicaturc, but she does not discuss this further.

1.t seems that jai)eszcze, and their English equivalents form a category
not only 'because they are adverbs of time, 2 but also because they are polarity
items, and therefore they should possess common properties, whether semantic
or pragmatic. It would be undesirable to ascribe non-logical implication to
yet without ascribing one to any more. Does this mean though that the positive
counterpa:s, i.e. still and already, also carry non-logical implications? Wilson
obviously thinks that they do not, since she parenthetically notes (1975 : 132):

"a semantically related item still very definitely carries an entailment".
In a homogeneous entailment analysis of the implications of a sentence,
negative sentences unlike positive sentences have no specific entailments
other than a disjunction of negated entailments of a positive sentence. The
fact that in the case of yet. the negated entailment of the related still is not one
of the disjuncts and it should be according to entailment analysis
suggests that entailments may not be uniform. Therefore, the asymmetry
between positive and negative sentences seems to be even greater than the
truth-conditional semantics predicts, namely, negation changes logical im-
plication (entailment) into non-logical implication, which is a qualitative
change and which in turn implies that negation may not be uniform, that is,
that there are two kinds of negation. This is a view that truth-condhional
semantics definitely wants to avoid. The situation might. be remedied by
ordering entailments as suggested by Wilson and Sperber (1979), but it is
not clear how their theory could be aprMied to negative sentences, and partic-
ularly to sentences with the above items, since lexical entailments (and here
this would be the ease) cannot be directly ordered.

An alternative analysis might treat non-truth-conditional meaning of
these polarity items as conversationally implicated in negative sentences,
but entailed in positive. This would a (Taunt for the nonsUspendability

2 Pasieki (1976) notes that classifying these items as adverbs of time may not be
entirely proper, since the items in question display modal as well aspectual propeetie3.
Besides, they do not always involve reference to time.
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pOSitiV0 but, Nvould not adequately account for nonsuspendabilit2.- in
negative sentences, (Cf. CY.. 2), which is unfortunate, since one of the tests
for conversational implicature is that it is eanedlable. The implicature of
yet and any more is cancellable only in a specific situation, namely when it
can be ascribed to somebody else than the speaker, and then eaucellation
might not ho the proper word to use:

3. John isn't hove yet and I don't think ho will come.
Janke jeszeze nie ma i przyjdzie.

This sentence suggests that it is the hearer, rather than the speaker, who
believes that Joint is coming.
But note . e otldity of the atcralle0 VI1011 this expectation cannot be ascrilad
to the hearer:

4. John isn't here yet. As you know, he has IA the country for good/for

Janka jeszeze le ma. Jak wiesz opitscil kraj na zawsze.
5. John islet here any more. As you know, lie Meyer even managed, to

get here.

Jankt;, jtri. Mc ma. Jai: wiesz nie udalo /MI to nigdy dotrze6.
If conversational implicaturcs are taken to be cancellable, the above utter-
ances should not sound contradictory, but it seems that they do. Sadock
(1978) claims that the order of the cancelling expression and the expression
carrying the implicature is irrelevant. In our case, it definitely is relevant,
since the sentence of 3) is acceptable, whereas 6) and 7) much less so:

6. I don't think John will come today. He isn't here yet.
StIdze,'Ze Janek dzisiaj nie przyjdzie. Nie ma go jeszcze.

7. John wasn't here today. He isn't hero any more.
Janka dzisiaj nie bylo. Me ma go juZ.

Sadock (1981) argues in connection with the word almost that eancell-
ability may fail as a test for conversational implicature when tile implicature
is context-free, generalized and very strong. But their the only reason for not
calling it conventional implicature is the attempted Aimplification of grammar,

as no independent statement of the implicature needs to be --nade in the
description of language. Unfortunately, the borderline between conventional
and conversational implicature becomes so thin, then, that it is nearly non-
existent.

Another characteristic of conversational implicature is its nondetachability,
this means that any utterance that is semantically equivalent to the one that
carries certain conversational implicature, possibly in the same context,
should also carry this implicature. However, Sadock (1978) argues that in
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Malty ellS11, it is diniettlt, 10 apply this test, since 110 %%T11401'11(41 11:11111)111'aSeS
is l'or the tested uttcr,inee, not to mention the fact that sometimes it is

difficult, to decide whether the two uttarences are actually synonymous.
!!loreo\'er, some conversational implicatures are dependent not only on the
meaning, but also on the form of the utterance and then the test does not
prove anything. We might try to oiler some paraphr ases for the sentences
with polarity items, though their well-formedness can lie yu"stioncd.I

8, John isn't here yet John isn't here 'so far John isn't here up to
now John isn't here by this time.

0. janka jeszcze nit. ma, - janka wciaZ Ili() ma -- J(111101 d.lszym eiggit
cie ma Janka dotad nie ma,

seems that these paraphrases do convey the message that John is expected,
however, since the expectation is relatively weaker, we would lie more in-
clined to assume the test is inconelusive, rather than that we have a ease of
conversational implicature.

One more test may be used to cheek conversational implieature, viz..
calculability. Conversational implieature can be "worked out" from the
nleaning of the utterance on the basis of the Cooperative Principle and Con-
versational Maxims and, possibly but not necessarily, context. If we wanted
to insist on the presence of conversational implicature in utterances with
polarity items; we would have to specify the meaning from which the implicit-
tare can be calculated. This means that the items would have to convey
something else beside the conversational implicature, since otherwise the.le
would be nothing on the basis of which the implieature could be "wor'..ed
out". And indeed, it seems that they do convey more than is contai:- in
Born's formulae, or else the following sentences should not be odd, while
they clearly are:

10. a) Mary is 2 months old and she already is a baby.
b) and she is and will be a baby.

1 1, a.) Matysia Ina 2 inicskice i jest juZ dzieckieni.
b) i jest i bcdzie dzieckiem.

12. a) Mary is 80 years old and she is still an old woman,
b) and she was and is an old woman.

13. a) :Maria ma 80 lat i jest jeszeze staruszkit.
b) i byla i jest staruszlut.

14. a) John has just left and he isn't here yet.
b) . and he isn't here but he will be here.

15. a) Janek wyszedl i nie ma go jeszeze.
b) i nie ma go ale licdzie.

3 I substitute for the item in question its dictionary description.
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,lug MOO` and 110 Will 110 bad: ill it t-4tcottd.In. a) isn't, 1

11) (101111 was here but lie isn't here now ;111(1
1 7. a) (lanka juZ nio nun i bedzie za chw4.

1)) ()wick byl ale go nie 11111 i 1)06, za ellWilc".
Undoubtedly there is something \mull! \ ith the logic of these sentences.
The b) %ersions are better in this respect, though they assert exactly what
is being implic ated by the respective a) versions with one of the items. They
may sound overinformative, partly redundant, but their logic is better than
that of the a) versions, A natural reaction would be to say that the wrong
adverl,) was used in the sentence. The reason why those sentences are so odd
lies in the fact that the items convey something that is inconsistent with the
rest of the meaning of the sentence. For instance, alreadylju,i suggest that the
action began not long before the point of reference, Ntill /jeszcze suggest that
the action may V11(1 8001' 01' at least that its end is closer than its beginning,
(lay woreljo::: )til, suggest that the action will not take place again in the
near future, wit yet/jc8zaze ur is suggest that in the recent past the action did
not take place, or that its next occurrence is closer in time to the point of
reference of the sentence than its last ocoirence. A graphic representation
of a lunar month may be used as an illustraticAl of the possible distribution of
the items in question:
io not at run :,11: 11111111

11) HIM the first half of
11) not at the full yetalready it not

c) ? the that half or c) 7 already the first taw of
? not at the full yet d) ? not at the full any more

When we consider the whole length of the lunar month, the d) expressions
(below the lino) soem not precise since they do not describe the state of
affairs adequately, but this inadequacy is gradablo: Tho closer they are to themiddle the less imprecise they become, to entirely adequate at the new moon
point and further on, and vice versa, the closer they get to the extremal.
points, i.e. the further from the middle, the less adequate they become. Itseems that their adequacy depends on their relative distance in time front thetwo extrema! points.

When only olio half of the lunar month is considered, the d) expressions.are even less acceptable and this does not vary with the distance from the
extremal points. They cannot be called imprecise now but rather entirelyinadequate. The a) expressions also seem to depend on their relative distances.
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front the extrema! points: The further from the middle, the less precise they

art.. and the further front the extrema' points and the closer to the middle

the 11101'0 preCiS0 10.
Vilat does this gravid(' riwementation indicate?. It scents that it suggests

that the items in quo! lion should be treated as 1111 aspeetual phenomenon

because, whet their scope extends over the verb, they place the action in

relation to other occurrences or the same action and they express the relative

distances between the points of reference and the beginning and the end of

the action, undoubtedly, these notions belong to the category of aspect.

It. has been claimed more than °nee that aspect is not only It grammatical

but, also It semantic category. However, since it is non- deistic, it is difficult

to Kedict,110v it contributes to the truth conditions of a statAnnent. Therefore,

truth conditional semantics of the type proposed by ket»pson (1975,

1977), there might be no place for aspect unless a precise classification of the

asp stun' ellarneter of verb is incorporated into the theory.

No matter whether aspect is truth-conditional or not, the items will

have to be assigned some aspectual features in the lexicon. As the first ap-

proximation, we might suggest formulae adapted for our purposes from

Aqvist and (f nenthner (1978), who present a model - theoretic account of

aspect:

I 1 i. still/yet PO- -p LI a } A & {± A & } A

jeszcze
1 V. already;any more PO --o° { F. } A &.{:}: } A & .F0-4° {1}

jai

tellers: and }-mean negative and positive sentence respectively

and = 0
PO it has at least once been the case 1,1mt

FO it will at least once be the case that
--r0 in the open interval of time determined by ..... it is always the

case that
These formulae may be disjunctively presented for each item as:4

V. still, jew /.cze PO A & A & .1+0o° --A

VI, yet, jeszoze nie PO A & A & 0° A
VII. already, jir. 0A & A & ° A

VIIL any more, juz nie PO--° A & A & FO---° A

The above formulae, although only crude approximations of what such

fbrmulae should contain, capture sonic intricate relations between the items

4 Dr A. Pa.qielti pointed out to mo that the implieaturo referring to the future is

always weaker than the one referring to the past. The above formulae in their present

shape do not admit any possibility of formalizhig the relative strength of tho inaplico,turos.
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they describe;

1) ,sli// and yet are rla',,d items they can be assigned a common aspe-
tual Ihmula, lint at OW 1411111(1 tine image words,

2) (/relidy 111111 any more likewise,
3) jes.zczc, jcs:czr n 10 likewise,
) j/ii,,jw: ale
5) If we assume that the central part of the frinula, A or ---A, is not

only aspectual, but at the same time truth-conditional, and the non-
-truth conditional aspectual parts of the formulae are to the left and
to the right of A or -A, i.e. the 011013 preceded by the aspectual opera-
tors, then it is evident why already may be usal to Iteguto the attprop-
riateness of the use of the item tin, since the relevant parts of the
formulae are negations of (moll other r'

18, It's not that he is STILE Item, Ito is ALREADY here.
or I'm not ALREADY here, l'itt STILT. here,
similarly hi Polish:
19, Nie ,1112 tu jestem, tyllto JESZCZE tut jestem.

6) The formulae may also let us explain why yet, though related to 8611,
and jr8z.c;:0 ic to je8,-.eze, etc., are not used in denials of affirmative
sentences with the related items. Thus, to negate a sentence with
4111, we 1% wild rather use any more, and to negate one with already
we would use yet; in Polish we would negate a sentence with je,,tzcz:c by
using ja.-1 nic, and 0110 With jui: by using jenc:c
20, It's not true that john is already hero =.John isn't here yet.
21. It's not true that John is still here,lic isn't here any more.
22. Nieprawda, ie danek juZ tu jest,--Janka jeszeze nie ma.
23. Nieprawda, e Jane': jeszeze tu jest:=Janka jui tu nie

Also in sentences with Neg-raising verbs the items may interchange in English,
but must interchange in Polish:

24. I don't think lie is still here.----I think he isn't here any more.
25. 1 don't think ho is already here-=-1 think he isn't hero yet.
26. Nie satIzt:, Zeby jeszcze tu by1=-Sqdzy, ie jui go tu nie ma.
27. Nie sqdzc, ieby juZ to by1=SIK1), ie joszcze go tu nie ma.

The explanation may lie in the identity of the non - truth- conditional parts of
the formulae of the respective items. Denying somebody's utterance usually
amounts to stating that it is not true, unless we want to negate its relevance,

Sentences 18) and 19) cons;itute a problem for truth- conditional semantics, since
if we assume that the polarity items do not participate in truth-value assignment, these
sentences \\ i11 be predicted as necessarily false, or contradictory at the purely truth-con-
ditional level. Yet they do not scent to be in the slightest contradictory.
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It 1114'11 in till fl e,111,4 it 41111111111(11 ill the lleW Of 4 liSCOlir1441. tic 1, 1111444H \V Want

111 111'l11' 1310 1.1.1(' 111101' 01 1.111. 111111'1'11110 WI' deity 0110 01. 11101'1% Or (1,5

11111111,11111S, \NI% (10 1101, deny its non ,truth.cotalitiottal elements. Only such

e \change 04 1111111111, ;4111011 110 C011: 4111111('S a el /1111,111(1t1V1) 10

'ii 01';'i(1,1011
0711,111111 114.01111, h11111 111111b it (10CH net this

Iii 0111. Hint :101111' it4 OW it truth 0011(11t10118 wit1t the (11%111(ql

(11,14'1111M% 111011.0VP1' shires III 11011-11/11111 COIlditiffilt11 1,011V01-

i011111 denied 1V0W,' be 111}11918011111)In (1011111A

411. ji« 'lit (11,1,11'111141'4 1(1 14111111' VOIIVITS1111011il1
NV1111111 11111 11011-4

111111,

I:himing to the question raised earlier in the paper, namely, whether

t he polarity items under discussion early onpr,0,,n,li wain((

lit' inclined to answer it negatively. Although, we have discovered the basis

off w hick the conversational implieature could be calculated, its toncaneell-

ability and its preservation under negation argue against it, Moreover, when

cenversational implicature t4 false, the utterance that implicates it is merely

nucooperativc,Irhereas the utterance with one of the polarity items is rather

infelicitous or inappropriate when the implieature is false, also due to the

fact that it does not conform to some part of the aspectual specification.

.1fesides, the regularity and the symmetry of the phenomenon suggests that

it 1-t rather conventional than non conventional (i.e. conversational) in nature.

Conventional 111111110104111S, its defined by Katunnen and Peters (1979 :

"arise not front the interplay of what is said with conversational maxims,

Litt from the conventional meanings of words and grammatical constructions

that occur in the sentence. ... They are detachable but not cancellable".

This definition much better conforms to the facts under discussion than

flint of conversational if nplicature. Moreover, as further defined by Kartunnen

and Peters, conventional implieature should belong to the "common ground",

that is, to the common set of presumptions that the utterance of the sentence

is intended to increment, if the sentence is to be noncontroversial and contri-

butive. This very well explains why yet is used in denial of a sentence with

already etc,, since as they share the parts of the formulae that give rise to the

implicaturethe nontruth--- conditional, aspeetual partsso they sham

t he implicatme and consequently they share the "common ground". There-

fore, they are negations of eadi other not in the strict syntactic or seman-

tic sense, but rather in the pragmatic sense as natural exchanges in

r. cooperative conversation.
however, there is one problem with the definition of conventional implica-

ture that must not be overlooked, namely that it seems to be vaguely eir-

ealar. The word `'"rise" is misleading, since for instance in the case of even, as

nnalysed by Kartunnen and Peters (1979:52) even by itself does not carry any

meaning beside the conventional implieature and the meaning postulate for
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impliotttre

I re 11 11111Tlill't% 111111111'111111'. TICW 111111111111.:, (11 the eloini 1.11,11. convention:11

implillturcs arise from . onvent:limit' iinplicottires, whiell it: 1101 \o'\'
minoting, lit the ease of 11111' 1101111'11,y 1101, 1.1'0111 till'

\V110111 spooitieatiun of aspect, but only (.1.0111 its 11011 (1110! oon(Iiliulull putts.
'('Ills ill (111'11 iN l11111,111111111l. 1,0 defining conventional U11pile:1ton, (ill n n('gotivo

ity) Its oer,vtlting thot iN conveyed by 11 Nelltlalell 1161111M
It iN hold 1,0 Hay 114111'1' this is more nikilinite, 511100 this definition implies
that till speettiol phenomena could he treated in 1('11)15 or coilymitionlli impii-
patmv lilt l this might ho too brood a genernlizotion. Thus if' Nye occept this
definition of conventionid implie.tture, all the sentences below hove to be
II uniysed ill it lil.eNist. nutittter'i

28, Allay it. still a. 1111110111 being,

29, Nlitr is olreinly it human being,
3(1, Nhtr has been a human being.

These sent:olives %% ill 1111Ve 1,0 be atudysed as infelieitotti. or inappropriate, that is,

the internal invonsistency would bo analysed Its itrising from eonflieting ed»t-
ventional implieiltures. In other \voids, the it.4its implivate that the action
is III time - . it either began not, long before the point of reference or it
May end Noon Ilftor it, IVIWIVati 10 br. II huni(un brim, implicates flint: it lots
one's lifetime.

tkti S:11101.1: ( 1 978) sadly ltd)nitted, pragmatics cannot be successful until Nye
II agIVC tit IoItst as to Whether a certain bit of what is conveyed is semantically

contained or not. This loci: of agreement results in a situation converse to that
of the happy days of presupposition. For instance, definite descriptions analy-
sed Before as 'presupposing the existence of their referent, nowadays ore
elo;nie(1 to:

1) entail the existence of their referent (Kemps(n 1975, 1977),
2) eittoil uu1 presuppose the existence of their referent ill positive sen-

tences, but only presuppose it in negative sentence.s (Ga(ar 1977)
3) entail in positive but conversationally implicate it in negotiVO sen-

tences (Atlas 1979),
4) entail in positive but either entail or conversationally implicate it in

negative sentences, since they are structurally ambiguous (Grice 1 98 1).

Since pragmatics, for lack of consistent methodology is as yet derivative of
semantics, this diversity is not surprising because every one of the above-men-
tioned authors ZISSIIIIICH a slightly different semantics.

In the analysis of the polarity items, we have been trying to apply the
pragmatic concept of implieuture assuming at the same time truth-conditional

'I Nat orally, if aspect is asstuned to bu non- truth conditional.
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h u 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 6 1 : . I t :1'1'111:4 that, %%411 tilit'll 1111.!11111114 rrilt.!,111111.I1'

(it 1101111,ity is Ow itlt,erwitivt. It, IitH H011111 71 ttilletillItH, 1114 it

I, \ plain:. the ilihtrilittion 1,10 lfulnriti itvtits 1411(1 the N111461114 1illAVVV11. distil

witetices. slum' 111111 vo linvo triod to siov

flint it 111114 n111111, (111111401'H.

Tilt' Slibiiq't 1i11,40 11110111'111Hr 110111.1'it' itonim iN nitwit immder mid 1141,1

ti11111 111114 1101,11 IIHNI1111(41 III Chili nintlymiti, (1(17(1),

jiffzezi. 1141(1 their English equivalents, shovs that Minh. distribution 114 llot

41'1'11 111.111.1\' 1I8 Ny III 1111`trielli 1111(1 OV11114 IIN it might follow 1110 1.10

1)1(41-1.1w/I ilhov0, 11, IN 0ve 1110114 coplioato(1 1)y tvir intoraction with Vit.

l'it)116 1111(1 (M1.4.'111101 1.11110 I'der011,C('H. '('Jul Min or oat., paper

mild 41,11, thi.n.fore bu,. 11ee11 110 diwription or them, item,' hot,

,,,thor 'to in\ (),tigation into 01w or tit() directionti that mid) it might

take. Nrolles): 111,11` 1111` 1.0111100-11-1 (41101'
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STRESS-PATTERNS OF ENGLISH PHRASAL NOUNS
OF THE TYPE MAKE-UP IN GERMAN

PETER HENOSTENBERO

Universilat Gesanahoehiehule. Padernhorn

A considerable number of English Phrasal Nouns (PNs) of the type make-up
have been adopted into present-day German, and the productivity of this
particular word-formation type in colloquial English, in the terminology of
science and technology as well as in different fields of journalism, will cer-
tainly continue to bring new loans into German (Uesseler 1973; 1978; 1979;
1980).

A systematic treatment of the integration process has to consider phono-
logical, morphological, and orthographies' adaptations as well as semantic
changes and modifications. This paper will concentrate on one phonological
aspect, i.e. the stress-shift that supposedly occurs when English NPs are adopted
into present-day German.

In the past there has been some controversy as to the correct stress-pat-
tern of PNs in English. Carstensen (1973), who has reviewed a number of
English dictionaries- and linguistic studies on the subject, arrived at the con-
clusion that there is a strong tendency towards fore-stress but that there is no
general agreement in all cases, and this could be an indication of instability
in these stress-patterns.

Uesseler (1977) in a comparison of pronouncing dictionaries that were
published over the last 75 years shows a distinct trend towards fore-stressing
but only Lewis (1972) uses forestress exclusively in all examples while EEPD 13
often gives level-stress and end-stress as possible alternatives. In a supple-
mentary analysis of PNs in spoken language (radio broadcasts, informal
discussions, etc.), Uesseler (1977) found that more than 90% of all PNs had
their stress on the onesyllable verbal stem, while the results for the far less
frequent PNs with a two-syllable verbal stem were somewhat lower.

Sorensen (1979:55) in a comparison of the stress-patterns in EEPD 13 and
EEPD 14 cites a number of examples in which the fore-stress changed to
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end-stress and "feels tempted to interpret these facts as suggesting a general

tendency towards increased end-stressing".

However, one of the crucial points involved in all of these analyses' is the

fact that PNs are often new words many of which are not yet listed in any of

the pronouncing dictionaries or in any other dictionaries. Since the EEPD 14

lists only 105 exponents of the word-type under discussion, a fraction of the;

ever-increasing total inventory, Sorensen's observations have to be treated

with sonic caution, and we will have to wait for further editions to verify this

possibly new trend.
Since, however, most of the newer dictionaries such as OALD (1980) and

LDOE (1978) and most of the works discussed above take fore-stress as the

dominant stress-pattern, we will assume for reasons of simplicity that the

stress-pattern. of PNs in English is and disregard other subsidiary variants.

Ca:sla e»scii (1973:41) hypothesized that English PNs used in German do not

have fore-stress like the English source words but end-stress. However, his

analysis of stress-patterns in German dictionaries only revealed the uncer-

tainty of their authors and editors which in turn might reflect the uncer-

tainty of those German speakers using PNs.

This study has the following goals:

1. Working with a systematic sampling of stress-patterns given for PNs in

14 German dictionaries, most of which were published after 1973 or are

new editions of older ones, we shall endeavor to test
if the stress-patterns given in the dictionaries comply with the above-

-mentioned hypothesis,
which of the PNs receive the same stress-patterns in all dictionaries,

which dictionaries consistently use one stress-pattern for all PNs.

2. With the result of a reading test we shall-examine the question as to whether

the stress-shift hypotehsis can be_verified in general or if it has to be mo-

dified.
26 PNs were selected on the/grounds that they were examined previously

or are frequently listedin.GerMan dictionaries. Sonic of them are not necessa-

rily familiar to many German speakers (e.g. Kickoff, Pickup), some are ana-

logies to other PNs already established in German (Drive-in, Love-In), some

are more technical (Take-Off ), some are relatively new loans (Handout, Han-

gover) and there is one pseudo-loan (Pullunder). We also included the pseudo-PN

Ketchup..
Since these 26 PNs appear more or less frequently in German dictionaries,

they were used in preparing the dictionary chart. (Appendix A)

For the reading test seven others, none of them found in German dictio-

naries, were added to the list (Breakdown, Hangup, Holdup, Laugh-In, Liftoff,

Singout, Standby). With these items, one can be reasonably sure that most of
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the subjects had never heard them before and that their production to some
extent might yield some information on how German speakers pronounce new
English PNs.

Since the subjee)A were required to read aloud the PNs as part of fake
news-items, care had to be taken that the various spellings would not influence
the stress-patterns of the German speakers. In order to emphasize the sub-
stantival character of the PNs and to avoid highlighting the test items spelt
in an unusual manner, all items were capitalized. Hyphens between verbal
components and particles were only introduced in those cases where leaving
them out would possibly result in a false pronunciation:

Take-Off but: Hangup

In Makeup and Layout the hyphen was omitted since this way of spelling them
in German is firmly established. On the other hand the hyphen was kept in all
I'Ns with the particle in.

Of the 33 PNs selected, 26 appear in at least one of the 14 dictionaries that
were consulted for stress-patterns. Neske/Neske (1972) were excluded because
they always give the English pronunciation with no modification, and there-
fore invariably list fore-stress.

For the 26 PNs, we found a total of 238 entries, 41 (17%) with fore-stress,
183 (77%) with end-stress and 14 (6%) with level-stress. The entries for Ket-
chup, for obvious reasons, are not included in these figures. Thus 23% of all the
stresspatterns are not in accordance with the stress-shift hypothesis.

Only three dictionaries use end-stress exclusively with all PNs ( Wahrig 75,
Wahrig FWL 74, Knaur 78). In only 14 out of 26 cases do they unanimously
agree on one stress-pattern (these items are underlined in Appendix A), ho-
wever, the relatively now loans Checkup and Take-Off receive fore-stress. The
pseudo-PN Ketchup is marked with fore-stress in all dictionaries. With the
other 12 PNs there is considerable disagreement, especially with Blackout,
Countdown, Drive-In, Feedback, Layout and Playback.

Identical stress-patterns for PNs appearing more froquently are, of course,
somewhat more conclusive than those that are only listed in two or three dic-
tionaries; e.g. Pullover appears in all dictionaries consulted, whereas Flashback
is only listed in Wahrig 75, Wahrig FWL 74 and Knaur 78.

One would expect that a new English PN taken over into German would
move from fore-stress to end-stress as a result of the integration process and
that this process might somehow be reflected in the dictionaries. Playback
roughly follows this pattern up to a certain point, although DR 80 still gives
fore-stress. A comparison of DR 73 and DR 80 reveals three new entries,
Feedback and Handout having forestress, but Showdown having end-stress.
Fallout has endstress in DR 73 and DR 80, but Duden Wb 76 returns to the
foie-stress pattern.

a Papers and studies...Norm
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Iii summarizing the chart, one might say that although there is a definite

slency towards assigning end-stress to English PNs in German dictionaries,

then. are a number of cases in which we have considerable disagreement and

Meonsisteuey. It remains to be 5(511 how these obserVations compare to the

pronunciations produced by German speakers in the readim test.

In a preliminary test in whieh several subjects were asked to produce the

]'Ns in isolation, it was shown that under such test eenditions the subjects

would choose One stress-pattern in one of the earlier items and use it invariably

throughout the test. Therefore, in order to avoid this effect and to achieve

more realistic test conditions several fake news-items in which the 31 PNs

appeared were made up.
The subjects were asked to read the texts aloud as a German newscaster

on radio or television would. They were aware of the fact that their produc-

tions were being taped. .

To disguise the actual goal of the experiment a few other Anglicisms were

introduced into the text along with the PNs. When asked after the experiment,'

most subjeets suspected that the "correct pronunciation" of the English

words should be checked but none of the subjects actually mentioned the

J'Ns.
The texts were read by 10 subjects who had had between one and nine

ycara of English at school and whose schooling was at least five years back:

Subjects without a knowledge of English were not tested, since it was expected-

that they would produce a larger number of three-syllable instead of two

syllable PNs. The group tested being relatively small, additional information

such as age, place of birth, contact with the media etc. was not taken into

account.
The results of the experiment show that 75% of the PNs were spoken with

end-stress, 18% with fore-stress and 7% with levelstress. Interestingly enough,

these percentages roughly correspond to those obtained in the dictionary

survey, though not necessarily with corresponding results for individual

items.
Nine PNs were spoken with end-stress by all of the subjects:

1. Knockout 2. Breakdown
Makeup Knockdown

Pullover Showdown

Pullunder Knowhow

3. Drive-In

The results of the first group are not srprising: Only a few German speakers

are aware that Pullover is of English origin, and this is also true of the ana-

logous pseudo-loan Pulluntlrr. Both of these items have a two-syllable particle

which in general favors the stress-shift, and they occur within the same text.

Makeup and Knockout are relatively frequent in spoken language. All four
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items luuntirnously receive the stress-pattern in those German dictio-
naries in which they are listed.

Interpreting the results of the second group is somewhat more difficult.
( whirl, appears in six dictionaries, do the entries agree
with (.0(11 other (possible analogy to the more frequently used Knockout),
while there is ;,01110 dis,,greement for Know/tow and Showdown. Breakdown, is not
listed in any of the dictionaries consulted and can therefore be considered a

transfer-item".
II four of these PNs ;Thare the diphthong [ay] in the particle, i.e. the diph-

thong, is not monoplithongized, while the diphthongs in the first syllable of
Brt«Illown. Sh6vylotra and Knowhow are all reduced to along vowel in the
German pronunciation. One can therefore conclude that, under these ci-
cumstances, stresssltift is most likely to take place, even When the PN is
relatively new and unknown, as is the case with Breakdown,. As an example
to the eCilitrarY one might cite Countdown, where only six of the subjects placed
the 11 ;rim stress on the second syllable, while the four others used level-stress,
very likely 'because the diphthong [aill in this PN occurs in both syllabics.
Incidentally. 7 out of 13 dictionaries also use level-stress.

ire -1 n. was used in the text as part of a compound (Drile-In-Schalter),
since it is almost exclusively listed in the dictionaries in this way (Drive-I n-
-11c8tunia At, Drive-In-Kino). The identical productions with the main stress on
tile particle produced by all of the subjects tested indicates that the stress-shift
is facilitated when the PN is part of a compound.

Ketch up was the only item to receive fore-stress in all of the productions
recorded, and thus confirms the stress-pattern in all of the dictionaries. This
pseude-PN was included because its structural makeup is very_similar to that
of PNs of the type /yr() -up, and it was expected that some speakers would
use an analogous end .stress pronunciation. The results, however, show that
none of the subjects falsely associated this item with the PNs of the type
pcit,

1 2 more l'Ns received eqd-stress by seven or more of. the ten subjects tested.
Tlicyc aro three PNs (xclingent, Layout, Standby) which have a diphthong

in their particle is not reduced to a long vowel in the German pronuncia-
tion. It seems that this again is one of the more influential factors in facilita-
ting the stress-shill, even with new and relatively unfamiliar PNs, as is the
ease with Simiont, and Standby (compare the results for PNs With the particle
-down annul Knowhow discussed earlier). Layout is firmly established in German
and has already formed the verb layouten and the noun Layouter.

Ilanyarer has it two-syllable particle and follows the pattern already dis-
cussed for Pvilover and Prillandur.

Chuldtp (which wits twice on the reading test with almost identical results),
Ilan - up. 1101(111p and Pickup, together with Makeup discussed earlier, complete
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the grotty of PM with the particle .-up. This group of PNs rather consistently

displays stress-shift for all of its items, although Hangup and Holdup are to be

considered relatively new loans which are not yet listed in the German dic-

tionaries. Pickup appears in almost all dictionaries with the meaning "the part

of a record-payer which receives and p?ays the sound from a record" (LDCE),

meaning which is most likely unfamiliar to many German speakers, and has

only recently .. acquired a new meaning in German: "type of light VAN having

an open body with low sides" (LDCE).
The PNs of the type verb. + -up, together with the PNs having two-syllable

particles arc the only groups that consistently show the stress-shift in all

eases. It was mentioned earlier that those PNs with a diphthong in their par-

ticle (-0,ut, -down, -how, -by) in the majority of eases have end-stress, and thus

might be added to the two preceding groups.
The results for the PNs of the type verb + -back in the reading test correlate

with some of the inconsistencies found in the dictionaries. All 14 dictionaries

agree on the end-stress of Comeback, as do nine of the subjects on the reading

test. However, there was no clearly discernible stress-shift pattern for Feedback,

Flashback and Playback. In the case of Feedback and Playback, the long vowel

of the first syllable in the German pronunciation could be a factor in preven-

ting the stress-shift.
Of the five PNs with the particle -in only Drive -In, for reasons explained

earlier, and Love-In show stress-shift, while the results for Laugh-In, Sit-In

and Teach -In are somewhat inconclusive. This is rather surprising becauSe the

PN verb -F -in was very productive in the 60's and early 70's during the time

of the student protest movemc:ts. Beside a number of English loans and

eseudo-loans using English .wonl-material, there wore even some PNs using

German wordmaterial -In, although most of these were coined to projape

a comic effect. With the end of the protest movements, many of .these PNs

more or less disappeared. and they have rarely been used in the new political

protest movements of today, so that we find them in a considerable number of

dictionaries but rarely read them in newspapacrs or hear them on radio or

television today.
The results of the dictionary survey and of the reading test confirm the

overall tendency towards end-stress in English PNs which are used in German.

21 out of 32 PNs on the reading test were spoken with end-stress by most of

the informants, while with the remaining PNs there was considerable in-

consistency and disagreement among the subjects tested.
Stress-shift occured in virtually all PNs with a two-syllable particle, with

particles' COntaining a diphthong in their German pronunciation and with the

particle -up. In some cases, the vowel quantity in the verbal component in com-

parison to the particle is an influential factor.
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If the PN is part of a compound, the stress-shift is facilitated as was
demonstrated in the ite::n Drive-In-Schalter.

A final note on the possible reasons for the stress-shift that takes place in
the integration process of English PNs into German: Darstensen (1973:45)
dismisses the notion that a German speaker producing a PN subconsciously
thinks of an imperative rattein, in which case the particle receives primary
stress in German (e.g. Mach 'aut.!). However, some examples, mostly taken
from the area of advertising, seem to support this hypothesis: Few mit is
the name of a German student travel agency, Rubbel-mit(-Gewinnspiel) was a
lottery game used in a sales-campaign o: a German oil company. In sales at
department stores you sometimes find Greif.z.a-Preise. A fruit juice is called
Drink out FrucItteaftgetrdnk, a brand name for a particular ldnd of candy is
Nimm 2.

Appendix A

quart of Stress-Pa4.erns of 26 PNs in 14 German Dictionaries
List of !Symbols

stress-pattern
2 =stress-pattern f--
3 =stress-pattern ff-
- =not listed or no stress-pattern given
* =transcription marked "engl."
Pee lcup=same stress-pattern i r. all dictionaries
Wabrig 76 saute stress-pattern for all PNs in this dictionary (excluding Ketchup)
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Appendix B

The result:4 for the PNs are presented in the same order as they appeared in the test. If
more than two thirds of the subjects used one particular stress-pattern, the results aro

encircled.

1 PI c k u 1

7, Sinocut 2

3 Comeback 1

4. P1:..to.cfc 5

5. lea. -n- in 4

6. Fallout 4

7 Cneckups

8. ;iand-.,_it 5

9. Sit-in 3

1 0. Laugh-in 0

1 1. Layout 2

1 2. Makeup 0

1 3. Feedback 1

1 4. Countdown 0

15 Standby 1

1 6. Liftoff 2

1 7. Take -Off 4

1 8. Kro4how 0

1 9. BiacKout 5

2 0. Breakdown 0

21. Flashback 3

2 2, Holdup 1

2 3. Hangover 2

2 4. Show-1?1n 0
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0 2

0 CJ

G 0

4 1

4 2

6 0

1

5 0

5 2

4 6

0 1

0 0

CO 2

6 4

® 0

0 0

6 0e 0

5 0

0 0

6 1

0 0

0 1

0 0
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2 5. Love-In 2 0 0

2 6. Hangup 3 0 0

2 7. Knockdown 0 0 0

2 8. Knockout 0 0 0

2 9. Checkup 2 0 0

3 0. Kickoff 6 3 1

31. Drive-In 0 0 0

3 2. Pullover 0 CD 0

3 3. Pullunder 0 0 0

60 246 24
18% 75% 7 0/0

3 4. Ketchup 0 0 0
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T II I.: TRANSLATION ASPE(T PIIRASEur_ou ICAL UNITS
IN ENGLESII AND GEIOL-\N

ROSEMARIE GLASER

Karl-Marx-Univereitill Leipzig

Contrastive linguistics, in describing pairs of languages on various in
guistic levels synchronically, provides essential preconditions for translation
theory. There arc, however, differences between the two disciplines. Whereas
contrastive linguistics in the past used to analyse the simple or complex word
(lexeme) or the word-group only within the framework of the linguistic system
and chiefly free from its communicative context, translation theory studies the
word or the word-group context-bound, because of their syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic interrelations with their textual and situational environment.
We must bear in mind that in the translation process the linguistic unit of
the source language does not always coincide with that of the target language;
a \void-group may be paraphrased by a sentence; a clause may be condensed
in a wordgroup, but the invariance of content of the text in the source lan-
guage zinc]. the target language remains the ultimate criterion of translation.
Au essential factor for an adequate translation is the socio-cultural setting
of the text and its pragmatic function. For the purpose of this pager, transla-
tion is defined as the cognitive and linguistic process the translator performs
in decoding a text which is the result of a communication act hi the source
language, and in encoding it as a speech product in the target language by
preserving the content and achieving the stylistic quality of the source lan-
guage text. Thus translation is both a process and its linguistic result.

So far, the favourite units of contrastive analysis have been words and
their- semantic orderings in word fields, which wore often described as con-
ceptual or thematic classes. Comparatively little research work, however, has
been bestowed on phraseological units, neither by comparing their constituent
structure, their semantic stability and idiornaticity in two language nor their
occurrence in the texts of the source and target languages. In this respect, the
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aspect of the language system should be supplemented by at of its com-
municative function, which is manifest in texts.

My study will deal with phraseological units in English and German in two

respects:
a) their soniantic similarity or diversity against the background of the two

linguistic systems (ef, Gliiser (1981); Fleischer (1982));

b) their form and function in texts of prose fiction. (This comparison will be

based on samples from an English/American/ and a German novel and
their German and English translations respectively.) The contrastive
analysis from the two angles leads to interesting results.
At the outset, before turning to a bilingual analysis of the phraseological

units, I shall give a definition of the terms phraseological unit and idiom and a

brief outline of the scope of the phraseological system in English. By defini-
tion, a phraseological unit is a lexicalized word-group which has syntactic
and semantic stability and optionally an intensifying function in the text.
This definition holds for word-like phrases and for the phraseological system
in the narrower sense. Cf. the wear and tear of time (= obsolescence); shipshape
and Bristol fashion (=orderly); to grease sb's palm (=bribe sb.); before you can

say Jack Robinson (=rapidly). These examples belong to the principal parts of

speech and may be substituted by other simple words in the text. Besides,

these word- groups are also idioms, because their referential meaning cannot
be derived from the meanings of their constituents. In terms of quantity and
semantic variation, the idiom may be regarded as the prototype of the phraseol-

ogical unit. Semantically speaking, an idiom is characterised by a specific

choice and combination of semantic components (or semantic markers or
semes) carried by the constituents which form the word-group. In the extreme
case, an idiom may comprise such semantic components as have no representa-

tion in the semantic components of the constituents of the phrase at all, but

are added, so to speak, "from outside". This well-known fact has been desc-

ribed as "exosememic meaning" (Pilz (1978)) or "external" or "exocentric

meaning" (Rothkegel (1973)).
To describe the phraseological system of Modern English according to its

internal hierarchy I should decide in favour of the model of centre and periphery

which modern linguistics owes to the Prague School and which has proved its

applicability to a number of fields of the linguistic system. Thus I distinguish
between the centre, which comprises phraseological unite in nominative func-
tion (word-groups designating phenomena, objects, processes; actions, states,
qualities, relations etc. in the outside world), the transition area which is

adjacent to the centre and includes at the same time phraseological units which

are nominations, but which are also parts of propositions (i.e. parts of a sen-

tence, such as fragments of proverbs (a fool and his money); proverbial sayings

(to see how the cat jumps); literary allusions, fragments of quotations (Mrs
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(irundy); invversiblo binomials (hit or miss) and stereotyped comparisons
(as old the hills), (to behave like a bull in a china shop). The periphery of the
phraseological system covets set expressions which are chiefly propositions
and function as sentences, although their idiomatic character greatly varies.
These include proverbs, quotations, slogans, commandments, phatic and
rhetorical formulas. Phatie formulas contribute to establishing and maintain-
ing the contact among communication partners, e.g. how do you do? don't
mention it: come again! what's cooking?, whereas rhetorical formulas often
serve as 'fillers' in speeches or accentuate the speaker's standpoint, e.g. as a
matter of fact; let's face it; like it or not; last but not least; needless to say that;
tla re can be litil(. doul:t that.; I daresay. This system has been fully developed
in my students' coursebool:, Phraseologie der englischen. Sprache, Potsdam
1981.

In terms of contrastive analysis, a comparison between this textbook and
that of Wolfgang Fleischer, Phraseologie der deutschen Gegenwartssprache,
Leipzig 1982, which is also designed for students, but also for a wider audience,
would reveal striking similarities and contrasts between the phraseological
systems of either language, not only in terminology and internal classification
of the lexical material, but also in the eettivalence relations which exist among
the idioms and other phrases which are nc idioms, but set expressions only.
7n this respect we can speak of three t: manes of lexical equivalence when we
compare English and German phraseolL ,a1 units, and apply the categories
set up by the Soviet linguist L. 13!-- darow (Sprache und Ubersetzung,
Moskau/Leipzig 1979) for translation He distinguishes between 1.
complete; 2. partial and 3. zero equivale : he target language. This dis-
tinction is chiefly of theoretical interest, but in traaslation practice, which is
always based on the text, zero equivalence can generally be compensated
by a circumscription of the &notational meaning of the word or the word-group
from the source language, so that there is no deficit of information in the target
language.

With a view to phraseological units, there are plenty of examples of com-
plete equivalence in .English and German. The following phrases show a close
correspondence in their constituent structure and their complex meaning;
they are not idiomatized.
nouns: the Lost Generation

the Glorious _Revolution
receipts and expenses

adjectives: null and void
numb with cold
to commit a crime

verbs: to take into account
to have a walk

die uerlorene Generation
die Glorreich,e Revolution
Einnahmen und Ausgaben
null und nichtig
erstarrt vor Kalte
ein Verbrechen begehen
in Betracht ziehen
einen Spaziergang machen
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adverbs: of oac's can accord aus eigeneat Antrieb
once and for all ein fur alle»tal.

Complete equivalence, of course, is also possible among idioms. This may
include a congruence or identity of the denotational (in this ease transferred)
meaning, and also of the connotational, expressive (or emotive) and stylistic
meanings of the idioms compared. In a number of cases, the metaphor or
metonymy which has brought about the transferred meaning of the idiom`
in either language, comes from a different referent in the outside world, and
the two idioms vary in their figurative character and motivation. Since we
arc dealing with lexicalized idioms, this fact does not impair the transla-
tability of a text, because the target language (German) offers an equivalent
with the same denotational meaning, although a different "picture" in the
idiom, which is faded anyway. As in simple or complex words, most, metaphors
and metonymies in idioms are no longer stylistic devices. There are, however,
examples Where the metaphor underlying the idiom still has some cultural or
historical connotations in one of the languages compared, so that the con-
cept of complete equivalence does not hold any longer and there is only a
relation of partial equivalence.

The following idioms agree in their denotational meaning and their sources

of the metaphors:
norms: apple of discord

lathe duck

cold war
adjectives: as proud as a peacock

as white as snow
verbs: to run the gauntlet

adverbs:

Zankapfel (slight connotations:
the judgement of Paris)
lahme Ente (the German id-

iom, hoWever, re-
fers to human age-
nts only, where-
as the English
may .also- denote
an 'enterprise)

kalter Krieg
stolz wie ein Pfau
11)4 wie Schnee; schneetvezfl
Spiefiraten laufen
(in both languages historical
coimotations)
durch die Finger rinnen
den Giirtel enger schnallen
da,s Kind snit dean Bade am-
schfitten
wie ein Blitz aus heitereat
Id immel
aus .den Fugen.

to slip through one's fingers
to tighten one's belt
to throw out the baby with the bath
water
like a bolt from the blue

out of joint
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Wliel.e idioms strikingly differ in their referential base of a metaphor or niet-
onymy, their connotational and stylistic meanings, they are to be considered
as cases of partial equivalence. On the whole, there seem to be more eases of
different metaphorized referents than of identical ones, and certain connota-
tional differenees in the languages compared. In the following examples, how-
ever, there is agreement in the stylistic meaning, as the idioms in either
language belong to the neutral level or usage.

notms: a Jack-apall-trades

(log in the manger
a storm. in a teacup
a ball in a china-shop

adjpetives: (pun with envy
spick and span

verbs:

adverbs:

to make no bones about

to buy a pitg in a poke
to keep a stiff upper lip
according to Cocker
once, in a blue moon
from pillar to post
before you can say Jack Robinson

Partial equivalence also applies to English
counterparts in German, but a compound or a simple word which seldom has an
emotive meaning and which may be situated on a different stylistic level. Here
-we are faced with difficulties in establishing "word equations" for the two
languages compared, because every pair of idioms woud require a careful
analysis of the whole range of meaning (including the semantic markers that
express coimotations or stylistic shades).

Nnaas Dampf in alien Oassen;
A Ile r, eltskerl; F ktolum
(the Cierman equivalent is not
a fragment of a proverb and
hence has no connotations
"and a master of none" which
is often implied in the English

i6m )

NeidhaMMel
ebt Sturm im II asserglas

Elefant im Porzellanladen
blaf3 vor Neid
geschniegelt and gebiigelt
(the alliteration of the English
idiom compares favourably to
the assonance in the German
one)

nicht viel Federlesens nuichen
mit
die Katze int Sack kaufen
die Ohren steifhalten
mach Adam Ries(a)
alle Jubeljahre
von Pontius zu Pilatus
im Handumdrehen
(the latter is colloquial in
English and German).

idioms which have no idiomatic
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nouns: white lie Notlilge

wet blanket Spielverderber, Spafiverderber
(the English idiom is poly-
semous, which the German is
not)

bread and butter Lebensunterhalt

red tape Bitrokratismus

cock -and -bull story A mmenmarchen
(similar connotations in Ger-

man)

adjectives: full of beans lebhaft
(the English idiom is collo-
quial, the German is neutral
style)

down in the mouth niedergeschlagen

dyed-in-the-wool waschecht

as thick as hailstones knappeldick
(a similar metaphor in Ger-
man)

verbs: to jump_the _queue sich vordrdngen

to grease sb's palm jmdn bestechen

to send sb to Coventry jmdn schneiden
(in German without military
connotations)

to take to one's heels ausreiflen; sich aus dem Staube
molten

.adverbs: by leaps and bounds sprunghaft

by fits and starts ruckweise

once and for all endgilltig (as opposed to the
Gerinan equivalent ein fur-
allemal, which is a case of com-
plete equivalence because of
its. intensifying function in the
text)

Zero equivalence of English idioms in German is comparatively rare, but in

no way does it question the translatability of a sentence. Even if there is no

approximate expression in the target language, in the last resort a paraphrase

of the denotational meaning of the idiom of the source language is possible,

although its pragmatic meaning (in L. Barchudarow's terms, the connota-

tions, the register and the stylistic meaning of the lexical unit) may not be

represented adequately in the target language. The following examples are

verbal idioms which designate professions of social prestige in Britain, but for
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MIK0118 have 110 counterpart in German and no idiomatic equiv-
alent which is based on a metonymy. Cf. the following examples:

to ,lit Pc'8 diliditr81011C'S tcriiis the equivalent given in the dictionary by
Muret/Sanders resembles a definition:
"seine Studien an den TIMB of Court ab-
solvieron (und an den vorgeschriobenen
Essen teilnclncii)"

ca//n1 to the bar "als Barrister odor Advokat odor pliidic-
render Anwalt zugelassen werden"

to ta(.. (holy) orders "die heiligcn Weihen empfangcn, in den
geistliehen Stand cintreten".

There are also eases of idiomatic nouns which so far only occur in mono-
lingual English dictionaries, but arc not even listed in the dictionary by

...Min:et/Sanders so far, so that the German translation will be a circmnscription
which cannot imitate the special flavour of the English idiom. Cf.
a:the golden handshake according to the 140121/11U1 lb Dictionary of English.
Moms (London I V79) is "a large payment given to a person leaving a company
or organization" the German equivalent could be "ein finanziclles
seldedsgesehenk"; green fingers has only a paraphrastic equivalent in German,
according to Muret/Sandcrs "geschickte .Hand filr Gartenarbeit, giirtnerische
Begabung".

Semantically speaking, zero equivalence does not mean a gap in the no-
tional or conceptual system of a language, but a different ordering of reality
in-linguistic items. The target language is able to express every state of affairs
by exploiting all linguistic means inside the sentence and beyond its bound-
1 ties.

The three types of equivalence occurring in the phraseological system
discussed sO far, onhy -refer tO ISOlated; centextfree examples. di:a-Mare-in- i

tionaries. In daily communication and translation practice,. however, it is the
text that, matters most of all. It is the material result of communication and
determined by the sender's intention and the function of the message, the situa-
tional setting of the message in time and space, and the special features of the
recipient. Iii this social context, those phraseological units belonging to the
transition area and the periphery of the phraseological system acquire, their
communicative relevance. Proverbstend to give a text, be it a public speech
or a popular article on a rather specific subject, more colour, vividness and
emotive value.

In-the field of proverbs, which, being propositions, belong to the periphery
of the phraseological system and touch upon folklore studies, we come across
the same relations of equivalence as in the centre of the phraseological system,
which comprises word-like phrases and idioms.

9 Papers and studies XVIII
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Complete equivalence:
All roads lead to Rome. Alle Wege flihren nach Rom.

No man can serve two masters. Keiner kann zweien Herren dienen.

A burnt child dreads the fire. Gebranntes Kind scheut das Feuer.

Partial equivalence:
A friend in need is a friend indeed. Freunde in der Not gehn tausend auf

ein Lot.

Make hay while the sun shines. Schmiede das Eisen, solange es heifi ist.

Look before you leap. Erst wfigen, dann wagen.
Charity begins at home. Ein jeder ist sich, selbst der .Nachste..

(The English proverb originally meant that the
child must learn to practi,pe charity at home, in the

family, and not selfishness.)

Zero equivalence:
Fine words butter no parsnips.
A stitch in time saves nine.
The fish will soon be caught that nibbles at every bait.

In this case, the target language will offer a circumscription of the denota-

tional meaning or a word-by-word translation. The problem of equivalence

becomes even more crucial when we are faced with idiomatic book titles and

phatic formulas in direct speech. This aspect of the phraseological unit will be

demonstrated in the following part of this paper.
The examples are taken from two novels and their English or German

translations. The sources are: Christa Wolf, Nachdenken fiber Christa T.,

Halle/Saale 1968, and its English translation by Christopher Middleton, The

Quest for Christa T, London 1971; and Joseph Heller's novel Catch,-22, repr.

London 1979, translated into German by Irene and Gunther Danehl under the

title Der IKS-Haken, Frankfurt/Main 1964, licensed edition for the GDR,

Berlin 19753). We must take into consid.eration--that -a-literary translation -re

quires a considerable-amount-of-experience,-artistic_skill and socio-cultural

background knowledge on the part of the translator.
A striking example of a complicated book title is Catch-22, a fictitious coin-

age by its author, Joseph Heller, who described in his novel the absurdity of

military action in World War Two. The title is ambiguous because it is also

an idiom. The motto of the novel reads: "There was only one catch, and that

was Cath-22."
The German translation of the title reads Der IKS-Haken (which may be read

as an abbreviation, a cryptic code), and the motto has been translated as

"Es war nur ern Haken dabei,
and das war der IKS-Haken."

(The underlying English idiom "there is a catch in it" corresponds to the Ger-

man saying "die Sache hat einen Haken").
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In the translation itself we come .cross many idiomatic phrases which may
be classified under the headings of complete, partial and zero equivalence. The
examples from Joseph Holler's novel will be supplemented by those taken from
the English translation of Christa Wolf's novel NacMenken iiber Christa T. In
some cases the translator has used the idiom which the reader who knows lan-
guages could anticipate, but in other cases, the translator has preferred a com-
pletely different version by either substaating the phraseologieal unit by a
Kimple word in the target language or oven leaving it untranslated when he
thinks it appropriate.
Examples of complete equivalence;
Catch-22
It was love at first sight. The first time Yossarian saw the chaplain he fell madly
in love with him. (p. 13)
Es war Liebe auf den ersten Blick. Als Yossarian den Kaplan zum ersten Male
sah, verliebte er sich auf dor Stolle in ihn. (S. 7)
For a frantic half hour it was touch and go. Then the firemen began to get the
upperfulnd. (p. 17)
Eine aufregendo halbe Stunde hing alles an cinem Faden. Dann bekam die
Feuerwehr die Oberluznd. (S. 12)
Christa Wolf, Nachdenken caber Christa T.
'eh fiihlte die kostbaren Wochen mir durch die Finger rinnen... (S. 16)
I felt the valuable weeks slipping through my fingers... (p. 11)
Ums Leben verpafit ist soviel wie urn Haaresbreite, wir hatton es erfahren... (S. 34)
To have missed something by a lifetime is the same as missing it by a hair's
breadth, we had found out about .that;... (p. 27)
(This example illustrates the author's individual variation of the German
phrase "urn Haaresbreite". Such a "play with words and phrases" is rather
frequent in poetry and prose fiction as the writer is always in search of ways of
expressing-himself/herself in-an original,- unpredictable -way.)

Phatic formulas, i.e. sentence-like phrases, require special attention, be-
cause they depend on the communicTitive-situation; ehiefly-the-dialogueln.
direct or represented speech (iLterior monologue). They are typical. examples
of partial equivalence.
Catch -22
"Oh, shut up," Dunbar told Clevinger. (p. 26)
"Oh, halt dein Maul," sagte Dunbar zu Clevinger. (S. 21)
(These expressions are on the same colloquial level)
"W Who gives a shit?" he asked tiredly, and turned over on his side to go to
sleep. (p. 16)
"Na, and ?" fragtc er mil& and legte sich auf die andere Seite, um einzuschlafen.
(S. 10)
(This translation may count as an example Rartial equivalence, because the
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stylistic level has been shifted from vulgar in the source language to colloquial

in the target hulguage.)
\ye find similar in ciaista \vows

A'n rind iecnit schon. (S. 12)

Su what? (p. 8)
Eichholz du licher Himmel! (S. l I )

good heaven.''! (p. 17)

Kyrz 'and gut: Dio Liebe hatto clew Gilotor zu full gobritclit, (S. 83)

Anyhow: love was COnter's -undoing. (p. 65)
These exclamations IS and emphatic formulas have the character of interjections.
They are used by the author in hula represented speech (erlebtor Rode).
(This term is used by Galperin (1977:236).

Partial equivalence of phraseological units in the source and target lan-
guage may also be illustrated by examples, where the idiom of the source
language is translated by a simple word which has no transferred meaning in
the target language. The result may be a loss of expressiveness.

Catch-22
Yossarian made ltp his mind to keep his mouth shut and did. (p. 30)
Yossiarian beseh/qP, den 11Iund zu batten, mid t,pt es auch. (S. 25)

elnista T.
War es moglieh, lnitte sic mit den Branco, yezvelotls unsere Lehreriii sic durte.

(S. 10)
Was it possible, had she frowned, just for an instant, when 'our teacher used
the familiar form of address. (p, 7)
Links liegenlassen. 12)

Ignore her. (p. 8)
There are also opposite examples that the target language uses an idiom where

there is none in the source language.
Catch -.22 .

... and it wasn't long before be donated his views, (p. 15)
and es dauerto nicht large, da gab er bereits seine Ansiehten zum besten.

(p. 9/10)
The ease of zero equivalence is also possible, but its reason is not a gap in

the vocabulary of the target language, but the translator's decision to leave
out the idiom in the text of the target language or to render it in a different
way. Here we must make allowances for stylistic considerations.
Christa T.
Schularbeiten kamen seit langem nicht in. Frage, Sonne sehien auch keine.
(S. 13)
We hadn't been given any homework for months, and the sui wasn't shining
either. (p. 8)
Catch-22
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llow could they cop; with a Major like Major Major? (p. 98)
Was soilte man alit einem Major wio Major Major turn? (S .94)
Ali lo was goar like a shot. (p. :34)
,nor//, ;eh war 11iIo verselorrwiten. (S. 438)
"ill right, gee wiz. Stop rttlCcing it in, will you?" (p. 446)

$chilm, our reiben Sic mir (las nieht Milner wieder miter die Nase."
(S. 450),
(g(r wiz! is an exclamatory slang word in American English, corresponding to
the German expression "Donnerwettorl Monseh (sowas)!" cf. Murot/Sanders.
Although the translators have deleted it, the conversation does not become
politer, because tit., following ,,entenee is rather rude.)
A rare example of zero equivalence in the phraseological system is the follow-
ing:
lie 4ro8 rockivy the boot, Milo (aid, and Yossarian nodded once more. (p. 429).
Er goldhrde (kis Voterland, gte Milo, and Yossarian nickto wieder. (S. 432)
(This translation is it example of a text-bound equivalent, as there is no
similar idiom in Gera-um. 'Ch( Licanslator has derived the correct meaning from
the general mood of the cow, 'r action and the plot of the novel. The German
equivalent of to rod,. e boat according to Muret/Sanders is rather unspecified
"die Sache ins Wankel bringer. ")

CONCLUSION

The problems arising from the stylistic aspect of literary translation in which
the phraseological unit is only one itentin a whole set. of linguistic features to
be rendered in the taiga langtta;gc, reach far beyond the scope of phraseology
and contrastive linguistics, sime several functional aspects come into play:
1. The textual embedding of a phraseological unit in particular text types

(e..g. novel -vs. leading rtit:e in-a newspaper);
2. The preference or avoidance of phrases or idioms by the individual author

and diff..1(111. s(ylistie choices the source language;
3: The personiil st;listic. choice made by the translator in using an equivalent

of a phrase o, idi( the target language may differ markedly from that
listed in the bilingt:al victionary (English-German, German-English). The
literary translator, lu o ever, does not primarily rely on "word equations" in
the dictionary, but en ;cis 0-W11 command of the source and target languages,
and on the text itself which in the case of a verbal work of art is
usually to be translated into hisjher mother tongue and not in the
opposite direction.

4. The comparison between two or more translations of a verbal work of art
is a special field of translation theory and involves also aesthetic and
stylistic criteria. It has also some bearing on applied text linguistics.
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5. The stylistic iiia translation aspect of the phraseological unit as a consti-

tuent of the text (of all varieties of usage) as illustrated in this paper, 80011.1

to corroborate the concept of a phraseological level inside the stylistic sys-
tem, which has been tentatively called "phrasco-stylistics ".
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ON `NEE USE OF 14E XICAL AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES
IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE COMMUNICATION

11 oLp PALMBERO

Faculty of Education, Abo Akademi

INTRODUCTION AND AIM

According to Pit Corder, a foreign-language learner facing language diffi-
culty in a foreign-language communication situation may adopt either of two
principal "macro-strategies" (Corder 1978). He may have a strong motivation
or need to express meaning in the foreign language, and therefore use all the
linguistic resources at his disposal, often at the risk of failing to reach his
communicative goal, i.e. the successful passing on of precise information to his
interlocutor. To these resources, which include paraphrasing, the invention of
new words, guessing, and borrowing from the mother tongue, Corder gave the
collective name "risk-taking" or "resource-expansion" strategies. Throughout
this paper, however, they will be referred to as "achievement strategies" (so
termed by Faerch and Kasper 1980).

In the opposite case, the learner ignores or abandons the target concepts
for which he lacks the appropriate vocabulary. Due to inability to express
meaning in the foreign language, he prefers to resort to one "escape route"
(Ickenroth '1975) or Vanother, at the cost of informative preciseness. These
escape routes, commonly referred to as "avoidance strategies" in the recent
literature, have also been termed "risk-avoiding strategies" (Corder 1978),
"message-adjustment strategies" (Vii,radi 1980), and "reduction strategies"
(Faerch and Kasper 1980).

.
The aim of the present paper is to present a typology of lexical avoidance

strategies, to interpret the results as to the proportion of avoidance strategies
and achievement strategies used by the learners in three different experiments
conducted in the field of communication strategies, and to comment on some
of the problems involved in the study of commimication strategies in general
and avoidance strategies in particular.
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A T pi H.( a 1 ( Al'011)ANCE 8THATE(i1E8

Although there exists some terminological and classificatory disagreement in
the typologies established for communication strategies, 11104 of them derive
from the typology originally presented by l'Aradi (1980) and enlarged upon by
Titrono (1977). In these typologies it has been custoninry to distinguish he-
tweet) three different avoidance strategies:

(a ) Topic nroicl ance (Tarone ot. al. 1976a, I 971lb; Tama() 1977; Corder 1978)

oeeurs when the learner does not talk about concepts (or "topics") for whielt
the vocabulary is not known. In extreme eases this may result in no commuta-

tion at all. In less extreme cases the learner (I ireets his conversation away from
the troublesome topic, P.14. by omission.

(h) ..11e,smtyc abandonment (Tarone et al. 1976a; Tarono 1977; Corder 1978)

ocet I rs when the learner starts expressing a target concept and suddenly realizes
that he does not know how to go on. Ile then stops in mid-sentence, chooses
:mother loltie, and continues his conversation. In both topic avoidance and
message abandonment, therefore, the troublesome topic is completely dropped
hy the learner.

(e) In ineuniwy replacemcot (Vinidi 11)80), milike in topic avoidance mid
message abandonment, the topic is, in fact, not dropped but preserved by the
lea titer. However, instead of trying to expand his linguistic resources and over-

(ane his commiuneative problem, he deliberately chooses to be less specific
than he originally intended to be. This kind of "semantic avoidance" (so
termed in l'arone et al. 1076b) always results in some degree of vagueness.

In an experiment designed to elicit the communication strategies that &inns
and Swedish-speaking Finns adopt when communicating in English (Palm-
lterg 1979), 103 learners were asked to describe a series of pictures, the first two
of whirl1 depicted it cave in the mountains and a caveman coming out from the

cave. The following examples arc taken front the data collected, and illustrate
how three learners chose to avoid the target item cave:

(1) "I can see three mountains." TOl'IC AVOIDANCE
(2) "A man is coining out from a ... cr ... MESSAGE ABANDONMENT

it's a stone aged man ..."
(3) "A man comes out from his ... home". MEANING REPLACEMENT

Faerelt and Kasper define strategies as "potentially conscious plans ... for

solving what to the individual presents itself as a problem in reaching a parti-
cular goal" (1980:60). The strategy of topic avoidance is adopted exclusively
by learners perceiving problems in the planning phase of reaching their commu-
nicative goal. Message abandonment and meaning replacement, on the other
hand, may also be adopted by learners confronted by a planning or retrieval
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problem .11, ,1 I,i1,i i shur,e, i.e. in the iodization 'phase. Tin' 1,1111.('
-110111(1 la' "well IS (.0111.1111111111 nailer thall

laa'allS0, ;As 'I.:torch and Ka Slag' A1 the one end, dm
learner s '1111),ost' «hat she \\ Brits to say Aland) given topic ( meaning
fvpHilicilt). dip oHipr cud she says nothing at all about this ( . topic
av()idliiice)" (19s(r, 91),

1.:STA111,18111N1: T111: IA :AI:NEIN' OrnAlAl, NIEANIN

A gre.i t problem ill the study ()I' avoidance strategies is to know when learn-
er actually avoid. In other words: l low do we know when !earners say any-
t hingratherthan what they wanted to say? This it; a problem well-known to
tilos:, studying learners' errors (see e.g. Sehaehter 1974, 1979). h to critical
paper on the uses of Error Analysis, Stig Johansson objects both to tests of
free production (e.g. compositions) and to translations as reliable, error-eliciting
devices. In the fornier, he points out, "the choice of words and constructions
eaiT'beseolitrolled by the learner" (1975:331). in the latter, on the other hand,
"au error is often avoided by an inexact translation or a translation which is
eorreet from the viewpoint of the foreign language but is not a correct rendering
of the original text" (p. 25(1).

In the study of communication strategies, the first attempt to systemati-
cally solve the problem of pinpointing learners' avoidance behaviour was that of
\-.ir;td i. l a ;in experiment designed to find out how close foreign-language learn-
erS came 'to producing what they actually wanted to produce, Vfiradi asked
liungaian learners of English to describe in writing a series of pictures, first
in English. theii in .1Iungarian. Thu rationale behind this procedure was that the
mother- tongue version, written immediately after the English version, would
reveal exactly what end, learner wanted to produce, i.e. his "optimal mean-
ing''

LEA I;NEUS USE Ulu AMMAN-CP] STRATEGIES IN THREE DIFFERENT
EN.PERIMENTS

V;iii(li's methodology was soon adopted by other investigators in the field of
commxmicittion strategies. There were often modifications in the elicitation
techniques sed, the 'most important of which was a shift of interest from
written _to'ora I communication strategies. Three different experiments are pre-
sented below, those conducted by Taone et al. (1976b), Tarono (1977), and
Erwin (1979).. Throughout the presentation of the results, the main emphasis
will be on learners' use of avoidance strategies.
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1,1X 1.111,1M ENT l (TA !WM.', 1.71' Al,, 197111

In an attempt to show patterns of stability or instability in children's use

of communication strategies in a foreign language over it period of time, Tama)

et ul. used at "native-language hose -line" to establish the learners' optimal

meaning. Their elicitation instrument was it cartoon, and in addition to asking

the learners, wle were leAnglish-speak big children in a French immersion school

in Toronto, to tell the events of the cartoon in French, they asked a control

group consisting of monolingual Engliml-speakig children of the same age

group (viz 7 1/2 yearti) to toll the story in English. Tape-recordings were made

()I' the narratives.
Ta hie I

(interpreted and [nod iNed from p. 130) shows the frequency of

lIvo;.!»o(T strategies used by six children, as compared to their use of aohiove.

'tient strategies and their use of correct Froneh for the target items. The

specific target items were verbs as wet' as objects decided upon in the semantic

content of the cartoon (as judged by the native-language versions provided by

the control group).

T:\ BLE 1. Interpretation taf Tarono of III :14 data

Maori )st ratogiem or correct F000lt I No mix) r of ocourroneem
ft/
/ft

A voidancv strategies
13 26

Achioven tout tat nit r gips
9 18

Correct Froneli
28 56

Tot al ;
50 100

One year later, the same children were asked to perform the same task

(with the same pictures) again, and their production was analysed as to their

use of communication strategics.
For the 13 occurrences of avoidance strategies at Time I, the results are as

follows: There were 11 shift... to correct French at Time II, one shift to an

achievement strategy, and one occurrence of stabilized avoidance, Further-

more, there was a shift from correct French at Time [ to avoidance at Time II.

EXPERIMENT 2 (TARONF1 1977)

In 'I7arone's study of the use of communication strategies by adult foreign-

language learners, the frequency of avoidance strategies was fairly small. Fol-

lowing VAradi, Tarone set out to isolate the learners' optimal meaning with the

aid of a story-telling task in both the native and the foreign language. The

stories performed by the nine learners (who spoke Spanish, Turkish, and Manda-

rin as their mother tongue) were recorded on tape.

Table 2 (modified from p. 201) shows the strategy preferences for seven

semantic target concepts by each learner (identified by their initials).
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TA um; (111141

111'111'1' A 141 NbuidarinTurkiHit
al

Min.1051rItf0,4{ (III RI) cT I)It All 111: .:1111, .10 MS

AN'l1i111111110 I I It I) 0 I) 4 0
Hi rat 4,04 ,A

Af.)110V141111`111 11 7 0 9 10 4 5
81 I at ogio3

11111.1 Ii 1(1 8 117

1.;NI)EllINII.IN (EltkV1N 11170)

SO1110100. 1101(10a I'VSidtS wore 014,16110d by Erwin in his study of commu-
niation strategitN used by 14 internmliate-level American students lintrnhig
Russian IIM a foreign language. fie elicited his data, through oral narratives in
English and in Russian, and each student provided his version of throe differ-
ent picture stories, containing in all 32 specific semantic target items.

In Erwin's study, the total number of occuren(es of' avoidance strategies
and achievement strategies used in the task were 108 and 15!) respectively.
Moreover, assuming Unit the non-use of a colnmunication strategy (as reported
by Erwin) presupposed the knowledge of the correct Russia it word, we get
the results shown in Table 3 (interpreted and modified from p. 331).

TA MY, 8. Intorprotation of Erwin's data

Maerostratogio5 or corrout Ilmasian I Nontbor of oocarrolico:4 /0
Avoidance stratogies 108 24.1
Aulliovonton strat egios 35.5
Correa IltiSsiatt 181 40.4

Total 448 100.0

DISCUSSION

As the three studies show, it is obvious that foreign-language learners make
use of avoidance strategies to different extents, irrespective of age, mother
tongue, or target language. It is equally obvious that these studies can only
give very general directions as to the overall use of avoidance strategies by
foreign learners at different levels of language proficiency. Great caution should
be shown when interpreting such results, for several reasons,

Fist of all, reliable divisions of communication strategies even into either
of the two macro-strategics suggested by Corder are very difficult to make.
This has been demonstrated in Palmberg (1981/82), and was also pointed out by
Erwin, who used a panel of four judges to classify and to decide on the communi-
cative efficiency of the learners' productions (1979).
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Seeondly, it is (gear that a final typology of communication strategies has

not yet been achieved (see e.g. Bialystok and FrO Mich 1980, Erwin 1979).
Therefore, 111 Tables 1-3, the interpretation and classification of communica-
tion strategies have been made according to the definitions of strategies given
by the individual researchers, not acce.:,.ling to their choice of terminology (cf.

e.g. the principles of avoidance/paraphrase categorization in Taronc et al.
1976b and in Tarone 1977).

Thirdly, there is not yet any generally accepted way by which the fre-
quency of different communication strategies could be accOunted for. Tarone,
to give but one example, clearly regards the use of two different communica-
tion strategies used by one learner to communicate one target item, as two
occurrences of communication strategies. This may be seen in Table 2 e.g. for

learner GU, who used, in all, nine communication strategies to communicate

'seven target items.
Fourthly, the. number of factors governing the choice of communication

strategies on the part of the learner is fairly large. These factors seem to be de-

pendent :on two main variables: a learner variable and a situation variab!e. The
learner variable includes factors such as the learner's age, his learning level

or stage of proficiency, his mother tongue, his knowledge of languages other

than the mother tongue and the foreign language being communicated, and,

finally, his personality characteristics. The situation variable, on the other
hand, includes factors such as the foreign language being communicated, the
target items being communicated (lexical vs. syntactic), the type of coin-
munication (real-life vs. test situation, motivated vs. unmotivated, written vs.
spoken, one-way vs. two -:Way commimication), and the language background

of the interlocutor/experimenter (native speaker of the learner's target language

vs. fellow foreign-language learner).
Therefore, as pointed out by Tarone (1979), it is essential that researchers

take more care when reporting on their experiments, including for example

the following information:
(a) What exactly was the testee asked to do?
(b) Who was present in the experimental siautation?
(c) What was their relationship to the testee?
(d) What were their age and sex (experimenter as well as testee)?

(e) Was it a formal or informal situation?

FINAL COMMENTS

Avoidance behaviour is, by definition, an "easy way out" for the foreign-
-language learner who is unable to communicate a desired meaning due to
vocabulary difficulty. Paradoxically, avoidance strategies may also be used

by the learner to ensure correct comprehension by his interlocutor. Japanese
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learners who ;ire tired of being constantly misunderstood when trying to
pronounce on English word containing an /I/ or /r/ sound, may therefore
deliberately avoid that %void and instead use a synonym which causes them
le,-; difficulty in pronunciation. Although this phenomenon is claimed to be
extremely rare (Schachter 1974), examples arc provided in the literature.
Coiam, for example, reports that Cc Ice-Murcia's 2 1/2 year -old daughter
would at times borrow a word from her second. language rather than using a
mother-tongue word with a sound that she had not yet mastered (Cohen
1975 : 121-122). Avoidance of this type presupposes a choice, and has there-
fore 1H:en referred to as "true avoidance" (Levenston and Blum 1977). In
addition to second- or foreign-language learners, true avoidance in the lexical
fielil is frequently adopted by e.g. teachers, translators and editors of Simplified.
Remlers intended for foreign-language learners.
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CONTRASTIVE AND ERROR ANALYSIS: VIETNAMESE GERMAN

HEINAIOH P. KELZ

University of Bonn

0. INTRODUCT.ORY REMARKS

In this article I should like to report on an aspect of our work which has
gained considerable importance during the past months. Due to political
developments in South East Asia, Germany, within a reratively short period
of time, was confronted with some 26,000 immigrants from Vietnam, Laos,
and Cambodia. The situation being as it is, these immigrants will probably
stay in Germany for some time to come.

One of the immediate necessities fundamental to their social integration
into German society was to make them acquainted with the new language.
At first, the immigrants were sent to various language teaching institutions
where in some cases, it was possible to teach them in homogeneous classes.
In most of the courses, however, results were unsatisfactory because these
institutions were not sufficiently prepared for the special task of teaching
German to South East Asians in the shortest possible time. As it turned out,
the situation could only be improved by giving teachers a special training'
and by developing specific teaching materials. This was the starting point
for our work which aims at defining possible areas of learning difficulties
and at designing time-saving and efficient means of language teaching. The
first step towards this goal was to gather detailed information on the learners'

I The teaching objective here cannot be the same as for the- instruction of kifeign
workers or of foreign university students, who are in Germany only temporarily. As
pointed out initially, the South East Asian immigrants are to stay in Germany for a long
time and their integration into German society is a must, if only for economic reasons.
Therefore their language should as little as possible be stigmatized as utterly foreign.
Furthermore their language instruction should include paralinguistic signals including
those on tho phonetic level (such as hesitation sounds, emphatic forms of intonation,
and so on).
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sociocultural background, On their learning behaviour, on problems they
might have in communication and last not least on the differences

between their mother tongues and the German language.
Contrastive analyses of the four languages spoken by the majority of the

immigrants served to delimit areas of linguistically based learning problems.

The languages eoncerned were:
Vietnamese (also ealled Amiainese)
Laotian
Khmer (or Cambodian)
Guangdong brut (the language of the largest Chinese minority groUp in

linlochilla, more conizuonly known as Cantonese).

The contriistive analyses included the phonetic, grammatical, and lexical

levels as well as aspects of semantics and pragmatics. The objectives of the

contrastive analyses was to give some preliminary information to teachers
of (4.rican as a foreign language who never taught !canters from South East
Asia before and who are not acquainted with. the mother tongues of their

studs sits. `fhese contrastive analyses will be complemented by error analyses

conducted for each of the above languages with a total of about 500 pupils;

the results of both kinds of investigation will then be compared. Up to now,

(ally preliminary observations were recorded from utterances of some 25
randomly selected 'students. 2 I shall try and relate these findings to the con-

trastive analyses with all necessary predications, keeping in mind the
small number of informants and the provisional status of the results.

1. THE FRAMEWORK

I will have to restrict the scope of this report to one language and within

that language to one aspect only. As an example, I will take the segmental

phonetic features of Vietnamese.
This raises the question of the theoretical framework for adescription

and a comparison the two languages, Vietnamese and German, which poses

the problem of choosing betWeen a number of possible concepts. Since neither

the phonemic approach as exemplified e.g. in the Contrastive Structure

8erif4 nor the generative approach are satisfactory-3 with regard to 'the

gold set for this prOjcct,,it is assumed that only the phonetic substance, i.e.

2 All pupils wore enrolled in a German language course and were not.previously

exposed, to German at all. Aforeign language knowledge has boon acquired in Vietnam,

this was usually French andfor (American) English. This, howeVer, is only true for a

antall group.
3 I have dealt with this problem in several articles and in my book Phoneasehe .

Problems inn Fremdsprathenunterriat (1976). In may opinion, II phonemic approach is

very satisfactory when the task is apurely descriptive one or especially when an eff,.313
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the physical reality, provides valid material for a contrastive analysis especia-
lly with regard to a later comparison with the findings of error analyses.

.Even if the teaching objective is defined in terms of "communicative
competence", a phonological basis for both analyses and their comparison
seems to be quite inadequate. The assumption that only phonological opposi-
tions have any bearing on the validity and qualitity of pronunciation is
quite wrong. Phonological oppositions are vital for the establishment and
description of a language system (longue) but not necessarily for the speech
net (parole), which is the object of the analyses and the target of the project.''
Nor can traditional phonology bring out the phenomena connected with
speech rhythm and as their result the various forms of coarticulation,
reduction, assimilation,. epentheses, and elision nor those aspects which
can be summarized under the term 'basis of articidation'.5

Thus we will proceed by describing and comparing the two languages,
i.e. the mother tongue and the target language, on the basis of their phonetic
substances, and by using well established parameters.

2. THE LINGUISTIC MATERIAL

German and Vietnamese are two languages differing in many respects.
Genetically the former belongs to the Indo-European family, whereas the
latter's classification is not absolutely clear.6 Typologically, German is of an
incorporating type, Vietnamese of an isolating one. While German is a stress-
timed language, Vietnamese is a syllable-timed one, and it is a tone language,
whereas German is not.

Therefore, further differences are to .be expected not only on the morphoT
syntactic, but also on the phonetic level. The phonetics of Vietnames3 is
characterized
(1) by the limited phonotactic possibilities for the formation of monosyllabic .

morphemes; (2) by the phonemic value of syllable tones; (3) by the manifold.
possibilities for phonemic contrasts in the vowel system.

Live writing system is to bo developed on the basis of pronunciation; a generative approach.
is quite satisfactory when phonological processes are to be demonstrated and also when
explanations should be given as to why certain .changes occur.

cf. also Kelz, H. P. (1977).
et. also Kblz,
Although Vietnamese oontains lexioal material of Chinos, the Thai and the

Mon-Khmer languages -it is not related to either one of them. Some linguists (suoh as
IN. Sohmidt) consider it a branch of the Austro-asian language family. Those who eon -
eider it a member of the Sino-Tibetian family do not agree on the point of suagrouping:
while some (such as R. Shafer) prefer to group it under the Tibeto,Ti.trinese branch, others
(such as H. MaspOro) see it as part of the Liv:-Tini branch.

10 Papers and studies... xvnr
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2.1. The vowels

Vietnamese has 47 vowel phonemes. Of these 11 are monophthongs, 24

diphthongs and 12 diphthongs. Among the monophthongs (cf. chart 1)

there are three rounded and three unrounded back vo els (u, o, o] and [tu,

y, a], four front vowels [i, e, 6, a] and one central vowel [a]. The Vietnamese

learner will thus have little difficulties with the primary vowel qualities:

[i, u, e, o, g, a, a] and [a] have similar qUalities in German; only German open

[1] (as in Mitte) and open [u] (as in Mutter) have no equivalents in Vietnamese-

Secondary vowels are found in both languages: while, however, Vietnamese

has unrounded back vowels [w, y], German has rounded front vowels [y, y, 0, ce]

and these have no equivalents in Vietnamese. Vietnamese has only one central

vowel [a], while German has two, [a] (as in bitte) and [s] (as in bitter).

A further difference between German and Vietnamese lies in the vowel

quantity: German has long and short monophthongs as phonological opposi-

tions, Vietnamese does not.
Another problem for the Vietnamese learner of German may arise from

some dialectal variants in Vietnamese where some of the vowels are diphthong-

ized: this refers especially to the vowels [a] (pronounced [au]) and [o] (pro-

nounced [ou]).
Beside these regionally occurring diphthongs, there are 18 falling diph-

thungs, among them are the equivalents for three German falling diphthongs:.

[az], [au] and [oy]. The fact that Vietnamese has six rising diphthongs while

German has none, does not lead to interferences.
However, Vietnamese has no equivalents for the seven German centralising

hiphthongs: [ire] as in ihr, [yu] as in fur, [we] as in hr, [es] as in er, [o13] as in

dijr, [ac] as in vor and [an] as in Bar.

2.2. The Consonants

The consonant system of Vietnamese (cf. chart 2) also shows a great va-

riety of sunds, which becomes particularly evident with regard to the
plosives. There are four kinds of, voiceless stops:

(1) fully articulated, non-aspirated stops; (2) aspirated stops; (3) affricate stops;

(4) glottalized stops.
Glottalized stops appear only in final position, where they are the only

stops occurring. Since glottalized stops do not *exist in German, German
listeners may not even hear the stops when pronounced by a Vietnamese.

Non-aspirated voiceless stops occur initially in positions where (Standard)

German has nothing but aspirated stops. There are only three affricates:

one which is normally pronounced as a retroflex, one alveo-palatal, and one

which is a variant of aspirated [kh]. The only other aspirated stop is a dental.
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Only the voiced stops have immediate equivalents hi German, in the same
position and with basically the same points of articulation.

There arc three pairs of fricatives (voiced and voiceless): the labio-dental,
the retroflex and the alveo-palatal fricatives. In addition, there are a voice-
less velar fricative, which is a variant of the velar aspirated stop resp. affricate
(see above), pre-aspiration of the vowel (aspirated vowel onset), which may be
considered as a pharyngal fricative, and a voiced labialized velar fricative,
mostly, however, pronounced as a continuant (semivowel). Since the German
alveolar and palate-alveolar fricative pairs are missing, problems will arise
here as well as with the German ich-sound

The nasals will pose no major problem. In addition to the points of articula-
tion of the nasals in German, Vietnamese has a palatal one. However, nasals
in final position are generally glottalized, and in some areas of Vietnam a
tendency for nasalization of the preceding vowel will occur as a result of an
anticipatory lowering of the velum.

The-German [ft], though, will cause difficulties in all positions since there
is no r-sound at all in Vietnamese', while [1] will only partly cause difficulties,
since in Vietnamese it never appears in final position. The cases of sound
conflicts in the two consonant systems are illustrated in chart 3.

2.3. Syllable Structure

In contrast to the rather complex sounds system, Vietnamese has a very
simple syllable structure. This feature of VietnameSe underlies most of the
learner's difficulties. Except for the affricates mentioned above there are
no consonant clusters. Only the nasals and the glottalized stop may occur in final
position; in all other cases the syllable ends in one of the 47 vowel phonemes.

The fact that German has a highly developed system of consonant combina-
tions on the. one hand leads to omissions and, on the other hand, to the in-
sertion of svarabliakti on the part of the Vietnamese learner.

To compensate the limited possibilities for syllable formation; the Vietnam-
ese language offers the possibility of pronouncing syllables on different tones:
identical phonotagms can have up to six different meanings according to the
tonal feature of the respective syllable. This fact leads to a positive learning
effect in so far as it enables the VietnaMese learner to grasp the'German
intonation contours more easily, being highly sensitive to tonal features of
speech.

Difficulties, however, arise from the difference in the rhythmic structure
of both languages. While Vietnamese is a syllable-timed language, German
is accent-timed. Thus Vietnamese will often speak GOrMall with a type of

7 The written <r> of Vietnamese is pronounced [1].
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staccato pronunciation with little dynamics. Furthermore, since all words

in Vietnamese have only One accent, the German word accent will be quite

11('W 01(110111e11011 to the Vietnamese learner.

3. ERROR DATA

The error analysis complementing the contrastive analysis serves to find

out not only whether errors are actually made where linguistic comparison

reveals differences, and thus to detect probabilities of interference. It also

helps to evaluate the learning difficulties caused by interferences, and the

persistency of these errors, the final goal being the establishment of a hierarchy

of difficulties on the statistical basis of the errors made.
The 25 pupils selected for the investigation of pronunciation errors were

asked
(1) to read a text; (2) to tell a story according to a series of cartoon-like

pictures; and (3) to repeat sentences or phrases which they heard from a tape

recording. Their oral productions werde recorded on tape for later analysis.

measure was taken so that possible discrepancies in their oral production

could later be differentiated according to the three stimuli used:
(1) graphic: stimulus; (2) visual stimulus; and (3) auditory stimulus.

4. DISCUSSION

A comparison of the contrastive analysis with the observation of the,

errors actually made reveals some discrepancies.
On the basis of the contrastive analysis it is e.g. assumed that learners

will substitute the [J] -sound of German with the closest fricative in Vietnamese

i.e. with [E]. The examination of the verbal material, however, shows that

in only 15 out of 19 cases where errors were made U] was substituted by the

retroflex [g In the remaining four cases it was substituted by the alveolar

[s], a sound not occurring in Vietnamese, but rather one to be learned.

Similarly, the initial cluster [ft] (as in stehen, Stuhl) was replaced by the

retroflex [ut] and the alveolar [st]. The former occurred in five out of eleven

cases; the latter variant occurred six times, but only in the section which was

read by the pupils, not in free production. .

The affricate [ts] in the initial position (as in zu, zwei) also created problems

It was generally pronounced. as a single fricative: in 23 out of 40 cases as

simple [s]; this happened whenever a vowel followed. If, however, a consonant

(here only [v] is possible) folloWed, it was generally pronounced as [e]. In words

like zwel, zwar, Zweck, yet another error was observed (particularly when the

text was read): the substitution of [v] by [w]. If this semivowel was used
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instead of the consonant [v] the pronunciation was also [s], the same as was
the case when a vowel followed.

These examples already show that there can be no generalization as to the
substitution expected on the basis of transfer hypotheses. Contrary to
rApectations, sounds not yet mastered were substituted by other sounds of
6(.rman; their distribution depended both on linguistic context (as in the
third case) awl on the stimulus used (as in the second case) as well as on
other factors (as in the first ease).

It also appears that the majority of errors was not due to a simple, or
complex, mw-to-one substitution, but that they were .rather errors which
may be attributed to the phonotactic structure of Germain. Since Vietnamese
has practically no consonant clusters, faulty pronunciation occurs with

German consonant combinations. In this respect, two types of erro were
found: the use of svarablialti and the omission of consonants, such

ritl as in durften [fth Se]
[fth] as in verletzt [sth , th]
[ft] as in Haft [f, p]

It. is, however, interesting to observe that the omission of consonants occurred
more frequently in free production (after a visual s imulus) i repetitio
(after au auditory stimulus) where the insertion or additi of pro- id .e

thctic vowels occurred more often.

5. SUMMARY

(I) The preliminary data show that syntagmatic phonetic errors are
eVe I I more frequent than paradigmatic phonetic errors. This is interesting
in so far as most contrastive analyses ; even those which try to establish

hierarchy of difficultiess are mainly based on paradigmatic -phonetic
ch;0.aeteristics, thus comparing two sound systems by isolating the segments-
kind without taking the aspects of phonosyntaginatic structure into consider-
ation.

(2) In cases of paradigmatic substitution the choice is not always the
"cluSest sound' available in L 1; in a number of instances it is a sound of L 2.

(3) If, however, L1-substitutions occur phonological major class features
du not seem to play a role. Thus the lateral [I] of German in final position is
generally replaced by the nasal H.

(4) In evaluating the errors and in search of possible causes, not only
LI-behaviour has to be taken into account, but also a number of other factors,
such as the kind of 8thitulation (reading, oral reproduction, free production),
auditory problems which antecede articulation in the learning process, factors
due to the teaching method, and even environmental factors of learning.

i.g. in Stocinvoll/13owt.n 1965.
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Finally it should be pointed out that some,discrei. ..1%;ies i,-,tween the
contrastive and the error analyses may be.attfibuted dialectal and soeio-
lectal variants, both in Vietnams andiri"-Cerniam,.

front

Chart 1

back

e - vowels of Vietnamese

(---) O vowels of German

0 rounded vowels

WA unrounded vowels

' Vietnamese has three major language variants: The dialects of the Tongking area,
thes,., of the Annum Highland and those of the Mekong Delta. The Tongking variety is
coilAderid standard and was the basis for the contrastive analysis, but most of the immi-

grants come from the. South. In Germany, too, the dialectal variant of the area where
thu lan guage coil rse takes place, may have an influence, although all toachem speak Stand.
and Commit in class. Similarly, previous knowledge of another foreign langUage (French,
English) may have sonic influence by way of negative transfer, faux amis, etc.
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Chart 3
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